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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

The special Commission authorized by Chapter 26 of

the Resolves of 1975 to study the effect of the ratifi-
cation of the proposed amendments to the Constitution
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Constitu-
tion of the United States prohibiting discrimination on

account of sex upon the laws, business communities and

public in the Commonwealth herewith submits its interim
report and recommendations. Additional matters will be
discussed in detail in the Final Report of the Commission

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Resolve PROVIDING FOR AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY BY A SPECIAL
COMMISSION RELATIVE TO THE EFFECT OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS AND
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION ON
ACCOUNT OF SEX UPON THE LAWS, BUSINESS COMMUNITIES AND PUBLIC IN THE
COMMONWEALTH.

RESOLVED, That a special commission to consist of three members

of the senate, five members of the house of representatives, and three

persons to be appointed by the governor, is hereby established for the

purpose of making an investigation and study relative to the review and

reformulation of state laws in order to satisfy the provision of pending

Equal Rights Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and the

Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Said conmissioi

shall specifically, but without limiting the generality of the foregoing,

investigate and study existing statutory inequities between males and

females resulting from distinctions based on sex in the areas of labor.

law, domestic relations law, property and commercial law, criminal law,

and such other areas as the commission shall determine.

Said commission may involve in advisory roles such persons, organization;

or public and private institutions as it may determine as appropriate.

Said commission may travel without the commonwealth

Said commission may call upon officials of the commonwealth or its

various subdivisions, and may also call upon officials of the federal

government and its various agencies and departments for such information

it may desire in the course of its investigation and study. Said

commission may seek, accept and expend any grants or gifts of money,

professional services, consultant services, clerical and other services

and supplies from the federal government or any ether private or public

source in the course of its investigation and study.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-five

House of Representatives, June \ , 1975

Passed,"
, Speaker
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In Senate, June / 0
, 1975.

Passed, 6. Presi<lc",;

J"**dlZ , 1975.
Approved,

Governor.
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All people are born free and equal,
and have certain natural, essential, and

unalienable rights; among which may be
reckoned the rights of enjoying and

defending their lives and liberties;
that of acquiring, possessing, and

protecting property; in fine, that of

seeking and obtaining their safety and

happiness. Equality tinder the law shall

not be denied or abridged because of

sex, race, color, creed or national
origin. (New material underlined)

TO ARTICLE 1, DECLARATION OF RIGHTS,

THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

MASSACHUSETTS CONSTITUTION
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A. Purpose and Scone

The Special Study Commission on the Equal Rights Amendments

was established by the Massachusetts General Court'*' in June, 1975,
to study the effects of the pending federal and state equal rights

2amendments upon the laws of the Commonwealth. The Commission

was charged with responsibility for reviewing state laws and for

recommending what statutory changes would be necessary to insure

compliance with the federal and state equal rights amendments,

should one or both be ratified.

Because the state equal rights amendment will be presented

to the voters of the Commonwealth by referendum in November, 1976,

and the federal equal rights amendment, if ratified, will not

take effect until two years from the date of ratification, the

Commission focused its initial inquiry upon the state amendment.

The Massachusetts equal rights amendment, amending Article

I of the Declaration of Rights of the Massachusetts Constitution,

says:

Article I. All people are born free and equal, and have certain
natural, essential, and unalienable rights; among which may be
reckoned the rights of enjoying and defending their lives and
liberties; that of acquiring, possessing, and protecting property;
in fine, that of seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness.
Equality under the law shall not be denied or abridged because of
sex, race, color, creed or national origin.(new material is
underlined).

While the state amendment prohibits discrimination on sev-

eral grounds, the Commission elected to examine state law relative

to the mandate of sexual equality. The federal constitution,which

x, INTRODUCTION
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already accords extensive protection against discrimination on

grounds of race, color, creed, and national origin, cannot be

contravened by state law. Any legislative changes required by

the equal rights amendment would therefore most likely relate

to sex-based discrimination.

The purpose of the interim report was to set forth the

general principles of equal rights amendment theory, to point

out those areas which will not be affected by the state amend-

ment, and to highlight the extent of the state amendment's im-

pact in the following areas of major public concern: labor and

industries; corporations and taxation; public health and public

welfare; crimes and punishments; property, wills, and trusts;

and domestic relations. The Commission will issue a final report

which will cover those areas not covered in the interim report

and which will address the impact of the federal equal rights

amendment as well as the effect of the state amendment.

The report is the result of an objective and detailed legal

analysis and is designed to increase public understanding of the

issues relating to the equal rights amendment and to facilitate

legislative implementation of the amendment if it is ratified.

The commission has looked to judicial and legislative actions
of the states which already have equal rights provisions in

Otheir constitutions, as well as federal and Massachusetts laws.

B. Methodology

Seven task forces were established to conduct a statute-by-
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statute review of Massachusetts law to determine which statutes

did not or might not conform to the amendment's mandate of sexual

equality. The task forces and their subject areas are:

M.G.L.
A. Civil Service, Retirement, and Pensions c. 31-328

Labor and Industries c.149-154

B. Corporations and Taxation c. 58-658
c.155-182

C. Education c. 69-78**

D. Public Health and Welfare C.lll-123A

E. Property, Wills, Trusts c.183-206

F. Domestic Relations c.207-210

Q. Crimes, Punishments, Proceedings
in Criminal Cases c.263-280

Those statutory areas not specifically covered by the task

forces were assigned to and reviewed by the Commission staff.

Each task force was chaired by a Commission member and composed

of law professors, private practioners,and attorneys and adminis-

trators working in the public sector.

The task forces reviewed their assigned statutes and cited

those which expressly differentiated on the basis of sex. They

also isolated those statutes which were sex-neutral on their

face but had a readily discernible or potentially discriminatory

impact, and those statutes which discriminated by omission.

Gender-based language was not a primary focus of this survey, in
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light of Chap. 4, sec. 6, clause 4, which sets forth the general

rule that words of masculine gender include the feminine and
5

neuter.

While time and personnel limitations placed a systematic re-

view of governmental regulations beyond the official scope of this

project, the task forces attempted to similarly review govern-

mental regulations and policies for sexual inequality.

Upon completion of the initial survey, each task force as

a group studied those statutes which had been marked for further

consideration. Determinations as to their validity under the

state equal rights amendment were made, alternative methods of

correcting unconstitutional provisions were examined, and specific

recommendations for legislative change were selected.

The analyses and recommendations of the task forces were sub-

mitted to the entire membership of the Commission for debate and

approval. In some cases, task force recommendations were changed.

The recommendations of the Commission comprise this report.

A constitutional amendment by design is comprehensive in its

scope and general in its terms so that it may endure as a funda-

mental principle of government, 6
In applying the equal rights

amendment prohibition of sex and discrimination, the courts will

necessarily formulate a test which embodies an interpretation of

the amendment and provides criteria against which the constitu-

tionality of a statute can be measured. Such tests are known as

standards of review.

The extent to which the equal rights amendment prohibits sex-

based classifications will depend upon what standard of review is
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adopted by the courts. There are, at present, two alternative

standards of review which the courts are most likely to accept

in determining challenges under the state equal rights amendment:

a strict scrutiny approach and an absolute prohibition test. In

the interests of thoroughness and the law-making process, the

Commission decided to analyze the statutes under both standards.

Therefore, the results contained herein encompass those statutes

which would be unconstitutional under the "strict scrutiny"

approach, which sets forth the lesser standard of constitutionality,

and those statutes which would fail the "absolute prohibition"

test, which embodies a higher standard. A comprehensive discussion

of each standard can be found in the section below.

C, Standards of Review

The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution

forbids each state to "deny to any person within its jurisdiction

the equal protection of the laws." Courts must decide whether any

particular law, claimed to be unconstitutional, in fact denies

equal protection. To do so, they may employ one of several tests,

known as standards of review.

"Equal protection" does not mean that every person must be

treated exactly alike in all circumstances. Laws, by definition,

distinguish among categories of persons and treat each category

according to its characteristics. Doctors are required to meet

professional standards not required of non-doctors, landlords to

meet obligations not imposed on tenants, public officials to per-
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form tasks not demanded of non-officials. Equal protection merely

requires that all persons similarly situated be treated alike.

Thus, a law which makes certain conduct criminal when engaged in
7

by persons of one race but not of another denies equal protection.

The standard of review chosen to judge any particular statute

is important because the stricter the standard, the more likely

it is that the statute will be found unconstitutional. Like the

equal protection clause, the equal rights amendment prevents the

state from discriminating against certain classes of people.

Courts interpreting the equal rights amendment will have to choose

an appropriate standard of review to apply. The Massachusetts

courts may borrow one of the standards developed for federal equal

protection cases, such as strict scrutiny, or may use a new
g

standard such as absolute prohibition.

1. Strict Scrutiny

Traditional equal protection cases assumed that the power

of the state was almost unlimited. In order to show that a par-
ticular statute denied equal protection, the person invoking the

court's judgment had to prove either that the statute had no le-

gitimate purpose or that the classification used by the statute

bore no rational relationship to the state's objective. Under

this minimum rationality standard, it was virtually impossible

to prove that a law denied equal protection because a court could

almost always find some justification, no matter how hypothetical,
for the classification. "A statutory discrimination will not
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be set aside if any state of facts reasonably may be conceived

to justify it.

Over the past thirty years, a much stricter standard of re-

view, known as strict scrutiny, has been developed for cases where

the challenged statute invaded certain constitutionally protected

rights, "Courts must subject to the most rigid scrutiny"laws

which discriminate on the basis of a "suspect classification"
XI _ 12 13(race, nationality, alienage ) or which deny "fundamental

interests" which are guaranteed by the constitution either explicitly

or implicitly, such as the rights of privacy and procreation.^
The "suspect classification" concept, developed under the

strict scrutiny test, is one of the ideas which may be applied

to the equal rights amendment. A "suspect classification" is

one which groups people according to some inborn characteristic,
such as race, over which individuals have no control. Any law

which imposes a heavier burden on persons of one race than another

is almost certain to be found ln order to

survive review on this level, the state must show that it had a

compelling interest in the purpose of the legislation, and that

the purpose was accomplished through the least restrictive means.

Racial discrimination can never be a legitimate state purpose,

because the Fourteenth Amendment was intended to eliminate such

discrimination.^6
When a court finds that a law has grouped people according

to a suspect classification, it will require the state to prove
that its purpose in doing so was "compelling." It is difficult

to determine what kind of purpose is sufficiently important to
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sustain a law which discriminates on suspect grounds because courts

almost invariably find unconstitutional discrimination which places

a heavier burden on a suspect class than on others. The Supreme

Court has ruled that laws which make marriage between the races

17a crime, in order to preserve "racial purity," or deny old age

assistance to resident aliens, in order to preserve benefits for

18
the native born, deny equal protection.

Even if a state is able to show a compelling interest in using

a suspect classification, the law will still be found invalid if

seme alternative to the suspect classification might have been

19used to attain the same end. The state may not xmpose a burden

on all members of a suspect class in order to regulate conduct by

some members of that class.

Sex, like race, is an immutable trait acquired before birth

and might well be treated as a suspect classification under the

equal rights amendment. The Supreme Court has not declared that

sex is a suspect classification under the equal protection clause

of the Fourteenth Amendment. Earlier cases upheld discrimination

20by sex under the minimum rationality test. In recent years, the

Court has used a hybrid test, placing the burden on the state to

justify sex discrimination. Under this test, the Court has judged

the rationality of the statute's major purpose, but has not hypo-
p 1thesized various objectives in an effort to find the law valid.

Several Supreme Court justices have stated that sex should be a sus-

pect classification but others have disagreed because the federal and

and numerous state equal rights amendments, which would make sex
. pp

suspect, are now awaiting ratification.
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decisional responsibilityThe latter were unwilling to assume

they felt belonged to the people.

2. The Absolute Prohibition Standard

Because the strict scrutiny standard of review may still

permit some disparate treatment on the basis of sex under the

compelling state interest test, much discussion has been given

to formulating an entirely new standard of review to be applied

to the equal rights amendment. This standard, known as the ab-

solute prohibition standard, will narrow the scope of judicial

discretion allowed under strict scrutiny and will provide the

courts with a more precise definition of impermissible classi-

-23fications under the equal rights amendment.

The absolute prohibition standard begins with the premise

that sex should not be a factor in determining a person's legal

rights, privileges and responsibilities. It completely proscribes

the use of all sex-related classifications, subject to the follow-

ing qualifications: the "unique physical characteristics" ex-

ception, and limitations based on other rights guaranteed by

24the federal and state constitutions.

Under the unique physical characteristics exception, a

statute or regulation that employs sex-related classifications

will be allowed if it pertains to a physical characteristic unique

to one sex, and if the statute or regulation deals with a neces-

sary consequence of that characteristic. For example, laws re-

lating to the identification of the father in paternity suits
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The latter were unwilling to assume a decisional responsibility

they felt belonged to the people.

2. The Absolute Prohibition Standard

Because the strict scrutiny standard of review may still

permit some disparate treatment on the basis of sex under the

compelling state interest test, much discussion has been given

to formulating an entirely new standard of review to be applied

to the equal rights amendment. This standard, known as the ab-

solute prohibition standard, will narrow the scope of judicial

discretion allowed under strict scrutiny and will provide the

courts with a more precise definition of impermis-i ible classi-

23fications under the equal rights amendment.

The absolute prohibition standard begins with the premise

that sex should not be a factor in determining a person's legal

rights, privileges and responsibilities. It completely proscribes

the use of all sex-related classifications, subject to the follow-

ing qualifications: the "unique physical characteristics" ex-

ception, and limitations based on other rights guaranteed by
24the federal and state constitutions.

Under the unique physical characteristics exception, a

statute or regulation that employs sex-related classifications

will be allowed if it pertains to a physical characteristic unique

to one sex, and if the statute or regulation deals with a neces-

sary consequence of that characteristic. For example, laws re-

lating to the identification of the father in paternity suits
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could stand. This exception is considered at length below.

The other limitations on absolute prohibition are consti-

tutional, The constitution ensures that sex-related classifica-

tions based upon an individual's right of privacy are permissible
notwithstanding the absolute prohibition standard. The First

Amendment guaranties of religious freedom and the Eighth Amend-

ment guaranties against cruel and unusual punishment would like-

-2 Swise qualify the application of the absolute prohibition standard.
26

These limitations axe examined individually below.

The approach embodied in this standard differs significantly

from strict scrutiny. In applying the strict scrutiny standard,

the courts will consider all factors relevant to a compelling state

interest and balance those against the right of sexual equality.

In applying the absolute prohibition standard, the courts will

only balance interests where the challenged statute or regulation

involves the unique physical characteristics exception or another

constitutional right. The absolute prohibition standard therefore

limits those factors which a court may properly consider in up-
holding a statute or regulation making a classification based

on sex.

( a *) The "Unique Physical Characteristics" Exception

This exception to the absolute prohibition standard evidences
a legal recognition of the physical differences between men and

women without creating a loophole allowing continued discrimina-
tion, Under this principle, physical characteristics found in

one sex only will be an appropriate basis for legislation. How-
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ever, emotional, psychological and social factors which are

purportedly attributable to one sex will not be an appropriate

basis for legislation. The standard examples of laws which could

be constitutionally applied to one sex are laws regulating sperm

donors and wet nurses.

There will, however, be many instances in which the appli-

cability of this exception is not clear cut. It is likely that

much of the litigation under the equal rights amendment will in-

volve attempts to justify gender-linked legislation under the

"unique physical characteristics" test. The determination of

whether a law is justifiable under this exception involves a

multi-step analysis.

The first step requires the court to decide whether the

characteristic on which the statute relies is in fact unique

to one sex. The appropriate test is whether the characteristic

is present in all or some members of one sex but in no members

of the opposite sex. For example, some but not all women are

capable of becoming pregnant, while no men are. The capacity

for becoming pregnant is a unique physical characteristic of

women. Therefore, laws regulating childbearing come within

this exception. On the other hand, while most men are taller and

stronger than most women, there are many women who are taller and

stronger than some men. Height and strength are not unique

physical characteristics, and laws denying certain jobs to all

women because they arc too "frail" would not come under this

exception.

The decision that the characteristic urged as the justification
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for a law is indeed unique to one sex does not end the inquiry.

Once a challenged statute or regulation comes within the "unique

physical characteristics" exception, it must still undergo the

strict scrutiny of the court. For example, a school board might

decide not to hire any female teachers because they might be-

come pregnant and leave work. Clearly, the capacity for becoming

pregnant is unique to women, but it is equally clear that this

fact alone cannot justify such a broad regulation.

The strict scrutiny phase of the inquiry involves a deter-

mination by the court of whether the particular characteristic

urged by the proponent of the law necessarily justifies the effect

of the law. In the example above, the court would have to decide

whether the fact that some women teachers could become pregnant

would justify the refusal of the school board to hire any women

as teachers. It is unlikely that any regulation would be so

blatant. The school board might, for example, maintain a policy

of not hiring women of childbearing age, or, of firing women who

do become pregnant. In such cases, the court would have to re-

solve the issue of whether the pregnancy of some teachers would

necessarily work such a hardship on the school board that it
would be justified in not hiring women who could become pregnant

or in the alternative, whether the school board would be justified

in firing pregnant teachers. 27

(b.) The Right of Privacy

The right of privacy, protected by the federal constitution,
limits the impact of the equal rights amendment in certain areas. 2 ®

A constitution, including the amendments to it, is read as a whole.
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If one constitutional right, standing alone, appears to mandate

one course of action, and another constitutional right appears

to require a different course of action, the courts must make an

accommodation between those two rights. Whenever possible, the

courts give the fullest effect to each right within the limitations

imposed by the other. It is through such an accommodation that

the right of privacy may limit the reach of an equal rights amend-

ment.

The constitution contains no specific mention of the right

of privacy. However, in a line of cases, the Supreme Court "has

recognized that a right of personal privacy, or a guarantee of

certain areas as zones of privacy, does exist under the constitu-
" 29tion. The right of privacy is still in its infancy. Beyond

a few specific areas, the determination of which rights come within
• 30the zone of privacy is largely incomplete. However, trends dis-

cernible in the opinions of the court indicate rights which are

likely to be protected.

One such trend is the protection of intimate activities, and,

to a limited extent, the protection of places in which those activi-

ties normally occur. The Supreme Court recently spoke of the right

of privacy as a protection against "governmental intrusion into

the privacy of the home or similarly intimate setting.A lower

court found the right to be properly invoked when only a few people
32engage in "activity unintended for the public view." The important

element appears to be the appropriateness of a particular activity

taking place in a particular location.
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33In Stanley v. Georgia, the court invalidated a law prohibit
mg the possession of obscene materials as an invasion of the
right to read and think as one choses within the privacy of the

home. Yet, there is no right to view obscene material in public
places, even when access is restricted to consenting adults. 34

In Griswold v. Connecticut. 35 thc court declared a statute forbid-

ding the use of contraceptives to be an invasion of privacy. The
decision was based in part on the fact that prosecution under the
statute would involve a police search of "the sacred precincts of

marital bedrooms" for evidence of the use of contraceptives. How-
ever, sexual relations between a husband and wife in the presence
of a third person are not protected. 36

The facts of modern life require that certain activities,
normally confined to the extreme privacy of the home, must to
some extent occur in semi-public places. For example, working
people and others make frequent use of public restrooms; athletes
disrobe and shower in locker rooms; students often share common
facilities of the same nature. Conventional morality indicates
that persons using such facilities are less concerned by the

possibility of being observed by members of their own sex than
by members of the opposite sex. Consequently, separate facilities
are usually provided for each sex. 37

Some commentators have claimed that an expansive reading of
the equal rights amendment may indicate that these and similar
facilities must be sexually integrated since the existence of
separate facilities creates a classification based on sex. But
the equal rights amendment is not unlimited. The average person.
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using facilities such as those mentioned above, fully intends the

personal activities engaged in to remain as private as possible.

And the activities are obviously appropriate to the location.

It is highly likely that such intimate and personal activities,

and the facilities in which they occur, are protected by the right

of privacy, thereby limiting the scope of the equal rights amend-

ment.

The accommodation between the right of privacy and the right

to be free from sexual discrimination is not difficult to make

in this situation. The sexual discrimination inherent in the

maintenance of separate facilities, if it exists at all, is of

the smallest magnitude. When weighed against the protection of

individual dignity within the conventions of social morality

this seemingly discriminatory practice is entirely justifiable.

The Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution forbids

the states to deny equal protection of the laws to any citizcnj

it does not limit the acts of private persons.Similarly, the

Massachusetts equal rights amendment says that equality under

the law shall not be denied. It is directed at the actions of

public officials, not at private individuals. In order to dis-

tinguish "public" from "private," courts have developed the con-

cept of state action. State action refers to acts performed by

governmental agencies and by ostensibly "private" persons or

organizations which are so intimately involved with government

D. State Action: When will discrimination be forbidden?
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that they are considered public and therefore forbidden to

discriminate. The paragraphs that follow will describe how

courts decide when state action exists and how the concept

will apply under the equal rights amendment.

Legislatures, courts, administrative and regulatory agencies

are bound as agents of the state, to afford equal protection to
all citizens. 4' Individuals choosing their friends are not bound

by this standard. In between lies a broad range of activities
in which government participates with private persons or institu-
tions. At some point, governmental interaction becomes so great
that the "private" actors take on the character of state agents.

Only when this point has been reached are persons claiming to have
been discriminated against able to assert their constitutional
rights to equal protection.

It is presumed that a state action requirement will be read
into the Massachusetts equal rights amendment because its "under
law 1 language parallels that of the Fourteenth Amendment to the
U.S, Constitution. Cases decided under the present article 1
of the Declaration of Rights of the Massachusetts Constitution
uniformly involve some state action, 41as do cases decided under
the equal rights amendments of those states which have adopted
them, 42

Because the federal constitutional cases present the clearest
precedents for determining when state action is present, a review
of those cases will be most helpful to understanding what activi-
ties will be affected by the equal rights amendment. 43

Federal courts have developed two approaches to state action
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which may be termed the traditional or strict standard and the

new, broader standard. Traditional theories rely on three factors:

(a) public function, (b) government entanglement, and (c) govern-

-44ment financial aid. The kind of right claimed to have been in-

fringed is not treated as a separate factor, although courts

dealing with racial discrimination are more likely to find state
45action than those dealing with invasions of other rights. The

new, broader theory, discussed below, is being developed and

adopted by a number of courts specifically to deal with cases of

, 46racial or sexual discrimination.

The "public function" factor of the traditional theories re-
-47fers to activities such as running elections for public office,

AQ 49municipal parks, or a company town which are so inherently

governmental in nature tnat a private person engaging in them is

treated as the government itself. Some other activities, such as

running schools and hospitals, may be conducted by public or private

agencies. Without some other governmental involvement, the "public

function" factor will not bring private schools so and hospitals s^

within the state action sphere. It is unlikely that this factor

alone will be used to apply the equal rights amendment to dis-

crimination by institutions such as banks, insurance companies,

single-sex colleges, and places of public accommations.

The "government entanglement" factor means the extent of

state interaction with the private person or institution. A

finding of extensive involvement is the strongest ground for

concluding that state action exists. The test is applied on a

case-by-case basis, reaching the state's "non-obvious involvement"
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by "sifting facts and weighing circumstances, Thus, where a

restaurant leased space built to its specifications in a public

building and the rent money subsidized the public uses of the

building, racial discrimination by the restaurant was treated as
53

that of the state itself. Similarly, sex discrimination by a

little league club which was given free and exclusive use of

baseball diamonds laid out for it in public parks was considered

to be state action.

In applying the "entanglement factor," the courts look for

a two-way street relationship. Not only must the private person

or organization receive some benefit from the state, but the

state must receive some benefit in return. Such a benefit may

be financial, as rent receipts in the restaurant case, or it may

be the performance of a function the state would otherwise pro-

vide, as the running of a recreation program in the little league

case. Regulation or licensing alone is not sufficient entangle-

ment to create state action, unless there is some close connection

between the government involvement

Racial discrimination by a private

and the denial of a hearing before

heavily regulated public utility^

and the acts complained of.

club holding a liquor license

termination of service by a

have been held not to be state

action. In such cases, the governmental benefit is available to

many organizations who meet basic requirements having no relation

to discrimination. Only if the government itself approved the

acts complained of or received some benefit from such acts would

state action be found.^
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The "financial aid" factor may take the form of tax exemptions,

direct grants, or use of public facilities. Where a private entity

having exclusive use of public facilities engages in discrimination,
58state action will be found present. Tax exemptions and grants

for purposes which do not foster discrimination, without some

other governmental involvement, will not lead to a finding of state
59action under the traditional theory. Thus, private colleges

and churches
6 ' are not considered to be state agents on this basis.

An increasing number of courts has adopted a broader test

for finding state action in cases of discrimination by race or

sex,in which five factors are considered. These are (1) the degree

of dependence of the private organization on governmental aid, (2)

the extent of government regulation, (3) whether or not the

regulatory scheme connotes government approval, (4) public

function, and (5) the legitimacy of the private organization's

claim to recognition in constitutionally protected terms. 6l Under

this test, the governmental aspects of the private person or in-

stitution, as determined by these five factors, are weighed with

the offensiveness of its discriminatory behavior in determining

whether or not state action is present. While none of these

factors significantly changes the substance of the traditional

approach, the application of this test may lead to inclusion of

more private entities within the state action sphere. Insurance

companies, for instance, might come within the state action sphere

insofar as their rates unconstitutionally discriminate on the basis

of sex. Such rates are approved by public officials and, because

of the extent of governmental regulation, may connote government
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approval of such discrimination. 62 Under the broader test, private

colleges and universities receiving state aid and tax exemptions

have also been held to constitutional standards. 63 Where dis-

crimination by sex or race is involved, private organizations

dependent upon public support for their existence may be more

likely to be treated as state agents.

E. Areas Unaffected by the Equal Rights Amendment

There are many areas which will not be affected by the

sexual equality provisions of the state equal rights amendment.

Certain of those areas are discussed below. This listing of

areas is not exhaustive. Private single-sex clubs and private

sing]e-sex colleges will not be affected so long as they do

not come within the concepts discussed under "State Action"

(p. 15). The areas discussed below have been highlighted since
they appear to be the subjects of pervasive public concern.

Facilities Related to Personal Bodily Functions

ihe state equal rights amendment will have no effect on the

maintenance of sexually separate restrooms, changing rooms,

sanitary facilities or sleeping facilities in public or private

institutions. There is a constitutionally protected right of
64 „privacy. One aspect of that right is the right to be free

from unwarranted governmental intrusions into personal bodily
functions. To some extent, this right also protects those locations
in which such functions normally occur.

It is within the power of the state to promote the public
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welfare and regulate morals. As long as there is no indication

that the separate facilities provided for members of the opposite

sexes do not create or further discriminatory practices, the

state may continue to exercise its power in these areas.

2. Abortions

Passage of the equal rights amendment will neither broaden

nor restrict the constitutional right of women to have an

abortion. The right to obtain an abortion is grounded in the

right of privacy derived from the federal constitution. In

Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court held that "this right of privacy.,

is broad enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not

to terminate a pregnancy." 6S

A state equal rights amendment cannot restrict this federally

guaranteed right. Nor will such a state amendment preclude the

people of Massachusetts from seeking to amend the federal consti-

tution so as to prohibit abortions.

3. Homosexual Marriages

An equal rights amendment will have no effect upon the

allowance or denial of homosexual marriages. The equal rights

amendment is not concerned with the relationship of two persons

of the same sex; it only addresses those laws or public-related

actions which treat persons of opposite sexes differently. The

Washington Court of Appeals has already stated that the equal

rights amendment to its state constitution did not afford a

basis for validating homosexual marriages. 66 In Colorado, the

attorney general has likewise issued an opinion that the state
67

equal rights amendment did not validate homosexual marriage.
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There are no cases which have used a state equal rights amend-

ment to either validate or require the allowance of homosexual

marriages.

4. Religious Institutions

An equal rights amendment will not interfere with the

practices of religious institutions. The state equal rights

amendment applies only to actions taken by the state or actions

taken by those closely related to the state.lt does not

extend to purely private conduct. The first amendment to the

federal constitution prohibits the kind of governmental in-

volvement with religion that is embodied in the state action

requirement. Specifically, the "establishment clause" of the

first amendment precludes the state from engaging in any

activity which primarily results in the advancement or in-

hibition of religion, or which fosters excessive governmental
69entanglement with religion. It in effect ensures the private

status of religious institutions.

Even if a religious institution were hypothetically found

to be a state actor, the state equal rights amendment could not

require a change in religious practices, such as requiring that
70women be admitted to the priesthood. The "free exercise

clause of the first amendment to the federal constitution

forbids governmental interference with religious beliefs and
71certain religious conduct. While the "free exercise" clause

cannot absolutely relieve an individual of responsibility under
72law, it would protect the internal religious affairs of sectarian

institutions from governmental regulation.
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See Appendix for text of the Resolve.1

The Commission is comprised of eight legislative and
three gubernatorial appointees and was staffed by four
lawyers and a supervising attorney from the Office of
the Senate Counsel.

3 The following states have equal rights provisions in their
constitutions prohibiting discrimination based on sex;
Alaska, Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii,
Illinois, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington and Wyoming.

The findings of the Education Task Force will appear in
the final report.

4

5 See Appendix for Commission memorandum relative to gender
based language.

6. See. Attorney General v. Methuen. 236 Mass. 564, 129
N.E, 662 (192 iT.
McLaughlin y. Florida. 379 U.S. 184 (1964)7

It should be noted that Massachusetts courts considering
equal protection claims under the federal constitution
and the Declaration of Rights, Article 1, of the Mas-
sachusetts constitution, have applied the standards of
review developed by the Supreme Court for federal con-
stitutional cases. Commonwealth y. Mackenzie. 1975
Mass. Adv. Sh. 2827, 344 N.E.2d 613 (1975).

8

420, 426 (1961),McGowan y. Maryland. 366 U.S9

323 U.S. 497 (1945)}
1 (1967).

Korematsu y. United States,
Loving y. Virginia. 388 U.S

10.

214, 216 (1954),Bolling y. Sharpe. 347 U.S.11

Korematsu v. United States. supra note 10.12

S. 365 (1971).Graham y. Richardson. 404 U13

San Antonio Indcp. School Dist. y. Rodriguez. 411 U.S. 1
(1973). Examples of fundamental interests are freedom

14

NOTES
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of association (Police Dept, of Chicago y. Mosley, 408
U.S. 92 (1972)); interstate travel (Shapiro v. Thompson,

394 U.S. 618 (1969)); privacy (Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113
(1973)); procreation (Skinner v. Oklahoma. 316 U.S. 535
(1942)); and voting (Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections,
383 U.S. 663 (1966)).

The only case in which the Supreme Court has upheld a
law discriminating by race or national origin is Korematsu
v. United States. supra note 10. The court there held
valid an executive order restricting persons of Japanese
descent to certain residential areas during World War II
because of the "extreme national emergency." The narrow
majority met with very strong dissents and it is unlikely
that such a view could prevail today.

15

McLaughlin v. Florida, supra note 7, The court here found
that the state had no compelling interest in making it a
criminal offense for mixed racial couples to occupy a
room during the night while not making it an offense for
couples of the same race to do so.

16

Loving y. Virginia, supra note 10. The state of Vir-
ginia was held to have no compelling interest in "pre-
serving racial purity" by making interracial marriage a
crime.

17.

Graham y. Richardson. supra note 13. The court struck
down a state law denying old age assistance to the
foreign born who were otherwise eligible where the
state's interest was to use the money for citizens.

18.

Note, Developments in the Law—Equal Protection. 82
Harv. L, Rev. 1065, 1102 (1969).

19

Goesart y. Cleary, 335 U.S. 464 (1948), where the Supreme
Court upheld a Michigan statute prohibiting women who
were not wives or daughters of male bar owners from
tending bar because the legislature might have thought
such women were in danger.

20,

Kahn y. Sheyin, 416 U.S. 351 (1974), upholding a Florida
statute giving a tax exemption to widows but not to
widowers. The court accepted the rationale that widows
were more likely to be needy than widowers, although rich
widows were entitled to the exemption and poor widowers
were not.

21

Frontlero v, Richardson. 411 U.S. 677 (1972).22

The absolute prohibition standard was first presented and
comprehensively examined in relation to the federal equal

23
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rights amendment in Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman,
The ERA: A Constitutional Basis for Equal Rights for
Women. 80 Yale L. J. 871 (1971), hereafter the Yale
Article.

Although the Yale Article considers the right of privacy
to be an exception to the absolute prohibition standard,
it is presented here as a constitutional limitation. The
change is conceptual only and will have no effect on its
application.

24

The constitutional limitations enumerated here are those
most relevant to an application of the equal rights amend-
ment, and the list is not intended to be exhaustive.

25

It is also possible, but highly unlikely, that the now
discountenanced separate but equal doctrine, which the
United States Supreme Court originally used to uphold
racially segregated facilities which were otherwise

26

equal, could apply to the equal rights amendment.

The proponents of the "unique physical characteristics"
test have developed six factors which courts should
consider in this analysis. These are: (a) the proportion
of the members of one sex who actually have the charac-
teristic in question; (b) the relationship between the
characteristic and the problem sought to be solved by
dealing only with persons who have that characteristic;
(c) the proportion of the problem for which a solution
is sought which can properly be attributed to the unique
physical characteristic; (d) the proportion of the prob-
lem which is eliminated by the solution; (e) the avail-
ability of alternative solutions; and (f) the importance
of the problem being solved as compared to the cost of
the next best alternative solution. The relative im-
portance of each factor will vary from case to case.
In some cases, the right infringed by a particular
regulation will be relatively unimportant but the cost
of remedying the infringement will be prohibitive. In
others, the costs involved will require only minor ad-
justments. While this framework will not provide a per-
fect basis for making decisions, it will help to focus
the appropriate issues more clearly.

27

It is apparent that the right of privacy was recognized
as a limitation on the equal rights amendment in committee
hearings and floor debates in both the House and Senate,
See. Equal Rights for Men and Women. 1971. Hearings on
S. J. Res. 35.208 and Related Bills Before Subcommittee.
No. 4 of the House Comm, on the Judiciary. 92nd Cong.,
Ist Sess. 402-6 (1971); Equal Rights 1970. Hearings on

28
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S. J. Res■ 61 and S. J. Res. 231 Before Senate Comm, on
the Judiciary. 91st Cong., 2nd Sess. 303-4 (1970); 117
Cong. Rec. 35809 (1971) (remarks of Congressman Ashley);
118 Cong. Rec. 9336 (1972) (remarks of Senator Gurney).

Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S, 113, 152-53 (1973)29

30 These areas include the right of marital privacy, Griswold
v. Connecticut. 381 U.S. 479 (1965); the right of privacy
in the home Stanley y. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969); a
right of bodily privacy which includes the right to obtain
an abortion. Roe y. Wade, supra note 29; Belotti y. Baird.
96 S.Ct. 2857 (1976); Planned Parenthood of Cent. Mo.
y. Danforth. 96 S.Ct. 2831 (*1976); and the relationships
of family, motherhood, procreation and child rearing.
Roe y. Wade, supra; Paris Adult Theater y. Slaton. 413
U.S. 49 (1973TT

31. McCrary y, Runyon. 96 S.Ct. 2586 (1976).

32. McCrary y. Runyon. 515 F.2d 1082 (4th Cir. 1975), aff'd..
96 S.Ct. 2586 (1976).

33. 394 U.S. 557 (1969).

34. Paris Adult Theater y, Slaton. supra note 30.

35. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

36. Paris Adult Theater y. Slaton, supra note 30j see also.
Wishart y. McDonald. 500 F.2d 1110 (Ist Cir. 1974).

37. The right of privacy is a personal riaht. involvina theThe right of privacy is a personal right, involving the
protection of individual dignity. The Supreme Court
has not yet had occasion to consider whether a person is
any more private when performing personal functions before
members of his or her own sex than those of the opposite
sex. However, in Kent y. Story. 324 F.2d 450 (9th Cir,
1963), ceyt. denied. 376 U.S. 939 (1964), the court stated
rn part: "We cannot conceive of a more basic subject of
privacy than the naked body. The desire to shield one's
unclothed figured (sic) from view of strangers, and par-
ticular ly strangers of the opposite sex, is impelled by
elementary self-respect and personal dignity." (at 455,
emphasis added.)

38 In Smayda y. United States. 352 F.2d 251 (9th Cir. 1965),
geri. dgpjLgfl, 382 U.S. 981 (1966), the circuit court held
that there was no constitutionally protected right of
privacy to engage in illicit sexual behavior in public
restrooms. The court did not hold that those functions
for which restrooms are intended to be used were not
protected by the right of privacy.
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39 "The action inhibited by the first section of the Four-
teenth Amendment is only such action as may fairly be said
to be that of the states. That Amendment erects no shield
against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or
wrongful.” Civil Rights Cases. 109 U.S. 3 (1883;.

40. Moose Lodge No. 107 y. Irvis. 407 U.S. 163, 179 (1972).

41 The presumption of a state action requirement is so
strong that none of the Massachusetts cases have dis-
cussed it.

42 Only the Montana equal rights amendment, which speci-
fically forbids private discrimination, differs.

43 Although the Massachusetts Constitution's Declaration
of Rights contains language parallel to the Fourteenth
Amendment equal protection clause, little or no case law
has been developed to interpret it. Where plaintiffs
have raised claims under both state and federal provisions,
the courts interpret both under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. Commonwealth y. MacKenzie, 1975 Mass. Adv. Sh.
2827, 344 N.E.2d 613 (1975).

Gallagher, Desegregation i The Effect of the Proposed
Equal Rights Amendment on Single-Sex Colleges. 18 St.
Louis L. J. 41 (1973).

44

Compare. Terry y. Adams, 345 U.S. 461 (1952), Evans y.
Newton, 382 U.S. 296 T 1965), Burton y. Wilmington Parking
Authority. 365 U.S, 715 (1960T1 and Gilmore y. City of
Montgomery. 417 U.S, 556 (1974), with Lloyd Corporation
y. Tanner. 407 U.S. 551 (1972) and Jackson y. Metropolitan
Edison Co.. 419 U.S. 345 (1974).

45

Jackson y, Statler Foundation, 496 F.2d 623 (2nd Cir. 1974)
reconsid, denied, 496 F,2d 636 (2nd Cir, 1974) (en banc),
cert. denied 420 U.S, 927 (1975); Weise y. Syracuse Univer-
sity, 522 F,2d 397 (2nd Cir, 1975). Courts using the
broader test have pointed to the Fourteenth Amendments
historical purpose of protecting the civil rights of
blacks as a justification for closely scrutinizing racial
discrimination. The Massachusetts equal rights amendment
specifically forbids denial of equality because of color,
creed or national origin as well as sex and race. There
is no apparent reason why the broader state action test
should not be applied where discrimination on any of these
bases is involved.

46

Terry y. Adams, 345 U.S. 461 (1952),47

Evans y, Newton. 382 U.S, 296 (1965),48
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Marsh v. State of Alabama. 326 U.S. 501 (1946).49

Powe y. Miles. 407 F,2d 73 (2nd Cir, 1968).50

Simkins y. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital. 323 F.2d 959
(4th Cir. 1963).

51

Burton y. Wilmington Parking Authority. 365 U.S. 715,
722 (1960).

52

Id.53

Fortin v, Darlington Little League. 514 F.2d 344 (Ist Cir.
1975).

54

Moose Lodge No. 107 y. Irvis. 407 U.S. 163 (1972),55

Jackson y. Metropolitan Edison Co.. 419 U.S. 345 (1972).56

Cf.. Golden v. Biscavne Bay Yacht Club. 521 F.2d 344
Tsth Cir, 1975), where discrimination by a private club
leasing public bay bottom land and saving the city the
cost of building new docks was treated as state action.

57

Gilmore y. City of Montgomery. 417 U.S. 556 (1974); For-
tin y. Darlington Little League, 514 F.2d 344 (Ist Cir.
1975); Golden v. Biscayne Bay Yacht Club. 521 F,2d 344
(sth Cir. 1975*7.

58

Powe y. Miles. 407 F.2d 73 (2nd Cir, 1968); Wabha y. New
York University, 492 F.2d 96 (2nd Cir. 1974). cert, denied
419 U.S. 874 (1974).

59

Walz y. Tax Commissioner. 397 U.S. 664 (1970)60

Jackson y. Statler Foundation, supra note 46.61

62 Stern y. Mass. Indemnity and Life Ins. Co., 365 F. Supp.
433 (E.D.Pa. 1973). This case, appealing the dismissal
complaint found that state action might exist in sex
discrimination by a private insurer under the Pennsylvania
equal rights amendment. It was settled before rehearing.

63 Weise y. Syracuse University, supra note 46

Griswold y. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); Roe v.
Wade. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).

64

65 Roe y. Wade. supra note 64, at 15

Singer v. Kara, 11 Wn. Apr66 247, 522 P.2d 1187 (1974).
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Colorado Attorney General's letter of April 24, 1975
by J. D. MacFarlane.

67

68. The state action requirement under the equal rights
amendment is duscussed in detail at p. 15,

69. Walz v. Tax Commissioner. 397 U.S. 664 (1970); see. Tilton
y. Richardson. 403 U.S. 672, 678 (1971).

70. Those factors which could constitute state action in
other contexts have been held insufficient in cases
involving college discipline, Grossner y. Trustees of
Columbia University. 287 F. Supp. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1968),
and the required resignation of a legal aid attorney,
Lefcourt y. Legal Aid Society. 445 F.2d 1150 (2nd Cir.
1971).

71. Wisconsin y. Yoder. 406 U.S. 205 (1972)

72. For example, in an 1878 case, the Supreme Court upheld a
bigamy conviction of a member of the Mormon church and
rejected his free exercise defense, noting that marriage
was primarily a civil institution regulated by the state.
Reynolds y. United States. 98 U.S. 145 (1878).
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11.

The domestic relations laws of Massachusetts fall into four

broad categories; laws regulating the capacity of individuals

to enter into a valid marriage (ch. 207); laws establishing the

grounds and procedures for obtaining a divorce (Ch. 208); laws

establishing certain legal rights between spouses in an on-

going marriage (Ch. 209); and laws establishing procedures for

adoption and change of names (Ch. 210). The first three of these

categories are treated separately below.

Historically, the relationships involved in the area of

domestic relations have been accorded the utmost respect and

deference by our society, our courts, and our constitution.

The state recognizes the necessity for preserving and protec-

ting the essential privacy of the family. Consequently, while

the state regulates the procedures for entering into and ter-

minating a marriage, the functioning of the marriage itself

is left primarily to the parties involved. The proposed

modifications of Massachusetts domestic relations laws to

comport with the right of sexual equality does not broaden

the scope of state regulation over family matters. Spouses

and their children remain free to structure their relation-

ships as they see fit within the protected privacy of their

homes.

TASK FORCE REPORTS

A. DOMESTIC RELATIONS

INTRODUCTION
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The proposed changes in Chapter 207 (capacity) are very

limited. They simply equalize the age at which males and

females may enter into a marriage.

The proposed modification of Chapter 208 (divorce) center

around the common law notion of the husband's obligation to

support the wife. In a society which recognizes sexual equality,

the responsibility accepted upon entering a marriage should be

co-equal for both spouses. Therefore, it is recommended that

those laws respecting the husband's obligation of support for

the wife and children, and laws establishing procedures to

obtain security for the payment thereof, be altered to apply

to both spouses. This recommendation is not a drastic

measure. The alimony statute was amended in 1974 to reflect

this principle of equality. Although both spouses will have

an equal duty to support each other and the family, the court

allocates the burden of financial support between the spouses

on the basis of ability to provide. Therefore, if a couple

decides that one shall be the provider and the other shall be

the homemaker, the court cannot and will not force the home-

maker to provide financial support.

The statutes in Chapter 209 ( on-going marriages) comprise

five separate areas: statutes which return to married women

certain rights of which they were divested at common law, statutes

regulating homestead property, and statutes regarding marital

contracts, the property rights of married women coming from

other states, and the rights of married women abandoned by their

husbands. Those statutes reinvesting married women with their

natural rights have been reworded to include both spouses so
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as to express the principle of equality of rights. Becauseo

there is some doubt concerning the present coverage of the

homestead statutes, those sections will be amended to ex-

plicitly include both spouses. The statutes regarding marital

contracts, the rights of married women coming from other states

and married women abandoned by their husband have also been

largely extended to cover both sexes, although some anachronistic

statutes have been repealed.

Ch. 207 MARRIAGES BETWEEN MINORS VOID AFTER SEPARATION
sec. 9

A marriage solemnized when either party
is under fourteen if a male or twelve if a
female, shall be void without a judgment of
divorce or other legal process if the parties
separate during such nonage and do not after-
ward cohabit.

This statute provides that a marriage between minors

shall be void without a court judgment if the parties separate

while under age and remain separated. The section discriminates

on its face by providing different ages for males and females.

We recommend that the age provisions be equalized.

Recommendation:

A marriage solemnized when either party is under four-
teen shall be void without a judgment of divorce or other
legal process if the parties separate during such nonage and
do not afterward cohabit.

Ch. 207 NOTICE NOT RECEIVABLE FROM CERTAIN MINORS
sec. 24

The clerk or registrar shall not, except
as provided in the following section, receive
a notice of the intention of marriage of a
male under eighteen, nor of a female under
sixteen.

CHAPTER 207 - CAPACITY
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This statute establishes the minimum age for marriage

without parental consent. The section discriminates on its

face by providing different ages for males and females.

We recommend that the age provisions be equalized.

Recommendation:

The clerk or registrar shall not, except as provided
in the following section, receive a notice of the intention
of marriage of a person under eighteen.

The provisions of Chapter 208 govern divorce proceedings.

including the grounds for divorce and all relevant areas to

be considered during and after divorce. An analysis of all sec-

tions reveals the historical burden placed on a husband to sup-

port his family. However, in 1974, reforms dealing with support

in a more realistic manner were instituted. As a result, in

the case of an alimony or support award, various enumerated

factors are now taken into consideration in determining to which

spouse the award shall be made and in what amount. Thus, a

major area of impact under the equal rights amendment has already

been dealt with by the legislature. These sections have no

effect on an on-going marriage because a court is only faced

with determining such issues when a marriage has broken down.

The Commission recommends that certain changes be made in

•pter 208 which will recognize the principle of equality

unbodied in the equal rights amendment. The principle of

equality does not require mathematically equal contributions

o the support of the family. It only means that each spouse

CHAPTER 208 - DIVORCE
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has an equal obligation in accordance with his or her ability

to contribute money or services which are necessary for the

support and maintenance of the family. In accordance with that

recommendation, the following review of each section focuses

on the changes to be made.

Ch. 208 GENERAL PROVISIONS
sec. 1

A divorce from the bond of matrimony may
be adjudged for adultery, impotency, utter
desertion continued for one year next prior to
the filing of the complaint, gross and confirmed
habits of intoxication caused by voluntary and
excessive use of intoxicating liquor, opium, or
other drugs, cruel and abusive treatment, or, on
the complaint of the wife, if the husband being
of sufficient ability, grossly or wantonly
and cruelly refuses or neglects to provide
suitable maintenance for her, or for an irretriev-
able breakdown of the marriage as provided in sections
one A or one B; provided, however, that a divorce
shall be adjudged although both parties have cause,
and no defense upon recrimination shall be enter-
tained by the court.

This section sets forth seven grounds upon which a com-

plaint for divorce may be granted, including the new "no-fault"

provision. Six of the seven grounds are equally applicable

to men and women. One ground, gross or wanton and cruel refusal

or neglect of the husband to provide support if he is of

sufficient ability, is available only to the wife. While this

ground is rarely used as the sole basis on which a wife seeks

a divorce it nevertheless will not withstand an equal rights

amendment challenge. We recommend that this ground be extended

to the husband to provide him with an equal basis on which to
bring a divorce action.
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A divorce from the bond of matrimony may be adjudged
for adultery, impotency, utter desertion continued for one
year next prior to the filing of the complaint, gross and
confirmed habits of intoxication caused by voluntary and
excessive use of intoxicating liquor, opium, or other drugs,
cruel and abusive treatment, or, if a spouse being of sufficient
ability, grossly or wantonly and cruelly refuses or neglects
to provide suitable support for the other spouse, or for an
irretrievable breakdown of the marriage as provided in sections
one A or one B; provided, however, that a divorce shall be
adjudged although both parties have cause, and no defense upon
recrimination shall be entertained by the court.

Ch. 208 ATTACHMENT OF SPOUSE'S PROPERTY
sec. 12

Upon action by a wife for divorce for a
cause accruing after marriage, the real and
personal property of the husband may be
attached to secure suitable support and
maintenance to her and to such children as
may be committed to her care and custody.

Under this section, a wife has available to her a procedure

to assure that the husband does not divest himself of any of his

assets, real or personal, or in any way diminish his worth pend-

ing a determination of support to be paid to her and the child-

ren in her custody. Therefore, upon commencement of the divorce

action, she can attach her husband's property.

We recommend that the benefits of this section be extended

to the husband so that, in situations where an adjudication is

sought requiring the wife to provide support, husbands may seek

security for the payment of such an order in the same manner

now available to wives.

Recommendation:

Upon an action for divorce by either spouse for a
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cause accruing after marriage, the real and personal property
of the other spouse may be attached to secure suitable support
and maintenance to the plaintiff and to such children as may
be committed to his or her care and custody.

Ch. 208 MANNER OF ATTACHMENT
sec. 13 ,

The attachment may be made upon the summons
issued upon the libel, in the same manner as
attachments are made upon writs in actions at
law, for an amount which shall be expressed in
the summons or order of notice. The attachment
may be made by trustee process, in which case
there shall be inserted in the summons or order
of notice a direction to attach the goods,
effects and credits of the libellee in the
hands of the alleged trustee, and service shall
be made upon the trustee by copy. If attachment
is made by trustee process, the libel shall be
filed as provided in section six notwithstanding
the provisions of section two of chapter two
hundred and forty-six. The court may in such
cases make all necessary orders to secure the
trustee his costs. The attachment may be made
by injunction, as in suits in equity, to reach
shares of stock or other property which cannot
be reached to be attached as in an action at
law, and the property so attached may there-
after, by appropriate order, be applied to the
satisfaction of any order or decree for the
payment of money by the husband to the wife
for her support or that of the children

In line with the provisions of the preceding section,

the procedures set forth for making attachment should reflect

the availibility of such procedures to both spouses under this

Recommendation:

The attachment may be made upon the summons issued upon
the libel, in the same manner as attachments are made upon writs
in actions at law, for an amount which shall be expressed in the
summons or order of notice. The attachment may be made by
trustee process, in which case there shall be inserted in the
summons or order of notice a direction to attach the goods,
effects and credits of the libellee in the hands of the alleged
trustee, and service shall be made upon the trustee by copy.

section.
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If attachment is made by trustee process, the libel shall be
filed as provided in section six notwithstanding the provisions
of section two of chapter two hundred and forty-six. The
court may in such cases make all necessary orders to secure to
the trustee his costs. The attachment may be made by injunc-
tion, as in suits, in equity, to reach shares of stock or
other property which cannot be reached to be attached as in
an action at law, and the property so attached may thereafter,
by appropriate order, be applied to the satisfaction of any
order or decree for the payment of money by one spouse to the
other for his or her support or that of the children.

Ch. 208 CONTINUANCY OF ACTION AND TEMPORARY SEPARATION
sec. 20

The court may, without entering a judgment
of divorce, order the action continued upon
the docket from time to time, and during such
continuance may make orders relative to a
temporary separation of the parties, the
separate maintenance of the wife and the custody
and support of minor children. Such orders may
be changed or annulled as the court may de-
termine, and shall, while they are in force
supercede any order of the probate court under
section thirty-two of chapter two hundred and
nine and may suspend the right of said court
to act under said section.

This section provides for the issuance of temporary orders

prior to a hearing on the divorce, relative to the separation

of the parties. However, temporary orders of support are only

available to the wife.

In conformance with equal rights amendment principles.

and the right of mutual support, we propose extension of this

provision to the husband

Recommendation:

The court may, without entering a judgment of divorce,
order the action continued upon the docket from time to time,
and during such continuance may make orders relative to a
temporary separation of the parties, the separate maintenance
of either spouse and the custody and support of minor children.
Such orders may be changed or annulled as the court may deter-
mine, and shall, while they are in force, supercede any order
of the probate court under section thirty-two of chapter two
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the right ofhundred and nine and may suspend
under said section.

said court to act

Ch. 208 ENTRY OF JUDGMENT MAKING FINDING OF LIVING APART FOR
sec. 20A JUSTIFIABLE CAUSE WHERE DIVORCE DENIED

If after a hearing, the allegations of an
action for divorce are not sustained the court
may, if the facts warrant, enter a judgment deny-
ing the divorce and making a finding that the
plaintiff is living apart from the defendant for
justifiable cause, and may make such orders
relative to the support of the wife and the
care, custody and maintenance of the minor
children of the parties as the circumstances
require. The various provisions of chapter two
hundred and nine which relate to proceedings
commenced under section thirty-two thereof shall be
applicable to this section.

This section again recognizes only the wife's right to

support and should be extended to provide the same right to

the husband

Recommendation

If, after a hearing, the allegations of an action for
divorce are not sustained, the court may, if the facts warrant,
enter a judgment denying the divorce and making a finding that
the plaintiff is living apart from the defendant for justifiable
cause, and may make such orders relative to the support of
either spouse and the care, custody and maintenance of the minor
children of the parties as the circumstances require. The
various provisions of chapter two hundred and nine which relate
to proceedings commenced under section thirty-two thereof shall
be applicable to this section.

Ch. 208 RESUMPTION OF FORMER NAME AFTER DIVORCE
sec. 23

The court granting a divorce may allow a
woman to resume her maiden name or that of a
former husband.

The present statute allows the court, in its discretion
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to permit a divorced woman to resume her maiden name or former

married name.

At common law, any person, male or female, has the right

to change or select a name, without resort to court procedures,

as long as there is no intent to defraud. This section does

not abrogate the common law but just offers one judicial

method of changing one's name.

The statute only applies to women and is thus discriminate:

in its application since a divorced man generally has not

assumed the surname of his wife, and thus has no need for the

remedial relief afforded by the statute. In contrast, the

majority of women as a matter of social custom, assume their

husband's surname upon marriage and, a court, in its dis-

cretion, could deny a woman's request to assume her birth

given name.

The statute should be rewritten to eliminate the dis-

criminatory inpact on women.

Recommendation:

The court granting a divorce shall allow a man or woman
to resume any name.

Ch. 208 ALIMONY; ASSIGNMENT OF ESTATE, DETERMINATION
sec. 34 OF AMOUNT

Upon a divorce or upon motion in an action
brought at any time after a divorce, the court
may make a judgment for either of the parties
to pay alimony to the other. In addition to or
in lieu of a judgment to pay alimony, the court
may assign to either the husband or wife all
or any part of the estate of the other. In
determining the amount of alimony, if any,
to be paid, or in fixing the nature and value
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the property, if any, to be so assigned, th
court, after hearing the witnesses, if any
of each party, shall consider the length of
the marriage, the conduct of the parties during
the marriage, the age, health, station, occupation,
employability, estate, liabilities and needs of
each of the parties and the opportunity of each
for future acquisitions of capital assets and
income. The court may also consider the con-
tribution of each of the parties in the acquisition
preservation or appreciation in value of their
respective estates.

This section, adopted in 1974, represents a complete

revision of prior alimony laws. It details those factors

to be considered in determining whether one spouse is en-

titled to alimony from the other, and the amount of the

award. The purpose of this legislation was to assign the bur-

den of support in the most equitable manner.

This section is completely sex-neutral and does not

discriminate on its face. However, concern has been expressed

that the general language of this section does not adequately

protect those wives who, by choice or agreement, have de-

voted their married lives to homemaking and child-rearing.

The Commission recognizes that homemaking activities con-

stitute a valuable contribution to the marriage and to the

family. We have analyzed this section to determine whether an

amendment is necessary to ensure consideration of these fac-

tors. The language of the section encompasses the homemaker's

contribution to the marriage. It is clear that the legislature

intended those contributions to be considered by the court

when it adopted this section. We therefore conclude that
no amendment is necessary.
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Ch. 208
sec. 36

SECURITY FOR PAYMENT OF ALIMONY

When alimony or an annual allowance is
adjuged for the wife or children, the court
may require sufficient security for its
payment according to the judgment.

This statute authorizes the court to require security

for an alimony award to the wife. On its face the statute

applies only to married women.

We recommend that the benefits of this section be

extended so that, in situations where an adjudication is sought

requiring the wife to provide support, husbands may seek

security for the payment of such an order in the same manner

now available to wives.

Recommendation:

When alimony or an annual allowance is adjudged for
the spouse or children, the court may require sufficient
security for its payment according to the judgment.

Ch. 208 REVISION OF ALIMONY JUDGMENT
sec. 37

After a judgment for alimony or an
annual allowance for the wife or children,
the court may, from time to time, upon the
action for modification of either party,
revise and alter its judgment relative to
the amount of such alimony or annual allowance
and the payment thereof, and may make any
judgment relative thereto which it might have
made in the original action.

This statute authorizes the court to revise an alimony

judgment for the wife on the application of either party. On

its face the statute applies only to alimony award for the

wife.
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We recommend that the benefits of this section be extended

to the husband so that, in situations where there is an

adjudication requiring the wife to provide support, either

party may seek a revision of the award*

Recommendation:

After a judgment for alimony or an annual allowance
for the spouse or children, the court may, from time to time,
upon the action for modification of either party, revise and
alter its judgment relative to the amount of such alimony
or annual allowance and the payment thereof, and may make
any judgment relative thereto which it might have made in
the original action.

Before presenting proposals for revising or adding to

existing statutes concerning on-going marriage, the Commission

believes that a brief summary of the history of marital law is

appropriate.

Our law came out of English common law which itself had

several sources: the original Anglo-Saxon law of northwestern

Europe, the law developed by the Roman legal system, and the

ecclesiastical law developed by the Roman Catholic Church.

Roman law and Anglo-Saxon law placed women in the pro-

tective guardianship of originally the father and later the

husband. This guardianship, like the guardianship of children

today, meant that women had no right to control real property

they acquired through inheritance or gift, that any earnings

or other personal property women acquired through work

belonged to their husbands, and that they were subject to

CHAPTER 209 - ON-GOING MARRIAGE
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reasonable physical discipline by their husbands. Like all

guardians, the husband had the obligation to support his wife;

he also had the right to her personal services and presence,

called the right to consortium. If a husband threw his wife

out, she could go to an ecclesiastical court which would

order him to take her back, and the order would be enforced by

the civil authorities. There was no tradition, and no right,

in the common law background, to any equality of treatment

of the sexes.

The first major change in the rights of married women in

the United States occured in the latter half of the 19th

Century, when each state passed a Married Women's Property

Act. This legislation allowed married women to acquire and

keep control of property, to make contracts and be parties to

suits on such contracts with anyone but their husbands, and

to devise their separate personal property in their wills.

Earnings of a wife from her labor, so long as it was performed

for a person not her husband, was her separate property. In

Massachusetts this statute was enacted in 1855. Logically,

shortly after women were allowed to keep their earnings, they

lost their unqualified right to support as dependants or wards

Thus in Massachusetts by 1902, a married woman became liable

jointly with her husband, within certain limitations, for

payment of bills for necessaries furnished. This liability

attached only if the married woman had assets of $2OOO or more
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and even then the liability was limited to $lOO on each purchase

The new property rights of wives were primarily expressed

in a series of statutes enacted in Massachusetts from the 1840's

to 1900, as additions were made to the original Married Women's

Property Act. Most of the statutory changes in the rights and

obligations of husband and wife appear in Chapter 209, the

chapter concerning an on-going marriage. But the total

effect of the statutory changes by no means made marriage a

partnership of equals. The marital relationship is still

governed by the common law in areas where there has been no

statutory change. This common law provides that at marriage

the husband is appointed guardian of his wife and her property,

and provides that he would also become the guardian of all minor

children and their property.

In considering possible changes to be made in existing

statutes, the Commission recommends:

1) that those statutes originally enacted to give married

women new rights and obligations equal to the common law rights

and obligations of married men be rewritten so that they will

express the principle of equality of rights and obligations of

both spouses;

2) that those statutes which express a right or obligation

of only one spouse be either eliminated or extended to both

spouses so that the principle of equality of the equal rights

amendment will be expressed in Massachusetts laws concerningmin'

on-going marriages;
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3) that new statutes be added in important areas where no

statutory changes have been made in the common law principle

of the unequal rights and obligations of the husband and wife

within on-going marriages.

The following is a statute by statute analysis of Chapter

209, along with the proposals of the commission for changes,

to express the principles of the equal rights amendment.

Ch. 209 POWER OF MARRIED PERSON TO CONTROL SEPARATE PROPERTY
sec. 1

The real and personal property of
a woman shall upon her marriage remain
her separate property, and a married
woman may receive, receipt for, hold,
manage and dispose of property, real
and personal, in the same manner as
if she were sole.

This statute was an early section of the Married

Women's Property Act in Massachusetts. It relieved married

women of some of the disabilities of the common law respecting

property ownership. On its face this statute applies only to

married women; however only married women were disabled as to

property control.

Although this statute could be repealed under the

equal rights amendment, we recommend affirmation of the

principle of equality inherent in this section by making

it applicable to all married persons.

Recommendation:

The real and personal property of any person shall,
upon marriage remain the separate property of that person
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and a married person may receive, receipt for, hold, manage
and dispose of property, real and personal, in the same
manner as if single.

Ch. 209 POWER OF MARRIED PERSON TO CONTRACT
sec. 2 A married woman may make contracts,

written, sealed and unsealed, in the same
manner as if she were sole, and may make
such contracts with her husband.

This statute, in its revised form, removes all common

law disabilities from the right of a married woman to enter

into contracts. On its face this statute applies only to

married women; however, only married women were disabled

from forming contracts.

Although this statute could be repealed under the equal

rights amendment, we recommend affirmation of the principle

of equality inherent in this section by making it applicable

to all married persons.

Recommendation

A married person may make contracts, oral and written
sealed and unsealed, in the same manner as if such person
were unmarried, and may make such contracts with his or
her spouse.

Ch. 209 TRANSFERS BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE
sec. 3 „

Transfers of real and personal property
between husband and wife shall be valid
to the same extent as if they were sole.

This statute in its revised form removes all common
law distinctions from the transfer of property between
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husband and wife and makes such transfers the same as

transfers between any two unmarried individuals of full

capacity. There is no discrimination against either sex

on the face of the statute or in its effect.

Although this statute could be repealed under the

equal rights amendment, we recommend the affirmation of full

legal capacity of individuals within marriage by retaining it

but suggest that the word "sole" be changed to "single"

because the history of the word is associated only with un-

married females.

Recommendation:

Transfers of real and personal property between
husband and wife shall be valid to the same extent as
if each spouse were single.

Ch. 209 PRESUMPTIONS AS TO WORK AND LABOR BY A MARRIED
sec. 4 PERSON

Work and labor performed by a married
woman for a person other than her husband
and children shall, unless there is an
express agreement on her part to the contrary,
be presumed to be performed on her separate
account.

This statute removes the common law disability from

a married woman in regard to her earnings, which under

common law were the property of her husband. The statute

applies only to married women on its face. However, only

the wife owed all earnings to her husband under the common

law; the husband owed no earnings to anyone beyond what was

necessary for the support of his wife and family.
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:hough this statute could be repealed un4

rights amendment, we recommend the affirmation of equali

principles by making it applicable to all married

with the new mutual duty to support spouse and family covers

Recommendation

Work and labor performed by a married person for a
person other than his or her spouse and children shall,
unless there is an express agreement to the contrary, be
presumed to be performed on his or her separate account.

A married woman may be an executrix,
guardian, conservator, trustee or receiver,
and may bind herself and the estate which
she represents without any act or assent of
her husband.

This statute ended the common law disability of a married

woman which prohibited her from undertaking certain legal respon

sibilities without sharing such responsibilities with her

husband. The statute applies only to married women on its

face; however, only the wife was so disabled under common law.

Although this statute could be repealed under the

equal rights amendment, we recommend the affirmation of the

equality principles inherent in this section by making it

applicable to all married persons.

Recommendations:

Ch. 209 MARRIED PERSON ACTING AS FIDUCIARY

in another section.

A married person may be an executor or executrix,
andministrator or administratrix, guardian, conservator,
trustee or receiver, and may bind himself or herself
and the estate which the married person represents with-
out any act or assent of his or her spouse.
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POWER OF MARRIED PERSON TO SUE AND BE SUEDCh. 209
sec. 6

A married woman may sue and be sued in
the same manner as if she were sole; but this
section shall not authorise suits between
husband and wife except in connection with
contracts entered into pursuant to the
authority contained in section two.

This statute was part of the Married Women's Property

Acts, permitting a wife to sue and be sued in keeping with her

new power to own property and contract concerning such property.

The revised statute, based on the 1963 provision authorizing

contracts between husband and wife (Ch. 209, sec.. 2), authorizes

suits between husband and wife in connection with such contracts

Section 6 does not authorize tort suits between husband and

wife and thus continues interspousal tort immunity from the

common law. This statute applies only to married women on its

face, although it permits either spouse to sue the other.

The statute could be repealed under the equal rights

?mendment or it could be extended to make explicit the

legality of a suit by each spouse against the other on contracts

between them. We recommend the affirmation of the equity prin-

ciples inherent in the section by making the first clause

applicable to all married persons.ns

Recommendation:

A married person may sue and be sued in the same manner
as if single, but this section shall not authorize suits
between husband and wife except in connection with contracts
entered into pursuant to the authority contained in section
two.

209 LIABILITIES OF A MARRIED PERSON

A married woman shall not be liable for
her husband's debts, nor shall her property
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be liable to be taken on an execution against
him. But a married woman shall be liable
jointly with her husband for debts in each
case, for necessaries furnished with her know-
ledge or consent to herself or her family, if
she has property to the amount of two thousand
dollars or more.

The first section of this statute relieves a married

woman of liability for her husband's separate debts. The

second limits the liability of a married woman for the pro-

vision of necessaries to herself and her family. The statute

expresses a principle of independence in the first sentence

which on its face applies only to women. In the second sen-

tence an inequality of marital responsibility is expressed

which we believe would not pass either the strict scrutiny

or absolute prohibition standards possible under the equal

rights amendment.

We think the first sentence should be retained and ex-

tended to both husband and wife. The second sentence should

be revised to express the sharred mutual liability of the

spouses for the provision of necessaries to each other and

their family, and should include the same minimum amount of

property for each spouse which is exempt from seizure for

payment of debts for necessaries incurred by family members.

Recommendation:

A married person shall not be liable for his or her
spouse's debts, nor shall the separate property of a married
person be liable to be taken on an execution against his or
her spouse. But both husband and wife shall be liable jointly
for debts due for necessaries furnished to either spouse or
to a member of their family, so long as the spouse whose
liability is sought to be established by a third party has
property to the amount of two thousand dollars or more.
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Ch. 209
sec. 8

A husband shall not be liable upon a cause
of action which originated against his wife
prior to their marriage, or to pay a judgment
recovered against her.

This section ends the common law liability of the husband

for debts contracted by his wife before marriage. On its

face the statute applies only to married men. We recommend

making the principle of independent individual liability for

premarital debts applicable to all married persons.

Recommendation:

A married person shall not be liable upon a cause
of action which originated against his or her spouse
prior to their marriage or to pay a judgment recovered
against the spouse.

Ch. 20'9 LIABILITY ON CONTRACTS CONCERNING SEPARATE PROPERTY
sec g OF HUSBAND OR WIFE

Contracts made by a married woman relative
to her separate property, trade, business, labor
or services shall not bind her husband or render
him or his property liable therefore; but she
and her separate property shall be liable on such
contracts in the same manner as if she were sole.

This section, part of the Married Women's Property Acts,

asserts the independent liability of a wife on contracts made

by her alone concerning her separate property. It overturns

the common law on all these points. On its face the statute

applies only to married women. We recommend making the princip

of independent individual liability of spoused during marriage

clearly applicable to both spouses.

LIABILITY OF A MARRIED PERSON FOR THE SPOUSE'S
PRE-MARITAL DEBTS
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A married person shall not be liable upon a cause
of action which originated against his or her spouse
prior to their marriage or to pay a judgment recovered
against the spouse.

Ch. 209 LIABILITY ON CONTRACTS CONCERNING SEPARATE PROPERTY
sec. 10 0F HUSBAND OR WIFE

Contracts made by a married woman relative
to her separate property, trade, business, labor
or services shall not bind her husband or render
him or his property liable therefore; but she and
her separate property shall be liable on such con-
tracts in the same manner as if she were sole.

This section, part of the Married Women's Property Acts,

asserts the independent liability of a wife on contracts made

by her alone concerning her separate property. It overturns

the common law on all these points. On its face the statute

applies only to married women. We recommend making the principle

of independent individual liability of spouses during marriage

clearly applicable to both spouses.

Recommendation;

Contracts made by a married person relative to his or her
separate property, trade, business, labor or services shall
not bind his or her spouse or render the spouse or the spouse's
property liable on such contracts as if the contracting person
were single.

Ch. 209 MARRIED WOMAN'S TRUST
sec. 12

The probate court may, upon petition of a
married woman having separate property, appoint a
trustee to hold the same in trust for her, to
whom she may thereupon convey it upon such trusts
and to such uses as she may declare. The trustee

iay prosecute and defend all actions relative
to such property brought by or against her;
and the property in his hands shall be liable
to be attached or taken on execution in any such
action.
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This statute permitted married women to set up trusts

for their own benefit. It was necessary because at one time

women did not have the right to control property they had

acquired separately. This statute has no relevance today.

Recommendation:

Repeal.

CHAPTER 209 - HOMESTEAD

sec. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24

These sections deal with the homestead estate. In Mass-

achusetts the homestead estate is created exclusively by statute.

It allows a householder who has a family to acquire a homestead

estate of up to $30,000 in land and buildings. This estate,

with certain limitations, is exempt from attachment by creditors.

This statute is discriminatory because an estate of homestead

can only be created by a male householder and (as between

spouses) the security it provides can only be enjoyed by a wife

or a widow. Of course, it is arguable that since the operative

section (§1) speaks in gender-neutral terms of "a householder"

and "a family" the statutory procedure is available for use by

both men and women, but this interpretation becomes strained when

the subsequent sections, replete with references to wives and

widows, are reached. See discussion of chapter 188 on Home-

stead on page 70.

Recommendation:

We recommend that the benefits of homestead be extended
to both sexes. Therefore, householder should be re-defined
to include both husband and wife.
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l. 209 RECORDINGS OF ANTENUPTIAL SETTLEMENTS
lec. 26

A schedule of the property intended to be
affected, containing a sufficiently clear
description thereof to enable a creditor of the
husband or wife to distinguish it from other
property, shall be annexed to such contract;
and such contract and schedule shall, either
before the marriage or within ninety days
thereafter, be recorded in the registry
of deeds for the county or district where
the husband resides at the time of the
record, or, if he is not a resident of this
commonwealth, then in the registry of deeds
for the county or district where the wife
resides at the time of the record, if it is made
before the marriage, or where she last
resides at the time of the record, if it
is made after the marriage. If the contract is
not so recorded, it shall be void except as
between the parties thereto and their heirs and
personal representatives. It shall also be
recorded in the registry of deeds for every
county or district where there is land to which

elates

ides for the recording, for the purposeThis secti

of the protection of creditors, of contracts validated by section

25. The statute is discriminatory because it expresses the common

law principle that after marriage the domicile of the wife

is by law the same as that selected by the husband. We recommend

changing the statute to allow for independent domicile of

husband and wif

Recommendation:

A schedule of the property intended to be affected
containing a sufficiently clear description thereof to enable
a creditor of the husband or wife to distinguish it from
other property, shall be annexed to such contract; and
such contract and schedule shall, either before the marriage
or within ninety days thereafter, be recorded in the registry
of deeds for the county or district where each spouse resides
at the time of the record. If the contract is not so
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recorded, it shall be void except as between the parties
thereto and their heirs and personal representatives. It
shall also be recorded in the registry of deeds for every
county or district where there is land to which it relates.

Ch. 209 MARRIAGE CONTRACTS OF FEMALE MINOR WARD
sec. 27

A female minor who has become eighteen may
join with her guardian in making such marriage
contract, and for such purpose the guardian and
ward may convey her real and personal property
to trustees approved by the probate court having
jurisdiction over said minor, to be held upon
the trusts declared in such contract, said such
conveyance shall have like effect as if said
minor were of full age, and the guardian in the
settlement of his accounts shall be allowed by
the probate court for all property so conveyed to
said trustees. The court may require said trustees
to give bond with sufficient sureties for the
faithful performance of their trust.

This statute permitted females below the age of majority

to enter antenuptial contracts through guardians, at a time

when the age of majority was different for males and females.

The discrimination inherent in sexually different ages of

majority has been eliminated. The statute has no utility

today.

Recommendation:

Repeal.

Ch. 209 POWERS OF MARRIED PERSON
sec. 28

If a married woman comes from another state or
country into this commonwealth without her husband,
who has never lived with her in this commonwealth,
she shall have all the rights and powers given to
married women by the foregoing sections, and may
transact business,make contracts, sue and be sued
in her own name, and dispose of her property which
may be found here, in like manner as if she were
sole.
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s statute permits all married women to exercise

the rights of Massachusetts women while such married women are

within this state. The statute was necessary because it

resolved conflict of laws situations regarding laws governing

the marital rights of women whose husbands were domiciled

outside of Massachusetts at a time when the rights of married

women varied widely from state to state. The statute is

discriminatory on its face and cannot withstand scrutiny.

We recommend that the rights of Massachusetts spouses

be extended to all married persons coming into this state.

This statute is most viable today when some but not all states

have adopted an equal rights amendment and when those states

which have adopted an equal rights amendment differ in their

interpretions of its effect upon marital rights.

Recommendation:

If a married person comes from another state or country
into the commonwealth, that married person shall have all the
rights, powers and obligations given to married persons by
this chapter.

Ch. 209 THE EFFECT OF RESIDENCE IN THE COMMONWEALTH UPON
sec. 29 PROPERTY RIGHTS ACQUIRED IN OTHER STATES

If a husband and his wife, married in
another state or country, come into this common-
wealth, either at the same or at different times,
and reside here as husband and wife, she shall
retain all property which she had acquired by the
laws of any other state or county, or by a marriage
contract or settlement made out of this commonwealth
Such residence together here shall have the same
effect, relative to their subsequent rights and
liabilities, as if they had married here at the
beginning of such residence.
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This statute, like section 28, concerns the rights of

married persons whose marriages were contracted outside Mass-

achusetts and who may have property outside Massachusetts.

The statute settles conflict of laws problems, granting such

spouses Massachusetts rights subsequent to their removal to

this state. Unlike section 28, which concerns the arrival of

only one spouse, section 29 concerns the removal to Massachusetts

of both spouses. The statute discriminates facially in grant-

ing wives rights acquired in a previous domicile. In effect,

it settled confusions, due to the uneven progress of married

women's rights in various states.

We recommend extending the statute to both spouses. Like

section 28, it has validity today since an equal rights

amendment has not been adopted by all states and even when

adopted, interpretation of rights under an equal rights amend-

ment will vary from state to state.

Recommendation

If a husband and his wife, married in another state or
country, come into the commonwealth, either at the same or
at different times, and reside here as husband and wife,
each spouse shall retain all property which he or she had
acquired by the laws of any other state or country, or by
a marriage contract or settlement made out of the common-
wealth. Such residence together here shall have the same
effect, relative to their subsequent rights and liabilities,
as if they had married here at the beginning of such residence.

Ch. 209 CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY BY ABANDONED MARRIED WOMAN
sec. 30

A probate court, upon a complaint of a
married woman whose husband, abandoning and
not sufficiently maintaining her, has absented him-
self from this commonwealth, or has been sentenced
to confinement in the state prison, may authorize
her to sell, convey, receive and receipt for her
real and personal property, and personal property
which may have come to her husband by reason of
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the marriage and remains in this commonwealth
undisposed of by him or any personal property
to which he is entitled in her rights, and to use
and dispose of the same or the proceeds thereof,
during his absence or imprisonment, as if she were
sole; arid the authority so granted shall continue
until the husband returns to this commonwealth
and claims his marital rights, or is discharged
from prison. Such complaint may be commenced,
heard and determined in the probate court in
any county, and notice shall be given as pro-
vided in the case of actions for divorce when
the defendant is out of this commonwealth.

This section permits a married woman whose support has

not been provided by her husband to ask a court for permission

to sell property in Massachusetts which came to her husband by

reason of the marriage or to which he is entitled in her right.

It is based on the wife'sThe statute facially discriminates

right to support without mentioning a corresponding right in

the husban

We recommend extending the applicability of the statute to

both sexes

Recommendation

A probate court, upon a complaint of a married person whose
spouse, abandoning and not sufficiently maintaining him or her,
has absented himself or herself from this commonwealth, or has
been sentenced to confinement in the state prison, may authorize
such married persons to sell, convey, receive and receipt for
his or her real and personal property, any personal property
which may have come to his or her spouse by reason of the marriage
and remains in this commonwealth undisposed of by such spouse
or any personal property to which such spouse is entitled in
the complaining spouse's right, and to use and dispose of the
same or the proceeds thereof, during such absence or imprison-
ment, as if he or she were sole; and the authority so granted
shall continue until the spouse returns to this commonwealth
and claims his or her marital rights, or is discharged from
prison. Such complaint may be commenced, heard and determined
in the probate court in any county, and notice shall be given
as provided in the case of actions for divorce when the
defendant is out of this commonwealth.
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SALE OF REAL ESTATE BY NON-RESIDENT MARRIED WOMANCh. 209
sec. 31

A married woman residing without this common-
wealth, and owning in her own right real estate
situated herein, whose husband abandoning and not
sufficiently maintaining her has absented himself
from the place where they last dwelt together, may
petition the probate court in any county where the
land lies, describing such real estate and praying
for authority to sell and convey it in the same
effect as if she were sole. The court, after such
notice as it may order, if it finds that the petioner
has been abandoned by her husband and that he does
not sufficiently maintain her, may authorize the
petitioner to sell and convey within one year from
the date of such decree such real estate as if she
were sole.

This statute permits a married woman who lives outside the

commonwealth and who owns real property within Massachusetts to

ask the court for permission to sell such property if she is in
need of support. Since other sections of this chapter give

married persons the freedom to sell, contract for and manage

this statute has no relevancyseparate property as if single

today.

Recommendation:

Repeal.

Ch. 209 SUPPORT AND PERSONAL RESTRAINT OF MARRIED PERSONS
sec. 32 AND CUSTODY OF CHILDREN

If a husband fails, without justifiable cause,
to provide suitable support for his wife, or deserts
her, or if the wife has justifiable cause for living
apart from her husband, or if the husband is
deserted by his wife or has justifiable cause for
living apart from his wife, whether or not he or
she is actually living apart, the probate court
may, upon his or her complaint, or if he or she is
incompetent due to mental illness or mental retard-
ation, upon complaint of the guardian or next friend,
prohibit the husband or wife from imposing any
restraint on the personal liberty of theother
during such time as the court by its order may
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direct or until further order of the court there-
on until further order of the court thereon and
upon the complaint of any such party or guardian
of a minor made in accordance with the Massachusetts
Rules of Civil Procedure the court may make further
orders relative to the support of the wife and the
care, custody and maintenance of their minor child-
ren, may determine with which of their parents the
children or any of them shall remain and may, from
time to time, upon similar complaint revise and
alter such judgment or make a new order of judg-
ment as the circumstances of the parents or the
benefit of the children may require.

Upon request by the court, the state police,
local police or probation officers shall make an
investigation in relation to any proceedings and
report to the court. Every such report shall be
in writing and shall become part of the records of
such proceedings.

This statute establishes the grounds for a judgment of

"living apart for justifiable cause", and sets forth the orders

that the court may make concerning freedom from restraint of

personal liberty of the plaintiff spouse, support of the wife,

and care and custody of minor children. The statute is facially

discriminatory in providing for support of the wife only. We

recommend that this statute be re ised to apply to both spouses

while retaining its purpose

Recommendation:

If a spouse fails, without justifiable cause, to contri-
bute sufficiently to the support of the other spouse, or
deserts the other spouse, or if a married person has justifiable
cause for living apart from his or her spouse, whether or not
the married person is actually living apart, the probate court
may, upon the complaint of the married person, or if he or she
is incompetnet due to mental illness or mental retardation
upon the complaint of the guardian or next friend, prohibit the
spouse from imposing any restraint upon the personal liberty of
the married person during such time as the court by its order
may direct or until the further order of the court thereon.
Upon the complaint of any such party or guardian of a minor
child made in accordance with the Massachusetts Rules of
Civil Procedure the court may make further orders relative to
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the support of the married person and the care, custody and main'
tenance of minor children, may determine with which of the
parents the children or any of them shall remain and may, from
time to time, upon similar complaint revise and alter such
judgment or make a new order or judgment as the circumstances
of the parents or the benefit of the children may require.

Upon request by the court, the state police, local police
or probation officers shall make an investigation in relation
to any proceedings and report to the court. Every such report
shall be in writing and shall become a part of the record of
such proceedings.
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B .

Chapter 183 to 206 of the General Laws, which contain

provisions relating to property, wills, trusts and estates.

generally conform to the requirements of an equal rights amend-

ment and need few changes. The questions raised by this review

elate primarily to elements of the marital property relation-

ship. Specifically they involve (1) tenancy by the entirety;

:ead; (4) Married Women's2) dower and curtesy; (3) homes

idows' allowances. In additiont provisions ar

there are several statutes relative to guardians and conserva-

tors whic entlyw

nd wife can elect to hold realIn Massachus a husband

property as tenants by the entirety. This status automatically

confers upon the husband the sole right to receive rents, and

profits, and to manage the property. The wife's only right

is to succeed to ownership if her husband predeceases her.

There is a widespread practice of deeding property to married

ntirety without fully explainingcouples as tenants t

the choice and its consequences to both parties. Therefore

PROPERTY, WILLS, TRUSTS AND ESTATES

Introduction
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many wives are precluded from electing a form of property owner-

ship, such as joint tenancy, which would accord them the same

rights of control as their husbands. The tenancy by the entirety

is discriminatory in operation and should be abolished.

Chapter 189 establishes the right of a widow or widower

to a life interest in realty owned by the deceased spouse at

death. It applies equally to both sexes and raises no substantive

problems under an equal rights amendment. The language of the

chapter, however, does not employ sex neutral terms such as

deceased spouse, or surviving spouse and for clarification, should

be redrafted in such terms.

Under Chapter 188, section 1, a householder may establish

an estate in homestead for the benefit of his family. Sub-

sequent provisions imply that the right is available to male

householders only. Householder should be defined to include

both males and females.

Under Chapter 196 widows are entitled, upon the death of

the husband, to rent free possession of their house and an

allowance for necessaries. Under Chapter 202 a widow may also

receive an allowance for necessaries. These provisions should

be extended to include widowers.

There are several provisions which state that a married

woman shall have same rights as if she were single. Disparate

treatment of married women is clearly prohibited under an equal

rights amendment. These provisions would be superfluous and

should either be repealed or extended to both spouses as an

affirmation of the principles of equality
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Chapter 183 establishes procedures for transferring interests

in land and for recording interests in land. In general, Chapter

183 does not raise any problems of sex discrimination under

an equal rights amendment.

Sec. 31
The acknowledgement by a married woman may be

taken in the same form as if she were sole, and
without any examination separate and apart from
her husband.

This statute provides that a married woman's acknowledgment

can be taken in the same manner as that of a single person.

Chapter 183, sec, 30 provides the method of taking acknowledg-

ments. Under the equal rights amendment, Section 30 clearly

applies to married women. There can be no question of any

sort of marital disability. Section 31 is therefore super-

fluous .

Recommendation:

This provision should be repealed.

Chapter 183 A defines the interest and rights of condominium

owners. It sets forth the method for recording interests in

condominiums and establishes the rights and obligations of

Ch. 183 ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF MARRIED WOMAN

CHAPTER 183 - ALIENATION OF LAND

CHAPTER 183 A - CONDOMINIUMS
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It is basically sex neutralcondominium owners among themselves,

and would require only one amendment.

Ch. 183 A BY-LAWS; ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
Sec. 12

The by-laws may also provide:-

(c) A right of first refusal by the organiza-
tion of unit owners in case of the sale of a unit,
such right to be exercised within thirty (30) days
after written notice of intent to sell is given to
such organization, provided, however, that this right
shall not be exercised so as to restrict alienation,
conveyance, sale, leasing, purchase, ownership and
occupancy of units because of race, creed, color or
national origin.

Under Section 12(c) condominium by-laws may provide for

a right of first refusal by the organization of unit owners

in case of the sale of a unit. This right cannot be exercised

to restrict the transfer of a property interest on account of

race, creed, color or national origin. The prohibition does

not include restrictions because of sex.

Recommendation:

An explicit prohibition of restrictions on the alienation
of a condominium unit because of sex should be included in
section 12(c).

Chapter 184 contains a variety of provisions defining

different interests in land. Only two provisions would require

amendment under the equal rights amendment.

CHAPTER 184 - GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATIVE TO REAL PROPERTY
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JOINT, TENANCY ORCREATION OF ESTATE IN COMMON,
TENANCY BY THE ENTIRETY

Ch. 184
Sec. 7

A conveyance or devise of land to two or more
persons or to husband and wife, except a mortgage
or a devise or conveyance in trust, shall create an
estate in common and not in joint tenancy, unless
it is expressed in such conveyance or devise that
the grantees or devisees shall take jointly, or
as joint tenants, or in joint tenancy, or to them
and the survivor of them, or unless it manifestly
appears from the tenor of the instrument that it
was intended to create an estate in joint tenancy.
A devise of land to a person and his spouse shall,
if the instrument creating the devise expressly
so states, vest in the devises a tenancy by the
entirety.

A conveyance or devise of land to a person and
his spouse which expressly states that the grantees
or devisees shall take jointly, or as joint tenants,
or in joint tenancy, or to them and the survivor of
them shall create an estate in joint tenancy and not
a tenancy by the entirety. In a conveyance or
devise to three or more persons, words creating a
joint tenancy shall be construed as applying to
all of the grantees, or devisees, regardless of
marital status, unless a contrary intent appears
from the tenor of the instrument.

ise of land to a person andSection 7 provides that a de

his spouse shall, if expressly provided, create a tenancy by

the entirety. Under the commo: 1 iw, which has not been modi-

fied by statute in Massachusett the husband has control of

entirety. This right of controlproperty held as tenants by the

was known at the common law as ight of coverture. Under

his right of coverture, the husband has the sole right to manage

the property and to receive all rents and profits from the

property, a wife's only practical right is the right to succeed to

full ownership if her husband predeceases her. This right to

succeed to full ownership, known as the right of survivorship.
is also an element of the joint tenancy



Married couples are theoretically free to choose to hold

property as tenants in common, joint tenants or tenants by

the entirety. However, the practice of preparing deeds to

property to husband and wife as tenants by the entirety is

widespread and the choice among the various forms of joint

property ownership is frequently not explained.!

One alternative to abolishing the tenancy by the entirety would

be to give the married couple the choice as to which of them

should hold the right of coverture. The income from property

held as tenants by the entirety can be attached by creditors

of the controlling spouse, but not by creditors of the non-

controlling spouse. Giving married couples the right to elect

which of them should be the controlling tenant could open the

door to fraud. A married person in a risky business a

money to invest could purchase property with his spouse as

tenants by the entirety, appointing his spouse as controlling

tenant. The income from the property investment could thereby

be put outside the reach of his business creditors.

Recommendation:

Based on the practice of placing property held by husban
and wife in their names as tenants by the entirety without ex
plaining the choices and consequences, the existence of tenancy
by the entirety operates in a way which is discriminatory. The
result of the practice is that wives obtain no interest
property except the right of survivorship, which is equally
available under a joint tenancy. It is therefore recommended

1/ Prior to 1973, married couples who wished to take title
as joint tenants had to expressly negate the common law presumption
that joint tenancy provisions relative to a married couple create
a tenancy by the entirety. Many were not advised of his option.
In 1973, the presumption was eliminated by the passage of th
second paragraph of section 7, which applies only to conveyances
or devises after its effective date.
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that tenancy by the entirety be abolished with respect to all
future conveyances.

Ch. 184 RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS; EFFECT; EXCEPTION
Sec. 238

A provision in an instrument relating to real
property which purports to forbid or restrict the
conveyance, encumbrance, occupancy, or lease thereof
to individuals of a specified race, color, religion
or national origin shall be void. Any condition,
restriction or prohibition, including a right of
entry or a possibility of reverter, which directly
or indirectly limits the use or occupancy of
real property on the basis of race, color, religion,
or national origin, shall be void, excepting a
limitation on the basis of religion of use of real
property held by a religious or denominational
institution or organization or by an organization
operated for charitable or educational purposes
which is operated, supervised or controlled by
or in connection with a religious organization.

Section 238 voids restrictive convenants prohibiting convey-

ance to individuals of a specified race, color, creed or national

origin. The section does not void restrictive covenants based

on sex and therefore discriminates by omission

Recommendation:

The section should be amended to explicitly prohibit
restrictive covenants forbidding or restricting conveyance,
encumbrance, occupancy or lease of property to individuals of
a specified sex.

Chapter 186 contains provisions defining and regulating

estates for years and at will. In general, it is sex neutral

As a result of the changes in language in Chapter 189 (defining

CHAPTER 186 - ESTATES FOR YEARS AND AT WILL
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dower to include both dower and curtesy) recommended below. two

conforming amendments are required.

Ch. 186 ESTATES FOR LONG TERM OF YEARS DEEMED ESTATES IN
Sec. 1 FEE SIMPLE.FEE SIMPLE.

If land is demised for the term of one hundred
years or more, the term shall, so long as fifty
years thereof remain unexpired, be regarded as an
estate in fee simple as to every thing concerning
the descent and devise thereof, upon the decease
of the owner, the right of dower or of curtesy
therein, the sale thereof by executors, administrators
guardians, conservators or trustees, the levy of
execution thereon, and the redemption thereof if
mortgaged or taken on execution; and whoever holds
as lessee or assignee under such a lease shall, so
long as fifty years of the term remain unexpired
be regarded as a freeholder for all purposes.

If curtesy or dower is assigned out of such land,
the husband or widow and his or her assigns shall
pay to the owner of the unexpired residue of the
term one third of the rent reserved in the lease
under which the wife or husband held the term.

Both of these sections contain references to curtesy

and dower. The language should be clarified as is recommended

will not alter any substantive rights

Recommendation

The references to curtesy should be deleted, and the
references to dower should read "dower as defined in chpater
189, section 1."

Ch. 186 PAYMENTS WHEN CURTESY OR DOWER IS ASSIGNED OUT OF
Sec. 2 SUCH ESTATE.

in the discussion of Chapter 189, section 1 below. These changes

SUCH ESTATE.
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CHAPTER 188 - HOMESTEADS

Chapter 188 provides a procedure by which "a householder
who has a family" can acquire a homestead in real property

"owned or rightly possessed by lease or otherwise" which he

occupies as a residence. The acquisition of a homestead insulates

the property from a number of normal processes (e.g., attach-

ment, the laws of descent and devise). Upon the death of the

householder, the estate of homestead continues for the benefit

"of his widow and minor children" until the child reaches 18

and until the marriage or death of the widow. Once the estate

is created no conveyance can defeat it unless the wife releases

her homestead rights or unless the estate of homestead has

been abandoned by the acquisition of a new homestead or some

unequivocal act of abandonment. This statute is discrimina-

tory because an estate of homestead can only be created by a

male householder and, as between spouses, the security it pro-

vides can only be enjoyed by a wife or a widow. 3

Ch. 188 RIGHTS TO ACQUIRE; EXEMPTIONS.
Sec. 1

A householder who has a family shall be entitled
to acquire an estate of homestead to the extent of
thirty thousand dollars in value in the land and
buildings thereon owned or rightly possessed by
lease or otherwise and occupied by him as a resi-
dence: and such estate shall be exempt from the laws

_/ Of course, it is arguable that since the operative section
speaks in gender-neutral terms of "a householder" and "a
family" the statutory procedure is available for use by both
men and women, but this interpretation becomes strained when
the subsequent sections, replete with references to wives and
widows, are reached.
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f conveyance, descent and devise and from attach
ment, levy on execution and sale for the payme
of his debts or legacies, except

(1) Sale for taxes.
2) Attachment, levy and sale in the followin

cases:
a) For a debt contracted previous to the

acquisition of said estate of homeste
b) For a debt contracted for the purchas

thereof.
(c) Upon an execution issued the proba

:ourt to enforce its decree tha
husband pay a certain amount weekly or
otherwise to support his wife
children.

(d) Where buildings on land not owned by the
householder are attached, 1
or sold for the ground rent
of land whereon they stand.

Section 1 grants to a householder with a family th

to acquire an estate in homestead in certain realty. The hoim

stead estate i ance, descent afrom laws of

devise, and from specified creditor's remedies with fiv<

enumerated exceptions

,der section one, paragraph 2(c), an estate of home

stead is not so exempt where the probate court issues an execu

tion to enforce a support order against the husband. The ine uities

are two-fold. It assumes that the householder is male and

that a woman cannot acquire a homestead in real property. It alalso

discriminates against those husbands whose wives had acquired a

estate of homestead and whose wives were under a probate c jr

order to support their husbands by denying the latter the right

to an execution upon such an order
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The objective of this statute is to provide a secure home
for family members other than the property owner. This benefit
is equally important to confer when the property owner is female
as well as male and therefore should be extended to both sexes.
To achieve this end, "householder" should be defined to include
both husband and wife. References to "husband” and "wife" in
section 1, paragraph 2(c) should be changed to "spouse." 4

Chapter 189 abolishes dower and curtesy except as speci-

ically set forth in section 1. The remainder of the chapter

pertains to procedures related to the exercise of the dower and

curtesy. Tenancy by dower is the right of a widow to a life

estate in one-third of all real estate owned by a deceased hus-

iand at his death. Tenancy by curtesy is the right of a widower

all real estate owned by a

death. The interest obtained

to a life estate in one-third of

deceased wife at the time of her

is a life estate and is free fro;

estate. Under the present statu

i claims of creditors of the

es, the interests of the

two spouses are alike even though language used in some sections

is not sex neutral. For purposes of simplication, one term, for

example, dower, should be used throughout this chapter to refer

to the rights of both dower and curtesy.. These suggested modi-

fications do not alter any substantive rights.

The remaining ten sections of this chapter also require
word changes to conform with the requirements of the
equal rights amendment. However, since the substance of
those changes is substantially the same as the changes
required in section 1, the remaining sections will not be
dealt with individually in this report.

CHAPTER 189 - DOWER AND CURTESY
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DOWER IN MORTGAGED LAND AGAINST OTHER THAN MORTGAGEECh. 189
Sec. 4

If the heir or other person who claims under a
husband redeems the land in which his widow had
dower from a mortgage which was in force at his
death, the widow shall either repay such part of
the money which was paid by the person so redeeming
as shall be equal to the proportion which her
interest in the land mortgaged bears to the whole
value thereof or, at her election, she shall be
entitled to dower according to the value of the
estate after deducting the money paid for redemp-
tion.

Section 4 provides that a wife has a right to dower in

land mortgaged by her husband as against everyone except the

mortgagee who claims under the husband. If the person claiming

under the husband redeems the mortgage, the wife claiming dower

must repay the appropriate proportion of the money paid for

redemption to the person so redeeming or receive a portion of

the estate diminished by the appropriate proportion of the money

paid.

This is the first section which raises the question of what

is meant in section 1 by the phrase "the law relative to dower

shall be applicable to curtesy." If it means that husband can

be substituted for wife, wife for husband and curtesy for

dower in section 4, then section 4 is sex neutral. It is

reasonable to read the language of section 1 to permit such

substitution since the precedence of a mortgage over curtesy

is specifically provided in section 1 and section 4 simply sets

forth the logistics of the relation of mortgagee, surviving

spouse and heir.
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This section should be redrafted using sexually neutral
terms such as surviving spouse and deceased person. For the
purposes of simplification, one term, for example, dower, should
be used throughout this chapter to refer to the rights of both
dower and curtesy.

Ch. 189 EFFECT OF SIGNATURE OF MARRIED MINOR WOMEN
Sec. 6

The signature of a married woman who is a minor
affixed by her to any instrument relating to the
conveyance of land of her husbnad shall have the
same effect as if she were of full age.

This section provides that a minor married woman's

signature on a conveyance by her husband shall have the same

effect as if she were of full age. While this section is not

sexually neutral, it presently has no prospective applicabilit

Since dower now applies only to land which the husband is seized

death, her signature on a conveyance by him is not requirede

dowerto release he

icommendation

The section should be repealed.

Ch. 189 ARRING OF DOWER BY PECUNIARY PROVISION IN LIE
F DOWER

A woman may be barred of her dower in all the
land of her husband by a jointure settled on her
with her assent before her marriage, if such
jointure consists of a freehold estate in land for
her life at least and is to take effect in possession
or profit immediately upon the death of her husband.
Her assent to such
she is of full age,
conveyance by which
by her joinina with

ointure shall be expressed, if
by her becoming a party to the
it is settled, or, if a minor.

ather or guardian in such
conveyance.
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Ch. 189
Sec. 8

A pecuniary provision, made for the benefit
of an intended wife and in lieu of dower, shall, if
assented to as provided in the preceding section,
bar her dower in all the land of her husband.

Sections 7 and 8 provide for barring of dower by ante-

nuptial agreements granting a life estate in land or a pecuniar

provision, respectively. The sexual neutrality of these

provisions is again dependent upon the interpretation of the

language of Section 1 with respect to the equivalence of dower

and curtesy. See the discussion under section 4

Recommendation:

These sections should be redrafted using sex neutral
terms so that it is clear they apply to both spouses.

Ch. 189 ASSIGNMENT OF WIDOW'S INTEREST
Sec. 10

If a widow is entitled by law, by deed c
jointure, or under the will of her husband, to an
undivided interest in his land either for life or
during widowhood, such interest may be assigned to
her in whatever counties the land lies, by the
probate court for the county in which the estate o
her husband is settled. Such assignment may be
made upon her petition or, if she does not petitio:
therefor within one year after the decease of her
husband, upon petition by an heir or devisee of
her husband, by any person having an estate in the
land subject to such interest, or by the guardian
or conservator of any such heir, devisee or person>n,

or by an executor or administrator if the probate
court finds that the personal property will probabl
be insufficient to pay the debts and legacies of th
decedent or charges of administration.

ELECTION BY WIFE TO WAIVE JOINTURE OR PECUNIARY
PROVISION.
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Ch. 189
Sec. 11

Upon such petition, the court shall issue a
warrant to three disinterested persons as commissioners
who shall be sworn to perform their duty faith-
fully and impartially and who shall set off the
widow's interest by metes and bounds if it can be
so done without damage to the whole estate. But if
the estate out of which a widow's interest is to
be assigned consists of a mill or other tenement
which cannot be divided without damage to the
whole, such interest may be assigned out of the
rents or profits thereof, to be had and received
by the widow as a tenant in common with the other
owners of the estate.

If a widow is entitled to an undivided interest
in land which is owned by her husband as tenant in
common, the probate court, upon petition by her or
by any person entitled to petition for assignment
of her interest in her husband's land, after notice
as in case of other partitions, may empower the
commissioners to make partition of the land so
owned in common, and then to assign to the widow her
interest in the portion set off to the estate of
her husband.

Ch. 189 OCCUPANCY BY WIDOW WITHOUT ASSIGNMENT
Sec. 13

If a widow is entitled to an interest in land
of which her husband died seized, she may, without
having her interest assigned, continue to occupy
such land with the heirs or devisees of the deceased,
or to receive her share of the rents or profits
thereof, so long as such heirs or devisees do not
object thereto; and when the heirs or devisees or
any of them desire to hold or occupy their share
in severalty, the widow may claim her interest and
shall have it assigned to her.

Section 10, 11, 12 and 13 provide for the determination

called "assignment," of the one-third interest. The language

of the sections refers to the widow's dower interest. The

specific reference to the assignment of dower and curtesy in

MANNER OF ASSIGNMENT

Ch. 189 PARTITION OF LAND OWNED BY HUSBAND AS TENANT IN
Sec. 12 COMMON.
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section 1, and the provision that the manner of assignment shall

be the same as for assignment of dower makes it clear that these

sections are applicable to curtesy and are sexually neutral.

Recomraendation:

For purposes of clarity, the sections should be redrafted
using one term to apply to both dower and curtesy.

Ch. 189 RE-ENDOWMENT OF LAWFULLY EVICTED WOMAN
Sec. 15

If a woman is lawfully evicted of land which has
been assigned to her as dower or settled upon her as
jointure, or is deprived of the provision made
for her by will or otherwise in lieu of dower, she
may be endowed anew in like manner as if such
assignment jointure or other provision had not been
made.

Section 15 provides that if a woman is deprived of lands

which are assigned to her as dower or which she receives

in lieu of dower (under the will or by antenuptial agreement) by

assertion of a superior title, she can receive her dower

interest in the remaining land. See discussion under section 4.

Recommendation:

The section should be redrafted using sex neutral terms so
terms so that it clearly applies to both spouses.
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This chapter, providing for descent and distribution of

property in cases of simultaneous deaths, is non-discriminatory

except for the inclusion of tenants by entirety in section three.

Ch. 19OA JOINT TENANTS OR TENANTS BY ENTIRETY
Sec. 3

Where there is no sufficient evidence that two
joint tenants or tenants by the entirety have died
otherwise than simultaneously the property so held
shall be distributed one half as if one had
survived and one half as if the other survived.
Where more than two joint tenants have died and
there is no sufficient evidence that they died
otherwise than simultaneously the property so
held shall be divided into as many equal shares
as there were joint tenants and the share allocable
to each shall be distributed as if he had survived
all the others.

Section 3 governs descent and distribution of
property held as joint tenants or tenants by the
entirety upon the simultaneous deaths of the tenants.

Recommendation:

Consistent with the recommendation to abolish tenancy by
the entirety set forth in the discussions of chapter 184 above,
references to tenancy by the entirety should be deleted.

Ch. 191 BY WHOM AND HOW WILLS MAY BE MADE
Sec. 1

Every person eighteen years of age or older and
of sound mind may by his last will in writing, signed
by him or by a person in his presence and by his
express direction, and attested and subscribed in
his presence by three or more competent witnesses,
dispose of his property, real and personal, except
an estate tail; and except as is provided in this
chapter and in chapters one hundred and eighty-
eight and one hundred and eighty-nine and in section

CHAPTER 190 A SIMULTANEOUS DEATHS

CHAPTER 191 - WILLS
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one of chapter two hundred and nine. A married
woman, in the same manner and with the same effect,
may make a will.

Section 1 of chapter 191, among other things, governs who

may make a will. Under old common law, married women could not

make a will. This was an offshoot of the more general concept

that all property was under the control of the husband. Section

1 has long provided that married women can make a will. Under

the equal rights amendment (and probably under the present statute

without the specific mention), no special sanction for married

women making wills would be necessary.

Recommendation:

The last sentence should be deleted.

Ch. 196 APPAREL OF WIDOW AND CHILDREN
Sec. 1

Articles of apparel and ornaments of the widow
and minor children of a deceased person shall belong
to them respectively. The widow may remain in the
house of her husband for not more than six months
next succeeding his death without being chargeable
for rent.

Ch. 196 NECESSARIES
Sec. 2

Such parts of the personal property of a deceased
person as the probate court, having regard to all
the circumstances of the case, may allow as necess-
aries to his widow for herself and for his family
under her care, or if there is no widow or if the
deceased was a woman, to the minor children of the

CHAPTER 196 - ALLOWANCES TO WIDOWS AND CHILDREN
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deceased, not exceeding one hundred dollars to
any child, and also such provisions and other
articles as are necessary for the reasonable
sustenance of his family, if the deceased was a
man, or of her minor children, if the deceased
was a woman, and the use of the house of the
deceased and of the furniture therein for six
months next succeeding his or her death, shall
not be taken as assets for the payment of debts,
legacies or charges of administration. After
exhausting the personal property, real property
may be sold or mortgaged to provide the amount
of allowance decreed, in the same manner as it is
sold or mortgaged for the payment of debts, if a
decree authorizing such sale or mortgage is made,
upon the petition of any party in interest, within
one year after the approval of the bond of the
executor or administrator.

Sections 1 and 2 of chapter 196 provide for (a) the use

of certain property of a deceased husband by his widow and

children for a limited period of time following the husband's

death, and (b) the allowance by the probate court of a limited

amount of money to a widow and surviving children. These sections

are meant to provide immediate but limited help to a widow and

children to support them during the period immediately following

the husband's death.

The statutes on widows and children's allowance limit the

right to a widows and minor children. The assumption behind

the statute is that a widower is self-sufficient and is not

dependent on his deceased wife.

Many states similarly limit survivor's allowances from an

estate to a female spouse and children. However, others, such

as New York and several community property states (Washington,

California and Oklahoma) treat male and female surviving spouses
on the same basis.
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There is no justification for the distinction between

widows and widowers. Under the equal rights amendment, the

courts would surely hold that the right to an allowance would

be available to widowers as well as widows

Recommendation:

These sections should be amended to specificially provide
allowances for widowers.

Ch. 200 RECEIVER; PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT
Sec. 1

If a person entitled to or having an interest
in property within the jurisdiction of the common-
wealth has disappeared or absconded from the place
within or without the commonwealth where he was
last known to be, and has no agent in the common-
wealth, and it is not known where he is, or if
such persons, having a wife or minor child,
dependent to any extent upon him for support, has
thus disappeared or absconded without making suffi-
cient provision for such support, and it is not
known where he is, or, if it is known that he is
without the commonwealth, any one who would under
the law of the commonwealth be entitled to adminis-
ter upon the estate of such absentee if he were
deceased, or if no one is known to be so entitled,
any suitable person, or such wife, or some one in
her or such minor's behalf, may file a petition
under oath in the probate court for the county where
any such property is situated or found, stating
the name, age, occupation and last known residence
or address of such absentee, the date and circum-
stances of the disappearance or absconding, and the
names and residence of other persons, whether members
of such absentee's family or otherwise, of whom
inquiry may be made, and containing a schedule of the
property, real and personal, so far as known, and
its location within the commonwealth, and praying
that such property may be taken possession of and
a receiver thereof appointed under this chapter.
The state treasurer shall be made a party to every
such petition and shall be given due notice of all
subsequent proceedings under this chapter.

CHAPTER 200 - SETTLEMENT OF ESTATES OF ABSENTEES
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Ch. 200
Sec. 10

The court may order said property or its
proceeds acquired by mortgage, lease or sale to
be applied in payment of charges incurred or that
may be incurred in the support and maintenance
of the absentee's wife and minor children, and
to the discharge of such debts and claims for
alimony as may be proved against said absentee.

These sections govern the procedure for managing and

disposing of the property of someone who disappears. The

procedures specifically extend to a wife dependent on her

missing husband for support, but are not specifically

available to a husband similarly situated. They are little

used and are of limited importance. The problem with these

sections is the underlying assumption that the husband is the

breadwinner and the wife is dependent upon him. This is ob-

viously tied into the related areas of domestic relations

law. The sections are not consistent with the present

alimony statute and certainly are not consistent with the

principles of the equal rights amendment

Recommendation:

The benefits of the statute should be available to either
spouse.

WIDOW AND CHILDREN; ALLOWANCE
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Chapter 201 governs generally the appointment and powers

of guardians and conservators appointed to care for the

property, and sometimes the person, of individuals with either

a physical or mental disability. Under many sections of this

chapter, females and males are treated differently for a number

of reasons. In none of these instances can the disparate

treatment be justified.

In several of the procedural sections of the statute,

notice of a petition for appointment of a guardian for a minor

wife is required to be given to her husband, but not vice

versa. 5 For instance, section 2 provides: "If the minor is a

married woman no guardian shall be appointed without such notice

to her husband as the court may order." There is no justification

for not affording the same notice to a wife under these circum-

stances and the sections should be amended to make them gender

neutral.

Ch. 201 MINORS; CUSTODY AND EDUCATION; MARRIAGE; EFFECT
Sec. 5

The marriage of female under guardianship as
a minor shall deprive her guardian of all right to
her custody and education, but not of the care and
possession of her property. If a corporation is
appointed guardian of a minor, the court may, subject
to the right of his parents, or of the husband of
a female minor, as provided in this section, award
the custody to some suitable person...

_/ Interestingly, the sections on appointment of guardians for
mentally ill persons and appointment of conservators (sections

and 17) do require notice to a husband or wife

GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORSCHAPTER 201
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There is no valid reason why the provisions of this section

should be restricted to female minor wards. If the purpose of

the statute is to charge the spouse of a minor ward with certain

responsibilities concerning the care and education of the ward

and at the same time to protect the ward from the possible

influence of the spouse with respect to the ward's property,

then the statute should be extended to afford similar protection

to wards of both sexes.

In addition, this section requires the consent to the husband

of a minor ward to the appointment of a custodian for the ward.

The wives of minor wards should have the same right of consent.

Recommendation:

Amend the section so that it is sex-neutral.

Ch. 201 SPENDTHRIFT; TRANSFER OF CERTAIN PROPERTY TO WIFE
Sec. 11

Any probate court having jurisdiction of the
property of a person who is under guardianship as
a spendthrift may, on petition of such ward, and
after such notice as the court may determine,
authorize the guardian of the ward to pay or
convey such portion of the ward's real or personal
estate; either principal or income, as the court
may designate, to the wife or any child, or children,
or grandchildren, of the ward; and such property,
when so paid or conveyed, shall become the property
of the donee or grantee.

This statute provides for a conveyance of property to a

wife of a person under guardianship, but not to a husband of a

person under guardianship. It does not conform to the present

state of domestic relations law under which the financial need

and ability of the married parties - and not a person's sex -
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The statute cannot be upheld under andetermine support.

equal rights amendment.

Recommendation:

The statute should be extended to provide for the transfer
of property to a spouse of a person under guardianship.

Ch. 201 APPOINTMENT
Sec. 23 If a married woman owns property, real or

personal, a guardian or conservator may be appointed
for her for the same causes, in the same manner
and with the same powers and duties, as if she were
sole, except as otherwise provided in this chapter.

This statute is one of the additions made by the married

women's property acts. It is not necessary to make this special

mention either under existing law or under an equal rights

amendment.

Recommendation:

Repeal.

Ch. 201 CUSTODY, ETC., OF WARD
Sec. 24

The guardian of a married woman shall not have
the care, custody or education of his ward except
in case of the mental illness of her husband, or of
his abandoning her by absenting himself from the
commonwealth and making no sufficient provision
for her.

This is based on antiquated concepts of the marital relation

ship. Presumably, either spouse should be given preference as

to 'fcustody" of the other spouse in a guardianship situation. The

equal rights amendment would require that both spouses have

equal right to custody
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R iole

Amend the section to give a statutory preference to
her spouse.

Ch. 201 MARRIED WOMAN; APPLICATION OF PROPERTY FOR HER
Sec. 25 SUPPORT; LEAVE OF COURT

The guardian or conservator of a married
woman shall not, except as provided in section
ninety-six of chapter one hundred and twenty-
three, apply the property of his ward to the
maintenance of herself and her family while
she is married, unless he is thereto authorized
by the probate court on account of the inability
of her husband suitably to maintain her or them,
or for other cause which the court considers
sufficient.

This statute is a corollary of section 11; it provides that

a guardian or conservator need not support a female ward who is

support her. It is subjectmarried unless her husband can t

above under section 11.Ato the same infirmities discuss

Recommendation:

applicable to marriedAmend this section to make
wards of either sex.

i

Ch. 201 MINOR'S PROPERTY; APPLICATION FOR HIS SUPPORT
Sec. 41

If a minor, who has a father living, has
property sufficient for his maintenance and
education in a manner more expensive than the
father can reasonably afford, regard being had to
the situation of the father’s family and to all
the circumstances of the case, the probate court may
order that such expenses of the maintenance and
education of such child as it determines are reason-
able may be defrayed out of his own estate; and, if
necessary, his real property upon obtaining license
therefor may be sold for that purpose by the guardian
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This statute governs support of a minor under guardianship

by the minor's father and its based on the assumption that only

the father and not the mother supports the child. The equal

rights amendment would invalidate this section as it now stands

Recommendation:

The statute should be changed to make the treatmen
of men and women equal for support purposes.

Ch. 201 MENTALLY ILL WARD; SUPPORT OF WIFE
Sec. 43

The probate court for the county where a
guardian of a mentally ill person has been appoint-
ed may make an allowance out of the estate of such
mentally ill person for the support of his wife, to
be oaid to her bv the auardian durina the contin-her by the guardian during the contin-
uance of the guardianship in such manner as the
court orders.

is section relates to the widows' allowance concept. It

allows the probate court to make an allowance, in the nature of

support, from the estate of a male under guardianship to his
wife. As with widows' allowances, the unavailability of the

section to husbands cannot be justified

Recommendation

he statute to make the allowance available to
nar
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Ch. 202 RENTS AND PROFITS; PAYMENTS OF DEATHS; LIMITATIONS
Sec. 4A

If the personal property of a deceased person
appears to be insufficient to pay his debts, the
probate court may, subject to the rights of the
widow under section one of chapter one hundred and
ninety-six, after notice, authorize the executor
or administrator to take charge of the real property
of the deceased or any part thereof and collect the
rents thereof for such period of time as the court
deems proper, and, during such period, to make
necessary repairs and do all other things which it
may consider needful for the preservation of such
real property and as a charge on the interest of
the decedent therein; provided, that if any person
interested in the estate shall give bond as provided
in section thirteen, no such authorization shall
be given. The balance, if any, of said rents,
subject to rights of dower or curtesy, and the
rights of the widow and minor children of the
decedent under section two of chapter one hundred
and ninety-six, shall be assets in the hands of
the executor or administrator for the payment of
debts in like manner as are the proceeds of real
property sold for the payment of debts. An order
giving authority to the executor or administrator
as aforesaid shall have effect, notwithstanding
an appeal therefrom, until it is otherwise ordered
by a justice of the supreme judicial court.

This section sets forth those actions which the probate court

may authorize the executor or administrator of an estate to take

the deceased is insufficient for this purpose. Pursuant to

chapter 196, section 1 and 2, the widow and minor children are

permitted an allowance for necessaries. The allowance should

be extended to include widowers as well as widows. See discussion

of chapter 196, section 2.

in order to pay the estate debts when the personal property of

SALES, MORTGAGES, AND LEASES OF REAL ESTATE EXECI
TORS, ADMINISTRATORS, GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS"

CHAPTER 202;
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The section should be redrafted to include the rights of
the widower under Chapter 196, sections 1 and 2 so that a probate
court would authorize the executor or administrator to take
charge of the real property of the deceased subject to the
rights of the widow or widower.
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CIVIL LABOR AI'TD INDUSTRIES

The statutes reviewed below certain to elements of

;e employment relationship in both the public and private

or.

Those statutes regulating public and private collective

bargaining (chapters 150, and 150 A through 3) and minimum

fair wages (chapter 151) wholly conform to the mandate of an
equal rights amendment and require no change.

The chapters governing public employee group insurance

lans (chapters 32A and 3215) likewise comply with the re-

quirements of an equal rights amendment. Regulations

promulgated under chapter 32A were examined and raised no

problems of sex discrimination except for the coordination

of benefits provisions and the difference in premium payments

for men and women. These issues require further study and

will be addressed in the final report. Regulations promulgated

under chapter 328 have not yet been examined to determine

whether the coverage provided is discriminatory. Coverage

under those regulations will also be discussed in the

final report.

SERVICE

INTRODUCTION
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Several chapters that have been examined require further

attention. Chapter 31 contains the Massachusetts absolute

veterans' preference plan, part of which was recently declared

unconstitutional by a three-judge federal court. Feeney v.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
_

F. Supp.
_

(1976), 12 CCH

EFD 10,991. The case is presently on appeal to the United

States Supreme Court.

Section 23 of chapter 31 provided that once a veteran

obtained a passing mark on a civil service examination, his

name would be placed ahead of all non-veterans on the eligible

list, regardless of his actual score. While this statute

was not enacted for the purpose of denying women equal employment

opportunities in the public sector, the practical effect of

the law was to in fact exclude women from public employment.

The court ruled that section 23, by its operation, unconsti-

tutionally deprived female civil service applicants of

equal protection of the laws.

In June, 1976 the T!assachusetts legislature, attempting

to fill the void left by the court's decision in the Feeney

case, enacted chapter 200 of the Acts of 1976. This ext

provides for a point preference for veterans and disabled

veterans and also provides that disabled veterans shall have

absolute preference on the eligible list for positions paying

less than *12,4-00 annually. While there is not enough data

in existence to evaluate the full impact of this act, it

appears that women are going to be effectively eliminated
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from competing for public employment jobs by certa 'TO

visions of this act

The Commission favors eli lination of the absolute pre-

on of the preference awardedference provisions and a revis

to veterans and disabled veter

competition and some preferenc

.s to allow for both trv

for veterans.

Certain statutes contained in chapter 149 sections

3 _et seq. will also require modification under an equal

rights amendment. A number of protective labor laws found

those sections provide a benefit to one sex and are

facially discriminatory. In general, such provisions can be

extended to apply equally to both sexes without imposing

additional burdens on industry. Exceptions to this rule

are those laws which limit the lifting and carrying of

various weights and containers by women. While the protections

provided by these statutes should, in many instances, be

extended to both sexes, broad legislation cannot address

the problems involved with sufficient specificity. The

Commission recommends therefore that such provisions be

repealed and that safety regulations be promulgated to

detail necessary restrictions in this area. Similarly,

the facially discriminatory statutes restricting women and

minors to a nine hour work day and forty-eight hour work

week should be amended to pertain to minors only. The

Commission takes note of the fact that such statutes,
historically designed to protect women from exploitation,
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presently den '/omen access to certain jobs and overtime

compensation, and could not be extended to both sexes
without posing innumerable industrial problems.

The chapters relating to retirement benefits, workmen

compensation, liability of employers to employees, and

assignment of wages are presently under study and will be

discussed in the final report of the Commission

DEPARTMENTS. COMMISSIONS. OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEE!

Ch. 30 SEPARATION FROM STATE SERVICE OF WAR VETERAN
IFI‘ID OFFICES OR POSITIONsec. 9A HOLDING- TTNCI.AS3TF

A veteran, as defined in section
twenty-one of chapter thirty-one, who holds
an office or position in the service of the
commonwealth not appointive office for a
fixed term or an office or position under
section seven of this chapter, and has held
such office or position for not less than
three years, shall not be involuntarily
separated from such office or position except
subject to and in accordance with the provisions
of sections forty-three and forty-five of
said chapter thirty-one to the same extent as
if said office or position were classified
under said chapter. If the separation in
the case of such unclassified offices or
positions results from lack of work or lack
of money, such a veteran shall not be separated
from his office or position while similar
offices or positions in the sane group or
grade, as defined in section forty-five of
this chapter, exist unless all such offices
or positions are held by such veterans, in

ich case such separation shall occur in
the inverse order of their respective original
appointments.

CHAPTER 30: GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATIVE TO STATE
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?nis statute provides for tenure in certain positions

for veterans. Specifically, veterans in certain positions

are granted "tenure rights", which entitles them, upon

termination, to the same procedural protections accorded

permanent civil service employees, while non-veterans who

serve in the exact same positions can be dismissed at will
and without benefit of a hearing. The effect of this statute
is similar to that of section 23 of chapter 31» discussed

below. It subjects substantially more women than men to
the possibility of loss of employment at the whim of the

employer without legal recourse. Under either standard of

review, this section would violate an equal rights amendment.

?or a, detailed analysis see section 23 of chapter 31 below.

Recommendation:

In order to comply with an equal rights amendment, the

benefits of this section should be extended to all persons

or should be eliminated. Because of the complexity of this

issue, the Commission makes no specific recommendation at

this time.

Ch. 31 POSITIONS NOT TO BE INCLUDED
sec. 5

No rule made by the commission shall
apply to the selection or appointment
of persons in any of the positions

CHAPTBR 31: CIVIL SERVICE
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described following clauselie

Male school traffic supervisors or
male employees not members of the regular
police force who are doing intermittent
work protecting school children going to
and from schools.

This statute nrovides that male school traffic

supervisors are not subject to the provisions of civil

service law

The statute discriminates on its face. There is no

rational reason, let alone a compelling one, to subjec

only female school traffic supervisors to civil service la’

Recommendation:

Exemnt all-school traffic supervisors from civil servi e

law.

VETERANS, ETC., PASSING TCCh. 31
sec. 23

PK

The names of persons who pass examinations
for appointment to any position classified
under the civil service shall be placed
unon the eligible list in the following
order:

(1) Disabled veterans as defined in
section twenty-three A, in the order of
their respective standing; (2) veterans in
the order of their respective standing;
(3) persons described in section twenty-
three 3 in the order of their respective
standing; (4) other applicants in the
order of their respective standing. Upon
receipt of a requisition, names shall be
certified from such lists according to the
method of certification prescribed by the
civil service rules. A disabled veteran
shall be retained in employment in oreference
to all other persons, including veterans.
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This statute contains ’'assaoiiusetts' absolute veterans'

preference statute for civil service positions that was in

effect until Tarch 29, 1976. Under the statute, all disabled

who took and passed an open civil service examination

were placed at the top of the eligible list in order of score,

followed by veterans in order of score, follov;ed by widows or

widowed mothers of veterans •der of score, followed by

statute was found tonon-veterans in order of score.

be unconstitutional by a three-judge federal court in the

case of Feeney v. Cor.monwealth of yassactrusetts,
_

F. 3upp.

(1976), 12 GCH SFD 10,991. The case is presently on

anneal to the United States Supreme Court

e absolute nreference system is not by design sex-

discriminatory inasmuch as women are not barred from

qualifying as preferred veterans. However, the real effects

of the statute are discriminatory since federal law and

military practice have severely restricted tne entrance of•e

females into military service. According to available figures,

were males. Until theof the entire armed force

1960'5, the enlistment of women into the armed forces was>

>ale enlistment. Even afteratute to 2i of the

oeal of these statutes the military service continued to

’’or the purposes of this statute, a disabled veteran is
anyone with a 101 disability rating and may also include
veterans with a 5u disability rating.
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limit the participation of women either by direct regulation

or by more stringent requirements for women candidates.

nder the absolute prohib tion standard of review, the

statute would be unconstitutio .al since the effect of the

statute is to deny women the o iortunity to compete witk

tales for public employment Jc s.

'nder the strict scrut idard of review, the

Iso fail since it effectively precludesstatute

women from pursuing a career in public service. Women

cannot compete for Jobs on the basis of merit, but rather

vho have had the way clearedAst wait 'until all veterans,

te preference statute,>eraor the:

are considered. The statuite o es to suspend the merit

o’o related crite

In order for the statut lere must beo

t. The purpose of the■e re d

lute vete be (l) encouragingerence Ie

-ii .e mil rewarding veterans; or

he civilian work forcereintegrating veterans into

-e are all legitimat ate objectives, when the

ate objective workcans used to acco e

on a protected cla of people, the state musta hari

the equal rights amendment would at a minir'
vomen be considered a protected classreanire
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show that less drastic alternative means are not available

to accomplish the desired goal. Because the state has not

adopted the less drastic means which are available to accomplish

goals delineated above, the absolute preference system would

fail under a strict scrutiny test.

In response to the Feeney case, supra., which invalidated

section 23, the legislature enacted chapter 200 of the Acts

of 1976 which, by its own terms, will remain operative

until the Supreme Court decides the constitutionality of

section 23 under the federal equal protection clause.

The act provides that points be added to the score of

all veterans (5 points) and disabled veterans (10 points).

Additionally, it provides that for all jobs paying under

512,300, disabled veterans are granted absolute

Further, if a veteran and a non-veteran have identical

marks, then the veterans name is placed ahead of the

non-veteran.

The statute also provides that disabled veterans

shall be retained in employment in preference to all other

oersons.

It is most difficult to assess the true impact of

the new statute because it is too soon to complete any

meaningful analysis. However, it is clear that those

provisions which create an absolute or near absolute

preference for the benefit of veterans would, like section 23,
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violate an equal rights amendment

Recommendation:

Section 23 violates an equal rights amendment under

either the strict scrutiny or absolute prohibition standard

of review and should be repealed. The absolute preference

accorded veterans under chapter 200 of the Acts of 1976 are

likewise in violation of the amendment and should be repealed

The constitutionality of the remainder of the provisions

of chapter 200 require further study and will be addressed

in the Commission's final report.

New legislation granting a point preference award to

veterans on examinations could be drafted to conform with

an equal rights amendment and will also be discussed in

the final report. The Commission feels that a limited

point preference system recognizes the contributions of

veterans and will be fair to all citizens.

The names of persons who apply for
employment in the labor service of the
commonwealth and of the cities and towns
thereof shall be registered and shall he
placed on the eligible lists of the classes
for which they apply and qualify for not
more than five years in the order of date
of filing application, provided that the
names of veterans who apply for such
employment shall be placed on the eligible
lists of the classes for which they qualify

Ch. 31 REGISTRATION AND RENEWAL OF REGISTRATION OF
sec. 24 APPLICANT; VETERANS' PREFERENCE; VETERAN:

WIDOWS' PREFERENCES
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ahead of the names of all other persons.
The eligibility of persons so registered
who renew their applications during the
six months immediately prior to or during
the six months immediately following the
date of expiration of their five-year
period of eligibility shall continue for
not more than five years from such date,
without their losing their places on the
eligible list. Applications for renewal filed
later than six months after the expiration
date shall, for the purposes of determining
placement on the eligible lists, be con-
sidered to be new applications for employ-
ment. During their period of eligibility,
persons may add to their labor service
applications titles of positions for which
they qualify other than those for which
they originally applied, and their registra-
tion for such additional positions shall
continue for the remainder of their period
of eligibility.

The names of widows or widowed mothers
of veterans who were killed in action or
died from service-connected disability,
upon presenting proof from official sources
of such facts, satisfactory to the adminis-
trator, and who have not remarried, shall be
olaced on the eligible lists for the classes
in the labor service for which they apply and
qualify above the names of all other applicants
but below the names of veterans.

If the appointing officer certifies in the
requisition for laborers that the work to be
performed requires young and vigorous men,
and, on investigation, the administrator is
satisfied that such certificate is time, he
may fix a limit of age and certify only those
whose age falls within such limit.

This statute provides that the names of veterans shall

be placed on the eligible lists ahead of the names of other

persons in the labor service

The analysis of section 23 above applies to this statute
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well. Although the labor service has included mostly

traditional "blue-collar" jobs, the effect of this statute
;as great adverse impact in that veterans, no matter when

they apply, are placed at the top of the eligible list

Recommendation;

The absolute preference for veterans should be repealed

limited preference for veteransNew legislation containing a

could be drafted to conform ' dth the requirements of an

equal rights amendment and will be discussed in the final

repo

In addition, that portion of section 24 granting

reference rights to the widowed mothers of veterans

should be extended to those fathers of veterans who are

widowers.

31
sec. 25

Whenever s. provisional appointment is
authorized by the director under section
fifteen, no person other than a veteran
shall be appointed unless the appointing
authority cannot find a veteran qualified
for the position who will accept and so
certifies to the director. Before certifying
that he is unable to find a veteran who is
qualified for, and will accept, the posi-
tion, the appointing authority shall obtain
from the director a list of all veterans
who have filed within the preceding year,
applications for the kind of work called
for by such provisional appointment, and
shall notify by mail each of said veterans.

The statute provides that no person other than veterans

PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENT OP VETERAN
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can be appointed on a provisional basis unless there is no

veteran qualified and willing to accept. The analysis of

section 23 above applies to this statute as well.

The operation of section 25, while not as dramatic as

section 23, does act to exclude women from public employment.

■Vhile there is the requirement that the veteran be qualified,

there exist no standards which judge the relative merit of

candidates at this point in the hiring process; thus a veteran

who is minimally qualified is required to be hired in

preference to a woman who possesses superior qualifications.

The Commission also takes note of the fact that historically

this section has not been strictly enforced.

Kecommendation:

This section should be repealed.

The purpose of this statute is to provide a program of

group health, life and accidental death and dismemberment

insurance for active and retired state employees and certain

retired municipal employees and their dependents. The Group

Insurance Commission established by the statute is given

authority to negotiate and purchase insurance contracts to

provide such coverage. Employees pay 25$ of the monthly

CHAPTER 32A: CONTRIBUTORY GROUP GENERAL OS BLANKET
INSURANCE FOR PERSONS IN THE SERVICE 07 THE COTTON',7EALT?I
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premium cost of the policies.

The statute is not discriminatory on its face. The

C-roup Insurance Commission, however, has issued regulations

and specifications related to the terms of the insurance

coverage it purchases. These regulations and specifications

raise the following problems.

1. Women are required to pay higher premiums for

their coverage as employees and for their coverage as
individuals if they cease to be eligible for group insurance

and convert to the individual plan offered through the

Group Insurance Commission.

2. The cost controlling coordination of benefits provision,

dealing with the situation of an employee or dependent covered

under more than one insurance plan, requires that the benefits

of a plan under which the person is covered as a dependent of

a male shall be determined before the benefits of a plan

under which the person is covered as a dependent of a female.

Reg. 100.285.
3. Except for employees covered under the Harvard

Community Health Plan, the regulations appear to establish

a maximum total amount of $2OO payable under the basic Family

plan for hospital and physician charges during the course of

a normal delivery. See, e.g., Reg. 500.132. For other

procedures, it is customary to limit the reimbursement for

physicians' charges but not to limit the reimbursement
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for hospital charges, except that only semi-private room rates
are paid. Counsel to the Group Insurance Commission, however,
stated that the $2OO maximum applies only to doctors' charges

and that hospital costs are paid at the usual rate.

4. Neither the regulations nor the specifications are

consistent in their use of the male or female gender for

personal pronouns: "he", "she", "he or she".

Recommendations:

1. The differential premium payments are apparently

based on insurance companies' actuarial data. The Commission

is not prepared at this time to give an opinion on the

legality of classifying insured populations by sex for the

purpose of determining premium costs.

2. The coordination of benefits provisions, presumably

established as a matter of administrative convenience,

ideally should be changed to some sex-neutral criterion.

This is a standard provision used throughout the insurance

industry, however, and a unilateral change would be difficult

to accomplish and disruptive of attempts at cost control.

3. The regulations and specifications dealing with

payment for maternity and obstetrical services should be

revised to make clear the policy of the Group Insurance

Commission as explained by its counsel.

4. The inconsistencies in the use of male and female

pronouns, which are not serious, should be corrected in

the regular course of revising the regulations.
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Ch. 149 HEAVY BOXES, ETC. T-TOVED BY 'VC!'”" TO BE FROTO BE PROVIDED
sec. 53 TTH CASTERS, ETC.; PENAL 1

Boxes, baskets, and other receptacles
■eighing with their contents seventy-five
iounds or over, which are to be moved by

female emplojrees in any manufacturing or
mechanical establishment shall be provided
with pulleys or casters connected with such
boxes or other receptacles so as to be moved
easily from place to place in such establish-
ments. Tnoever violates this section shall
be punished by a fine of not more than fifty
dollars.

nder this statute, containers weighing 75 pounds or more,

to be moved by female emnloyee

nulleys ormechanical establishment, must be provided

casters. Violations are nunishable by fine.

The statute discriminates on its face and there i

only women should be extended theno compelling reaso

protection of the statute. The Attorney General (Op. Att'y

C-en. No 34, 1970-71) declared the provisions void insofar

itle VIIas they discriminated agai

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a federal statute which

orohibits discrimination in the terms and conditions of

employment on the basis of sex

tie VII,applies to those employees not covered by Title V

invalidation under the equal rights amendment would

equalize the situation between employers covered and not

covered by Title VII.

in any manufacturing or

LABOR AND INDUSTRIESCHAPTER 149:

ince section 53
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The statute should be repealed. To require that

all boxes, baskets and other receptacles be equipped

with casters would greatly extend the reach of this law.

The beneficial purpose of this statute would be better

served by a safety regulation.

Ch. 149 •;'/EIGHTS OF OBJECTS; LIFTING 3Y WOWEN
sec. 53A

No female employees shall be permitted
to lift or carry any object which weighs
in excess of forty pounds, Whoever knowingly
violates this section shall be punished by a
fine of not more than fifty dollars.

Under this statute, no female employee is permitted to

lift or carry more than 40 pounds. Violations are punishable

by fine.

This statute discriminates on its face, and there is

no compelling reason for the broad sex-based classification.

The absolute restrictions deny women access to certain jobs

and classifications. The Attorney General found this statute

nconsistent with Title VII. (Letter of Robert H. Quinn,

ttorney general, to Glendora M. Putnam, WCAD, 9/30/70.)

imila.r legislation in other states has been held invalid

under Title VII. 3owe v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 415 P2d 711
(7th Cir. 1969)

Recommendation:

This section should be repealed. Strains and other
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injuries caused by lifting and moving heavy objects do

represent an important industrial safety problem. Neverthe-

less, the problem does not appear susceptible of resolution

by broad legislation. Prohibiting all employees from

lifting or carrying more than a certain weight would

cause substantial interference with industrial practice,

unless weight limits were set so high as to accomplish little

The problem would be better dealt with through specific

safety regulations which could take into account such

factors as the type of lifting, its frequency, and different

working conditions.

Ch. 149 CORE ROOMS V/HBRB WOMEN EMPLOYED; INVESTIGATION
sec. 54 REGULATIONS; VIOLATION OP STATUTE

The department shall investigate core
rooms where women are employed, and shall
make rales regulating the employment of
women therein. The rules shall relate to
the emission of gases and fumes from ovens,
and the size and weight which the women
shall be allowed to lift or 7/ork on. A
copy of the rules shall be posted in
every core room where women are emnloyed.
Whoever violates any such rule shall be
punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five nor more than four hundred
dollars.

Under this statute the Department of Labor and

Industries is required to investigate core rooms where

women are employed, and make rules regulating the

employment of women relating to the structure of the rooms,

emission of gases, and weights women may work on. Violations

sore punishable by fine.
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The statute contains a classification based solely on

sex and discriminates against male workers. There is no
compelling reason to protect only women from fumes, etc.
The Attorney General found this section preempted by

Title VII (Op. Att'y Gen. No. 34, 1970-71).

Recommendation:

Change the word "women" to "people", thereby requiring

the Department to regulate all core rooms where people work.

This will probably expand the jurisdiction of the Department.

Ch, 149 HOURS OP WORK; POSTING NOTICES; MAKING UP TIME
sec. 55 LOST BY STOPPAGE OF MACHINERY; EMPLOYMENT BY

SHIFTS; MINORS EMPLOYED ON FARM

Under this statute, women and children cannot generally

'ork more than nine hours a day, and forty-eight hours a week

in any factory and certain business establishments, which

are comprehensively enumerated. The work of women and

children must fall within a period not to exceed 10 consecutive

ours, with specified exceptions.

This statute discriminates on its face and is invalid under

either the strict scrutiny or absolute prohibition standard of

review. It effectively denies women access to certain jobs,

classifications and overtime compensation without regard to

their individual wishes and capabilities. It has been held

to violate Title VII and its enforcement as to employees

covered by Title VII was enjoined. Gameau v. Raytheon Co.

323 F. Supp. 391 (D. Mass. 1971). The provisions of this
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•tute .ave not been applied to women covered by Title VII

nee that time

.ecommendatlo

itatute b 'j deleting the reference to women,

thereby limiting its coverage to minors

149 ELEVATOR OPERATORSL

sec. 5
Any law restricting the hours of wome

and minors laboring in factories or work
shops, or in mercantile, manufacturing or
mechanical establishments shall, unless it
is otherwise expressly provided, apply to
women and minors operating elevators in
such establishments, or in any building
occupied in whole or in os.rt by any such
estab 11slim.ent, or in any office build-in

This statute makes section 56 of chapter 149 applicable

to v.-omen and minors operating elevators in factories,

workshops, mercantile, manufacturing or mechanical establish-

ments, and office buildings. For an analysis of the discrimina

tion involved, see the discussion of section 56 above.

Recommendation

Amend this statute by deleting the reference to women,
thereby limiting its coverage to minors.

Ch. 149 LABOR DURING MEALTIME WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE 07 EMPLOYER
sec. 102

If a minor or a woman shall, without the
orders, consent or knowledge of the employer
or of the superintendent, overseer or other
agent of the employer, labor in a manufacturing
or mechanical establishment, factory or workshop,
during a part of any time allowed for meals
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in such establishment, factory or work-
shop, according to the notice required
by section fifty-six, and if a copy of
such notice was posted in a conspicuous
place in the room where such labor was
performed, with a rule of the establish-
ment, factory or workshop forbidding
such minor or woman to labor during such
time, neither the employer nor a super-
intendent, overseer or other agent of the
employer shall be held responsible for
such labor.

Under this statute an employer is not responsible for

■ork performed by women and children during any time allowed

for meals, if the work is performed without the orders, consent,
or knowledge of the employer and notice of the mealtime was

properly posted

,e statute discriminates on its face. The same

principle what constitutes compensable work must

apply coually to men and women

ecommendat ion:

Amend this statute by deleting the references to

women, thereby limiting its coverage to minors.

49 UISSHraXATICU KCHBIDDSK; DAMAGES; ACTICKS IK
sec. 105 A GSKDIAI,; ASSIGT’-KT 0? CLAIM; LIMITATIONS

”o employer shall discriminate in any
way in the payment of wages as between
the sexes, or pay any female in his employ
salary or wage rates less than the rates
paid to male employees for work of like or
comparable character or work on like or
comparable operations; provided, however,
that variations in rates of pay shall not
be prohibited when based upon a difference
in seniority. Any employer who violates any
provision of this section shall be liable to
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the employee or employees affected in
the amount of their unpaid wages, and in

ional equal amount of liquidated
•ges. Action to recover such liabilitjr

may be maintained in any court of competent
jurisdiction by any one or more employees
for and in behalf of himself or themselves
and other employees similarly situated and
any agreement between the employer and any
such employee to work for less then the wage
to which such employee is entitled under this
section shell be no defence to such action.
The court in such action shall, in addition to
any judgment awarded to the plaintiff or
plaintiffs, allow a reasonable attorney's
fee to be paid by the defendant, and the
costs of the action. At the request of
any employee paid less than the wage to
which he is entitled under this section,
the commissioner may take an assignment of
such wage claim in trust for the assigning
employee and may bring legal action necessary
to collect such claim, and the employer shall
be required to pay an additional equal amount
of liquidated damages, together with the
costs of the action and such reasonable
attorney's fees as may be allowed by the
court. The commissioner shall not be
required to pay any filing fee, or other
costs, in connection with such action. The
commissioner may join various claimants
against the employer in one cause of action.
Any action based upon or arising under
sections one hundred and five A to one
hundred and five C, inclusive, shall be
instituted within one year after the date of
the alleged violation.

This statute prohibits an employer from discriminating

from paying any female salary or wages lower than the rates

paid to male employees for work of like or comparable

character. Variations based on seniority are not prohibited

The statute contains a sex-based classification: no

female is to be paid less than a male for work of like or

in any way In the payment of wages as between the sexes or
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comparable character. Under the absolute prohibition test,
the statute would be invalid. Under a test of strict scrutiny

the state's interest in remedying past and present wage and

salary discrimination against women might be sufficiently

compelling to uphold the statute. On the other hand, the

statute might be invalidated on the grounds that the

sex-based classification is not necessary to the achievement

of the statutory purpose.

Rec ommendat ion;

Amend the law to provide that no employee shall be paid

less than an employee of the opposite sex for work or like

or comparable character. The federal Equal Pay Act contains

sex neutral language. The use of sex neutral language will

not prevent the law from having its greatest imoaot on the

wages of women: if women are suffering the greatest dis-

crimination in wages, then they can make greater use of

the law. There is no reason that a male who can prove

discrimination in pay on the basis of sex should not be

allowed to do so.

Ch. 149 UATSHNITY LEAVE; ELIGIBILITY; DURATION AND
sec. 105 D CONDITIONS; EFFECT ON EFPLOYTENT RIGHTS AND

3, ETC

A female employee who has completed the
initial probationary period set by the terms
of her employment or, if there is no such
probationary period, has been employed by the
same employer for at least three consecutive
months as a full-time employee, who is absent
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from such employment for a period not
exceeding eight weeks for the purpose of
giving birth, said period to be hereinafter
called maternity leave, and who shall give
at least two weeks' notice to her employer
of her anticipated date of departure and
intention to return, shall be restored to
her previous, or a similar, position with
the same status, pay, length of service
credit and seniority, wherever applicable,
as of the date of her leave. Said maternity
leave may be with or without pay at the
discretion of the employer.

Such employer shall not be required to
restore an employee on maternity leave to
her previous or a similar position if other
employees of equal length of service credit
and status in the same or similar position
have been laid off due to economic conditions
or other changes in operating conditions
affecting employment during the period of
such maternity leave; provided, however, that
such employee on maternity leave shall
retain any preferential consideration for
another position to which she may be
entitled as of the date of her leave.

Such maternity leave shall not affect
the employee's right to receive vacation
time, sick leave, bonuses, advancement,
seniority, length of service credit, benefits,
plans or programs for which she was eligible
at the date of her leave, and any other
advantages or rights of her employment
incident to her employment position; provided,
however, that such maternity leave shall not
be included, when applicable, in the computation
of such benefits, rights and advantages; and
provided, further, that the employer need not
provide for the cost of any benefits, plans,

or programs during the period of maternity
leave unless such employer so provides for
all employees on leave of absence. Nothing in
this s eotion shall be construed to affect any
bargaining agreement or company policy which
provides for greater or additional benefits
than those required under

A notice of this provi iion shall be posted
which females arein every establishment i

employed.

:eotion, aror the ourooses
:ed as in subsection"employer" shall be de

this section
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5 of section one of chapter one
hundred and fifty-one 3.

This statiite provides for maternity leave, under the

following conditions. Women not on initial probation, or
women who have worked full-time for three months, if there
is no initial probation, who have given at least two weeks

notice of their intention to take leave, and who are absent

for no more than 8 weeks for giving birth shall, at the end

of the period, be restored to their previous positions, or

to similar positions with the same seniority. However, an

employer is not required to restore such an employee to her

position if employees of equal status were laid off during

the period of leave. If the employee taking maternity leave

is not rehired because of such layoffs, she is entitled to

any preference she had as of the date of such leave.

The section explicitly does not require that the

maternity leave be paid. Maternity leave shall not affect

the employee's accrued right to vacation time, seniority, etc

as of the date of leave; but the period of maternity leave is

not to be included in the computation of such benefits,

further, the employer need not provide for the cost of any

benefits during leave unless the employer so provides for

all employees on leave of absence.

This statute does not affect any agreement providing

greater rights.

A violation of section 105 D is considered an unlawful
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employment practice under K.G.L. chapter 1518 section 4.
Pursuant to chapter 1513 section 4 and chapter 149 section

1053, the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination

(MCA3) promulgated guidelines in 1973 which provide that

pregnancy related disabilities must be treated like any other

temporary disability by the employer. The guidelines require,

for example, an employer who provides paid sick leave for

employees with general temporary disabilities to provide

said sick leave to employees absent because of a pregnancy

related disability.

To the extent that the guidelines enacted by MCA3 treat

all types of temporary disabilities equally, they raise no

problems under an equal rights amendment.

However, section 1053 also provides a benefit in the

form of job security during periods of certain (pregnancy

related) temporary disabilities, which is only available to

women. The statute may be said to be invalid under the

absolute prohibition test since men suffering from other

temporary disabilities who could meet the statutory notice and

length of leave requirements would not be The

Commission believes, however, that the statute would be

upheld under the unique physical characteristic exception

3 . Men suffering from temporary disabilities may or may not
be entitled to similar leave depending on the individual
employers leave policy.
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ne absolute prohibition test, since only women areo

physically able to become pregnant.

The statute would also be upheld under the lesser

standard of strict scrutiny. The compelling state interest

justifying special treatment for maternity benefits might

be variously described as the protection of the family

unit, facilitating the choice of women to work and have

families, or more traditionally, encouraging procreation.

Prince v. Massachusetts 321 1T.3. 158 (1944)

Recommendation:

'he Commission believes that no change will be

required in this section under an equal rights amendment.

Oh. 149 TOILET ROOKS, ETC., IN FOUNDRIES; PENALTY
sec. 137

The proprietor of every foundry
engaged in the casting of iron, brass,
steel or other metal, and employing ten
or more men, shall establish and maintain,
except in towns where it would be impracticable
by reason of the absence of public or pri-
vate sewerage or of any running water system,
a toilet room of suitable size and condition
for the men to change their clothes therein,
and provided with wash bowls, sinks or
other suitable set appliances connected
with running hot and cold water, and also
a water closet connected with running
water and separated from the said toilet
room. The said water closet and toilet
room shall be connected directly with the
foundry building, properly heated, ventilated
and protected, so far as may be reasonably
practicable, from the dust of the foundry.
Whoever fails to comply with this section
after being requested so to do by an
inspector shall be punished by a fine of not
more than fifty dollars.
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statute states that every metal foundry employinglis

ten or more men shall have a toilet room for the men for

changing clothes, with sin* .nd toile

If the word "men" refer: only to persons of the male

sex, then female employees of foundries are subject

to discrimination.

Recommendation:

Amend this section to provide that foundries with ten

or more emplojrees shall provide toilet rooms of sufficient

size for the employees.

Ch. 149 MEDICAL AND SURGICAL CHESTS; ACCOMODATIONS FOR
sec. 141 TREATMENT 0? INJURED OR ILL PERSONS; FACILITIES

FOR HEATING FOOD; VIOLATION OF STATUTE

Every person operating a factory, shop
or mechanical establishment where machinery
is used for any manufacturing or other
purpose except for elevators, or for heating
or hoisting appartus, shall keep and maintain,
free of expense to the employees, such medical
or surgical chest, or both as shall be re-
quired by the department, containing plasters,
bandages, absorbent cotton, gauze, and all
other necessary medicines, instruments and
appliances for the treatment of persons injured
or taken ill upon the premises. Every such
person employing one hundred or more persons
shall, if so required by the department, pro-
vide accomodations satisfactory to it for the
treatment of persons injured or taken ill
upon the premises, and also suitable and
sanitary facilities for heating or warming
food to be consumed by those employees of
the factory, shop or mechanical establish-
ment who so desire. Every person carrying
on a mercantile establishment where twenty or
more women or children are employed shall
in the manner aforesaid provide such medical
and surgical chest as the department may
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require. V/hoever violates any provision
hereof shall he punished hy a fine of not
less than five nor more than five hundred
dollars for every week during which such
violation continues.

The statute requires that certain first aid facilities

be maintained bv every person employing ICO or more persons

and by ever” factory, shop, mechanic al establi shment

ufacturing or other

for heating or hoisting,

tablishment where 20 or

where machinery is used for mao

purposes, except elevators, or

In addition every mercantile e

more women or children are employed must provide certain

first aid facilities. Violations are punishable by fine.

The statute discriminates on its face, in that

mercantile establishments emoloying 20 or more men

out less than 20 women or children are not required to

maintain a first aid hit. There is no Justific

under either standard for this classification

he c ommendation:

to "oersons". This;end "women or children

extends an important benefit

without imposing additional tr

o persons of both sexes

rdens uoon industry.

Ch. 149 DEDUCTION FHOt: VAGE3 OF ,/O"Eh OH CHILDREN FOR
sec. 153 STOPPING "ACFINERY REGELATED; PENALTY

Deductions shall not be made from the
wages of women or children paid by the
day or hour, and employed in manufacturing
or mechanical establishments, while
machinery is stopped, if said women or
children are refused the privilege of
leaving the mill while the damage to said
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machinery is being repaired; and if
they are detained in their workroom
during such time they shall not be
compelled to make up tine lost by
such stopping unless compensated
therefore at their regular rates
of wages, Whoever violates this
section shall be punished by a fine
of not more than twenty dollars

This statute states that no deductions shall he made

from the wages of women or children paid by the da.y ore day or

hour for down time if the women and children are denied

on to leave the mill iiile the damaged machinery

r ise cannot be compelled to

>ensation. Violations are

is being repaired. They like'

make up such time without com;

punishable by fine
.

Ie statute discriminates on its face, and is invalid

under either a strict scrutiny or absolute prohibition

standard of review. The traditionally weaker oosition

of women does not constitute a compelling justification

for denying the a,bove benefit to men. Under the federal

Fair Labor Standards Act, the periods of time so described

would be comnensable time for men and women.

Recommendation:

The benefits should be extended to both sexes.

'TORCh. 149 UNPAID PROBATIONARY BEPIOTKEKT OP WOTIAK CR f'l
sec. 158A PENALIZED

Vfhoever requires or permits a woman
or a minor, as a condition of securing
employment, to work in any factory, work-
shop, manufacturing, mechanical or mercantile
establishment without monetary compensation
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shall be punished by a fine of not
more than fifty dollars.

This statute states that a woman or minor may not be

permitted to work, as a condition of securing employment,

in any factory, workshop, manufacturing, mechanical or

mercantile establishment without monetary compensation.

Violations are punishable by fine.

The statute discriminates on its face. There is no

compelling justification for protecting only women from

this kind of economic exploitation even if, in the past,

they have been the most frequent victims. To require men

or women to oerforra such uncompensated work under some

circumstances v.'ould violate minimum wage laws.

Recommendation:

Change "woman or a minor" to "person," thereby

extending the benefit to both sexes.

Ch. 151 A WHEN HO WAITING PERIOD ALLOYED AMD HO BENEFITS PAID
sec. 25

No waiting period shall be allowed and no
benefits shall be paid to an individual
under this chapter for-

(a) Any week in which he fails without
good cause to comply with the registration
and filing reqiiirements of the director.
The director shall furnish copies of
such requirements to each employer, who
shall notify his employees of the terms
thereof when they become unemployed. Any
failure knowingly to furnish accurate
information concerning any material fact,

CHAPTER 151A: EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
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including amounts of remuneration received,
as provided in subsection (c) of section
twenty-four, may, at the discretion of the
director, disqualify the individual furnish-
ing such inaccurate information from serving
a waiting period or receiving any benefits
for not more than ten otherwise compensable
weeks subsequent to the tine of furnishing
such inaccurate information or of the dis-
covery that such inaccurate information was
so furnished.

No work shall be deemed suitable, and
benefits shall not be denied under this
chapter to any otherwise eligible individual
for refusing to accept new work under any
of the following conditions; -

(4) If in the case of a female the acceptance
of such work would require her to work between
the hours of twelve midnight and six o'clock
ante meridian.

This statute defines suitable employment which applicants

for benefits must accept, with certain exceptions. One of

the exceptions provides that females do not have to accept

work which requires employment between midnight and 5:00 a.m.

This exception is a reflection of the fact that prior to

1974, it was generally illegal for women to work between

the hours of midnight and 6:00 a.m.

The statute contains a sex-based classification which

is not justified by any compelling state interest.

Recommendation:

Delete this exemption from the statute

CHAPTER 1513: TniLA'VKTL DI3CRIT- INATION AGAINST RACE
COLOR. RELIGIOUS CREED, NATIONAL ORIGIN OR ANCESTRY

This statute sets forth unlawful discriminatory practices
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in the areas of employment, housing and credit. Sex was

added in 1965 as one of the protected classifications.

However, this addition was never reflected in the title

of the statute.

Recommendation:

The title should read: Unlawful Discrimination

Against Race, Color, Religious Creed, Rational Origin,

Ancestry or Sex.

Senator Hall dissents from the recommendations of

the Commission on veterans' preference. He will file a

minority opinion in the final report.
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The state taxation laws, contained in Chapters 58 through

65C, cover personal income taxes, corporate income taxes, in-

heritance and estate taxes, various excise taxes (such as

cigarette, meals, and gas taxes) and the general provisions

relating to the assessment and collection of state and local

taxes. In general these statutes make no distinction on the

basis of sex and the passage of the equal rights amendment

would.have little effect on them.

Chapters 155 through 172, which contain the majority of

statutes pertaining to corporations, were also reviewed and

conform to the requirements of an equal rights amendment. These

statutes include general provisions relative to corporations,

business, cooperatives and certain miscellaneous corporations,

common carriers, railroads, utility companies, banks and trust

companies.

A review of Chapters 173 through 182 is ongoing and will

be presented in the final report.

Only two of the statutes reviewed require modification

under an equal rights amendment. Chapter 58, section BA, allows

the state treasurer to reimburse each city or town for any

D. CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION

INTRODUCTION
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taxes owing to a paraplegic veteran or the widow of such veteran

which are abated by the town. An application of this statute

which excludes reimbursement for taxes relative to widowers

of paraplegic veterans would violate the equal rights amend-

ment. It may be possible under that section to interpret the

term widow to include widowers and thereby render the statute

gender-neutral. To ensure compliance with the equal rights

amendment, however, reimbursements should be allowed for both

widows and widowers of paraplegic veterans.

Chapter 59, section 5 provides certain tax exemptions

for widows, generally, and widows of veterans, of police officers

and of fire fighters. To the extent that widowers are ex-

cluded from these benefits, the provisions discriminate against

males. To correct such discrimination, the availability of

these tax exemptions should be extended to widowers as well

as widows.

The state treasurer shall annually reimburse
each city and town for the amount of taxes lost by
such city or town through an abatement to a para-
plegic veteran or the widow of such paraplegic
veteran, authorized by the commissioner of cor-
porations and taocation and granted under the
provisions of section eight.

Ch. 58 REIMBURSEMENT OF MUNICIPALITIES FOR LOSS OF TAXES
sec. 8A THROUGH ABATEMENT TO PARAPLEGIC VETERAN OR WIDOW

CHAPTER 58 - GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATIVE TO TAXATION

THEREOF
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This statute requires the state treasurer under certain

circumstances to reimburse each city and town for the amount

of taxes lost through abatements to paraplegic veterans and

widows of paraplegic veterans.

The statute discriminates on its face. There is no com-

pelling reason to limit either the granting of or reimbursement

for tax abatements to widows but not widowers.

Under an equal rights amendment, a court would most

likely interpret the word "widow" to include widower, especially

because Chapter 4, section 7, of the general laws defining the

word "veteran" makes it clear that a veteran is "any person,

male or female." For the sake of clarity, however, the Com-

mission recommends specific amendment to accomplish this end.

Recommendation :

Amend the section to change the word "widow" to "surviving

spouse,"

This chapter describes the property which local municipalities

may tax and that which is specifically exempted from taxation

valuation of land, excise taxes on ship and farm animals; tax-

ation of mortgaged land; duties of assessors; procedures for

tax liens; collection and abatement of taxes.

Ch. 59 CERTAIN PROPERTY AND POLLS EXEMPTED
sec. 5 The following property shall be exempt from

taxation; provided, however, that any person who
receives am exemption under the provisions of

CHAPTER 59 - ASSESSMENT OF LOCAL TAXES
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clause Seventeen, Twenty-two. Twenty-two A, Twenty-
two B, Twenty-two C, Twenty-two D, Thirty-seven,
Forty-one, Forty-two or Forty-three shall not re-
ceive an exemption on the same property under any
other provision of this section, except clause
Eighteen.

cl. 17 Property Up to Two Thousand Dollars of Certain
Persons. —Seventeenth. Real estate, to the value
of two thousand dollars. of a widow, or of any minor
whose father is deceased, occupied by such widow, or
minor as her or his domicile, or a person or persons
over the age of seventy who has owned and occupied
it as a domicile for not less than ten years;
provided, that the whole estate, real and personal,
of such widow, person or minor does not exceed in
value the sum of fourteen thousand dollars, ex-
clusive of property otherwise exempt under the
twelfth, twentieth and twenty-first clauses of
this section and exclusive of the value of the mort-
gage interest held by persons other than the person
or persons to be exempted in such mortgaged real
estate as may be included in such whole estate.
No real estate shall be so exempt which the assessors
shall adjudge has been conveyed to such widow,
person or minor to evade taxation, A widow,
person or minor aggrieved by any such judgment may
appeal to the county commissioners or to the ap-
pellate tax board within the time and in the manner
allowed by section sixty-four or sixty-five, as the
case may be. Where the whole estate, real and
personal, of such widow, person or minor exceeds in
value the sum of eight thousand dollars, exclusive
of the value of the mortgage interest as afore-
said, this exemption shall be borne by the common-
wealth, and the state treasurer shall annually
reimburse the city or town for the amount of the
tax which otherwise would have been collected.
Any exemption under this clause, to the value of
two thousand dollars, may be apportioned among
the persons whose title to the real estate was
acquired under the provisions of section three
of chapter one hundred and ninety and who qualify
for an exemption under this clause.

section provides for am abatement of taxes for cer-This

estate of a widow or any minor whose father is de-tain real

It discriminates on its face because it does notceased

widower or a minor whose mother has died, andapply to
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possibly reflects the sex-related assumptions that men and

not women provide the financial support for a family.

Recommendat ioni

Extend this exemption to widowers and minor children

whose mother has died.

There are several other exemptions for widows of certain

classes of persons set forth in section 5 of chapter 59. The

Commission is presently considering the extent to which those

provisions discriminate by excluding widowers. The necessary

recommendations relative to extending such exemptions to

widowers will be contained in the final report.
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E

The Massachusetts laws regulating public health and welfare

encompass a broad spectrum of different areas. Among other things,

these laws cover a variety of welfare programs, treatment programs
for the mentally ill and mentally retarded, the care and protection

of children, medical care programs, and urban renewal and redevelop-

ment programs. These statutes’*" have been studied to identify those

which would violate the provisions of the equal rights amendment on

the basis of sex. For the most part, few statutory changes would

be required. 2 Those statutes which would necessitate amendment

generally require only minor alterations to make the provisions

thereof applicable to both sexes.

Chapter 111 Public Health
Chapter 1118 Alcoholism
Chapter 111 C Emergency Medical Care
Chapter 113 Promotion of Anatomical Science
Chapter 118 C Coverage of Certain Employees under the Federal

Social Security Act
Chapter 119 Protection and Care of Children
Chapter 121 A Urban Redevelopment Corporations
Chapter 121 C Economic Development and Industrial Corporations

1. Public health and welfare encompasses chapters 111 through
132 A of the Massachusetts General Laws.

2. The following chapters would need no amendment to effectuate
compliance with the equal rights amendment.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND PUBLIC WELFARE

INTRODUCTION
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Ch. 114
sec.29

LOTS,ETC., INDIVISIBLE BUT INHERITABLE; LIMITATIONS

Lots in cemeteries incorporated under section one,
tombs in public cemeteries in cities, and lots and
tombs in public cemeteries in towns, shall be held
indivisible, and upon the decease of a proprietor
of such lot the title thereto shall vest in his
heirs at law or devisees, subject to the following
limitations and conditions: If he leaves a widow
and children, they shall have the possession, care
and control of said lot or tomb in common during
her life. If he leaves a widow and no children,
she shall have possession, care and control during
her life. If he leaves children and no widow, they

shall have in common the possession, care and con-
trol of such lots or tombs during their joint lives, and
the survivor of them during his life. The persons in
possession, care and control of such lots or tombs may
erect a monument and make other permanent improvements
thereon. The widow shall have a right of permanent
interment for her own body in such lot or tomb, but
it may be removed therefrom to some other family lot
or tomb with the consent of her heirs. If two or more
persons are entitled to the possession, care and con
trol of such lot or tomb, they shall designate in
writing to the clerk of the corporation, or if it is a
tomb or lot in a public cemetery, to the board of
cemetery commissioners, if any, or to the town clerk,
which of their number shall represent the lot; and in
default of such designation, the board of trustees or
directors of the corporation, the board of cemetery
commissioners, if any, or the board of health if such
lots or tombs are in public cemeteries in towns, shall
enter of record which of said persons shall represent
the lot during such default. The widow may release
her right in such lot, but no conveyance or devise by
any other person shal leprive her of such right

This section discriminates on he basis of sex. The limitations

come into effect only if the female spouse survives her husband. While

it is possible that the section can construed to apply equally

either spouse, the language of the section indicates that such a

construction was not intended

CHAPTER IL4 CEfIETERIES AND BURIALS
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Recommendation

The ambiguity in this section can easily be removed by changing
"he" to "the decedent" and "widow'

these two words appear. The word

to "surviving spouse" wherever

her" should be changed to "his"
(See ch.4, sec. 6, c 1.4 for rules of construction of masculine

pronouns.)

Ch.llSA DOMICILIARY FACILITIES FOR WOMEN VETERANS
sec. 9

Domiciliary facilities, not to exceed fourteen beds, and
within the limitation of physical facilities, are
hereby authorized for the admission of female veterans
at the Soldiers' Home in Massachusetts. Female
veterans seeking admission shall be subject to all
requirements, both federal and state, as may presently
apply to other veteran applicants and services pro-
vided for domiciliary care shall be identical and equal
to services provided male veterans.

The limitations of domiciliary facilities for female veterans to

fourteen beds aids discrimination on the basis of sex since no similar

limitation exists for males.

Recommendation

In the first sentence of the section, strike the words "not to

exceed fourteen beds, and".

Ch. 117 APPLICANTS MUST BE REGISTERED FOR EMPLOYMENT; PERSONS
sec. 3 EXEMPT.

If the applicant is between the ages of eighteen and

CHAPTER 115 A - SOLDIERS HOMES

CHAPTER 117 - SUPPORT BY THE COMMONWEALTH
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sixty-five years, or a dependent sixteen years of
age or over, who is not in school, nor gainfully
employed, nor in training, the department shall
require that said applicant submit, with his
application for aid or assistance, evidence from
the division of employment security that said
applicant has registered for work at a local em-
ployment office of the division.

No person shall be eligible for aid or assistance under
this chapter who willfully fails without good cause,
as determined by the department, to maintain his regis-
tration for work as provided in the first paragraph of
this section or to accept a referral to or offer of
suitable employment. He shall be required to report
to the department information with respect to any job
to which he has been referred. The department shall,
not less frequently than once every three months,
request verification from the division of employment
security of an applicant's record with that agency

No individual shall be considered ineligible for aid
or assistance because of failure to comply with the
provisions of this section, if such failure is due to
illness or disability. In no event shall such failure
affect the eligibility of minor children for assistance
under this chapter.

No recipient of assistance under chapter one hundred and
eighteen A or female recipients of assistance with
dependent children under high school age shall be subject
to the provisions of this section.

This section generally requires that certain applicants for, and

recipients of, General Relief must register for work with the Division

of Employment Security. The final paragraph excepts recipients of Old

Age Assistance and Medical Assistance for the Aged, and female

recipients of assistance with young children he registration

requirement.This exemption facially discriminates on the basis of sex

There are male applicants with young dependent children who are not

exempted

Recommendation

Eliminate "he word "female" from the final paragraph and add a
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proviso that in a two parent household, only one parent would be

exempt from the work registration requirements. The family could
elect which parent is to be exempted.

Ch.llB
sec. 1

DEFINITIONS

The following words and phrases as used in this chapter,
unless the context otherwise requires, shall have the
following meanings:-

"Dependent child", a needy child who has been deprived
of parental support or care by reason of the death,
continued absence from the home, physical or mental
incapacity or the unemployment of a parent, and who is
living with his father, mother or other parent in a
place of residence maintained by one or more of such
relatives as his or their own home and who is under the
age of eighteen or under the age of twenty-one and a
student regularly attending a school, college or
university or regularly attending a course of vocational
or technical training designed to fit him for gainful
employment.

"Parent", shall include, in addition to the father and
mother of the dependent child, the following:- stepfather
stepmother, stepbrother,stepsister; any blood relative,
including those of the half blood, except cousins who
are more distantly related than first cousins; adoptive
relative of equal propinquity to the foregoing; and
spouses of any such persons.

"Aid to families with dependent children", money payments
with respect to families with a dependent child or
children.

"Department”, the department of public welfare.

The section denfines "dependent child” as a "needy child who has

been deprived of parental support or care by reason of," inter alia,

the "unemployment of a parent." Although that language is gender-

neutral, the reference to parental employment as an eligibility

CHAPTER 118 - AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
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criterion flows from a federal which is limited in

coverage to families with unemployed fathers who have recent work

force attachments. Massachusetts Department of Welfare regulations

confirm that the program is limited to families with fathers who

meet the statutory criteria.^
In enacting Aid For Dependent Children (Unemployed Father) the

commonwealth has adopted, and receives federal funds in support of a

sex-discriminatory program. Moreover, it is precisely the kind of

sex discrimination -- i.e., sex-role stereotyping in its judgment

about the significance of paternal vs. maternal unemployment -- to

which the Supreme Court has been most hostile in its less-than-strict

Equal Protection scrutiny of gender classifications.-*
Since federal law pre-empts state law, Massachusetts must follow

the federal regulations if it is to participate in the AFDC program.

Participation in the federal program is voluntary. If the commonwealth

continues it's participation in the AFDC program, it will be furthering

some sexually discriminatory practices. Withdrawal from the program

would have untold repercussions on the lives of numerous citizens of

the commonwealth.

One possible alternative would be to create a state-funded program

to reach families which would be eligible for aid if the federal

regulations were not sexually biased. The cost of this alternative

could severely strain the state budget.

See, ss 301.03, 303-01, and 303-04 of Massachusetts
Assistance Payments Manual

5. See, e g., Weinberger v Weisenfeld, 96 5.Ct.1225 (1975)

T. 42 O.S.C. sTc. 607
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The Commission has concluded that neither withdrawal from the
federal program nor the creation of a state-funded program is a

tenable alternative. In balancing the benefits to welfare recipients

against the discrimination engendered under the federal regulations

we feel that continued participation is clearly to be favored. We

do not, however, condone the sex-role stereotyping inherent in the

federal regulations.

Recommendation;

Make no changes in section 1 (or in the AFDC program), We

further recommend that the commonwealth use whatever means available,

including a joint resolution to memorialize Congress, to secure

elimination of the sexually discriminatory elements in the federal

regulations.

Ch.llB
sec. 3

DUTIES OF DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

Except as hereinafter provided, the department shall
determine what aid is necessary to enable such parent
to bring up such child or children. For this purpose,
the department shall make an immediate and careful
inquiry, including the resources of the family and
ability of its other members, if any, to work or
otherwise contribute to its support, the existence of
relatives able to assist the family and societies or
agencies who may be interested therein; shall, in any
case involving a missing parent who is a father, require
the applicant or recipient to furnish in writing under
the penalties of perjury, complete information within
the knowledge of such applicant or recipient pertinent
to the location of said missing father; shall take all
lawful means to locate said missing father; shall take
all lawful means which shall include, in appropriate
cases, the institution of criminal proceedings, to
compel all persons bound to support such parents and
such child or children
any other legal rights
courage all members of

to support them, and to enforce
for their benefit; shall en-
the family who are able to work,
help them to find work; and shall
d for such parent and such child

to secure work: shall
secure all necessary a
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or children which can be secured from., relatives or
organizations; provided, however, that any exemption
now or hereinafter permissible under the federal
Social Security Act relative to earned income may be
allowed.

If the applicant is an unemployed father or a dependent
male sixteen years of age or over who is not in school,
nor gainfully employed, nor in training, the department
shall require that the applicant shall meet the provisions
of section one B of chapter one hundred and seventeen.
An individual who is attending an industrial training
course or other vocational training course, provided by
the department of education or the commonwealth or
political subdivision thereof or such other industrial
or vocational training course which in the opinion of
the department will serve as a means of realizing em-
ployment, shall be deemed to be available for work for
purposes of establishing and maintaining eligibility
for assistance.

A female recipient whose youngest dependent is attending
high school or is of high school age shall be referred
to the division of employment security as provided in
paragraph two of this section or shall be enrolled in
any vocational training program as provided in paragraph
two of this section; provided, however, that a recipient
shall not be compelled by the department to be trained
or to be employed in domestic service, nor required to
accept such employment if such employment would require
her to work between the hours from six o'clock postmeridian
of one day and six o'clock antemeridian of the following
day. In no case shall a recipient, if a female, be
required to seek or accept employment as a condition for
eligibility when a mental or physical disability of a
dependent child requires her presence at home.

No individual shall be considered ineligible for aid or
assistance because of failure to comply with the pro-
visions of this chapter if such failure is due to
illness or disability. The preceding two paragraphs
shall not apply to any recipients under chapter one
hundred and eighteen A nor to female recipients of
assistance under this chapter with dependent children
under high school age. In no event shall such failure
to comply with the provisions of this section affect
the eligibility of minor children for assistance under
this chapter.

Paragraph 1 of section 3 requires the Department to take certain

to locate missing fathers of dependent children receiving aid

Paragraphs 2, 3, 4 require certain recipients of AFDC to register
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for work or worlc training (unemployed father, dependent male over 16

and not in school, female recipient whose youngest dependent is of

high school age), and exempt other recipients from these work require-

ments (old age assistance recipients, female recipients of AFDC with

dependent children under high school age, and female recipients

required to be at home because of the disability of a dependent child.

Moreover, the 3rd paragraph of section 3 exempts females from coerced

service as a domestic worker, and from coerced work between the hours

of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.

This section suffers from two distinct sets of problems. First,

it is repeatedly sex-discriminatory in ways that could never survive

equal rights amendment scrutiny of any type. Second, it is out of

compliance with the federal law with respect to pursuit of missing

and federal law requirements, and exemptions therefrom, of

work and work training for AFDC recipients.'' Indeed, the Department

of Public Welfare AFDC Regulations ignore section 3 and follow the

federally-mandated conditions in these two areas.®
Recommendation;

Because the federal law on these matters is non-discriminatory,

both the equal rights amendment and the federal AFDC conditions can

be satisfied by amending section 3 as follows:

1) In paragraph 1 -- Change all the references to "missing

father” to "missing parent"

6. See, 42 U.S.C. sec. 602 (a) (26).

7. See, 42 U.S.C. sec. 602 (a) (19) (A).

8. See, sec. 303.07 of Massachusetts Assistance Payments Manual
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2) Strike paragraphs 2,3, or 4, and insert in their

place statutory provisions which a) incorporate in

terms by reference the federal work requirements and

and, b) continue the prohibitions on

coerced domestic and evening work, but extend that

prohibition to male as well as female recipients.

Ch.llSE EXEMPT INCOME AND RESOURCES OF APPLICANT,ETCPAYMENT
sec.lo BY RECIPIENT WITH EXCESS INCOME; LIMITATION ON RE-
c1.7,p.5 SPONSIBILITY OF ANOTHER FOR APPLICANT,ETC.

In determining responsibility of any individual for any
applicant or recipient of assistance under this chapter,
such responsibility shall be limited to husband for
wife and parents for children under the age of eighteen.

The last sentence makes reference to determinations of financial

responsibilities of certain persons for Medicaid applicants and

recipients, and limits such responsibility for purposes of Medicaid t

"husband for wife and parents for children ..."

The reference to the responsibility of "husband for wife” is sex

discriminatory, and is contrary to the commission's recommendations

in the area of Domestic Relations, i.e., a reciprocal support obliga-

tion upon both spouses for one another.

Recommendation

Amend the last sentence to provide for responsibility of "spouse

for spouse" rather than husband for wife.

9. Supra note 7

CHAPTER USE - MEDICAL CARE AND ASSISTANCE
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Ch.lZlß DEFINITIONS
sec. 1
c1.28 "Veteran", a person who has served in the active mili-

tary or naval service of the United States at any time
between September sixteenth, nineteen hundred and forty
and July twenty-sixth, nineteen hundred and forty-seven,
both dates inclusive, or at any time between April sixth,
nineteen hundred and seventeen and November eleventh,
nineteen hundred and eighteen, both dates inclusive, and
a person who has served in the active armed forces of
the United States at any time between June twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred and fifty and January thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and fifty-five, both dates inclusive,
or at any time between February first, nineteen hundred
and fifty-five and the date of the termination of the
Vietnam campaign as declared by proper federal authority,
both dates inclusive, and who was discharged or released
therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable. The
word "veteran", as used herein, shall also include the
wife, widow, mother or other dependent of such person.

Veterans receive preference for admission to state-aided public

housing over other eligible persons. Limiting the definition of a

veteran to an individual who has actually performed such service, or

to the wife, widow or mother of such person, denies the benefits

provided by Chapter 1218 to the husband, widower, father or other male

dependent of a female armed forces veteran.

Recommendation

This section should be amended by striking the last sentence in

the definition of "veteran" and adding in place thereof: "The word

'veteran', as used herein, shall also include the spouse, surviving

spouse, parent or other dependent of such person,"

HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWALCHAPTER 1218
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Ch. 1218 VETERANS AND RELOCATION HOUSING
sec. 34
cl. (e) Any type of housing including one,two and three

family dwellings may be constructed under this section
notwithstanding the provision that each project shall
conform as nearly as possible to the existing pub-
lished requirements of the federal government for low-
rent or other housing projects. In offering for sale
residences constructed under this section,preference
to potential buyers shall be given whenever reasonably
possible as follows: (1) veteran tenants of such
residences; (2) all other World War II veterans, as
defined in section seven of chapter four; (3)surviving
United States war veterans; (5) all other resident
citizens of the city or town in which said residences are
located; (6) all other citizens of the commonwealth;
(7) an urban redevelopment corporation; and (8) all
others. The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply
to projects completed after July first, nineteen hundred
and sixty-six.

This section establishes orders of preference for housing con-

structed under Chapter 1218. The third order of preference set forth

World War II." Under the same rationale as above, this section dis-

criminates against surviving widowers and fathers of female World

War II veterans

Recommendation

Amend section 34 (e) (3) by striking this portion of the statute

and putting in place thereof: "surviving spouses and parents of said

veterans of World War II

BOARD OF TRUSTEES; NUMBER; APPOINTMENTCh. 122
sec. 2

There shall be a board of trustees of the Tewksbury
hospital serving in the department and consisting of

in section 34 is to "surviving widows and mothers of said veterans of

CHAPTER 122 - TEWKSBURY HOSPITAL
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five men and two women, three of whom shall annually
in June be appointed by the governor, with the advice
and consent of the council, for three years each,except
that in the year nineteen hundred and sixty and every
third year thereafter only one such trustee shall be
so appointed.

The board of trustees established by section 2 consists of 5 men

and 2 women. Section 2 discriminates in favor of males by specifying

unequal representation based upon sex for the hospital's trustees.

Recommendation:

Amend this section by striking in the second line the words

"five men and two women" and putting in place thereof the words

"seven persons."
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Statutes dealing with criminal behavior and sanctions upon

it are dealt with in seventeen separate chapters of the Massa-

chusetts general laws. The great bulk of this material is non-

discriminatory and poses no problem under an equal rights

amendment. In reviewing these chapters, the Commission focused

largely on those statutes which make certain behavior criminal

for one sex but not the other and those which make criminality

depend on the sex of the victim.

Any adjustment of criminal statutes to make them sex-neutral

presents a difficult problem. All criminal laws represent limits

on personal freedom to do as one pleases; such limits are deemed

necessary to protect the safety and welfare of society in gen-

eral. In extending some statutes to cover behavior not hither-

to deemed illegal, the Commission

against constitutional commands.

has weighed these facts

For example, the sale of

sexual services for money is now criminal only when engaged

in by women; men may do the same thing with impunity. Under

an equal rights amendment, laws which make criminality depend

on the sex of the actor, rather than the nature of the act,

become unconstitutional. Therefore, only when the definition

F. CRIMES, PUNISHMENTS AND
PROCEEDINGS IN CRIMINAL CASES

INTRODUCTION
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of "prostitute" is extended to include both males and females

can a law making criminal the sale of sexual services survive

constitutional review. Similarly, laws making the sex of the

victim determinative of criminality will be unconstitutional

under an equal rights amendment. Thus, the Commission re-

commends that Section 5 of Chapter 272 which protects feeble-

minded women from unlawful sexual acts, be extended to protect

mentally defective men as well. It should be noted in this

regard that the Legislature has already changed the definition

of rape (Ch. 277, sec. 39) to protect persons of both sexes.

Chapter 272, dealing with crimes against chastity

morality, decency and good order, includes most of the statutes

requiring amendment to make them sex neutral. Such statutes

discriminate by making the sex of the actor or victim part of

the definition of the offense. Generally, a change from the

use of the word "female" or "male" to "person" will be suf-

ficient to render them unobjectionable. The six statutes

dealing with prostitution will pass constitutional review if

the definition of prostitute includes persons of both sexes.

Chapter 273, dealing with desertion, non-support and

illegitimate paternity, is the second area requiring change.

These laws have generally created broader criminal liability

for males than for females. Both parents are now responsible

for the support of minor children. While the husband is crim-

inally liable for non-support of his wife, the wife cannot cur-

rently be prosecuted for non-support of her husband. These
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provisions treat only an on-going marriage; the legislature has

already provided for the payment of alimony by the wife after

divorce (see Section 11, A. Domestic Relations). In order to

make these sections non-discriminatory, the Commission recommends

that each spouse be subject to the same sanctions. The Commission

recognizes that these sections do not create the underlying ob-

ligation of support and that the needs and capacities of the

spouses are the chief determinants of that obligation.

In the area of illegitimacy, the Commission believes that

withdrawing criminal penalties, rather than extending them, is

advisable. Begetting a child out of wedlock is currently a

misdemeanor for the father but not for the mother. Judicial

opinion has held that the purpose of this law is to assist the

state in determining paternity and enforcing the obligation of

support. Extending criminal sanctions to the mother in this

area would serve no useful purpose. The alternative of elim-

inating the criminal charge of "begetting" seems preferable

as the obligation of support will remain for both

parents

The chapters dealing with sentencing and penal institutions

will be reviewed in the final report. Discrimination in such

areas results largely from institutional factors in Massachu-

setts' present penal system rather than from statutory distinc-

tions. A review of the constitutionality of such practices

will require a factual study of the operation of the system

which is beyond the scope of the present report.
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Ch. 234 FURTHER EXEMPTIONS FROM JURY SERVICE
Sec. IA

If at any time it appears that the
public interest will be served by ex-
cusing any person from jury service, or
if the performance thereof will impose
undue hardship or unusual inconvenience
upon any person, the judge presiding
at the court to which the juror has
been called for service may excuse such
person from jury duty.

No woman shall be required to serve
in the trial of any prosecutions under
sections twenty-two to twenty-four, in-
clusive, of chapter two hundred and
sixty-five or under sections one to
thirty-five, inclusive, of chapter two
hundred and seventy-two if, upon her
representation it appears to the pre-
siding justice that she would be likely
to be embarrassed by hearing the testi-
mony or by discussing the same in the
jury room.

The second paragraph of Section 1A provides that a woman

shall not be required to serve on the jury at the trial of cer-

tain sex crimes "if, upon her representation it appears to the

presiding justice that she would be likely to be embarrassed by

hearing the testimony or by discussing the same in the jury room

The statute discriminates on-its face, because men do not

have a similar opportunity to be excused from jury service. The

statute may also affect a male defendant's ability to be tried

before a jury drawn from a cross-section of the community. The

statute obviously fails under the "absolute prohibition" stan-

dard, and would probably also fail under a "strict scrutiny"

examination. While there may be a "compelling state interest"

CHAPTER 234 - JURIES
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in seeing that the jurors are not distracted in hearing evidence

and are able to discuss the evidence freely, it would be dif-

ficult to establish that women are unduly embarrassed by such

testimony or that men are not.

Recommendation:

(1) Repeal the second paragraph or

(2) Amend "women" to read "person"; amend "her" to read

"such person's"; amend "she" to read "such person"

Ch. 265 ASSAULT; INTENT TO COMMIT RAPE
Sec. 24

Whoever assaults a person with in-
tent to commit a rape shall be punished
by imprisonment in the state prison for
life or for any term of years or by
fine of not more than one thousand dol-
lars and imprisonment in a jail or house
or correction for not more than two and
one half years.

Ch. 265 ASSAULT OF CHILD; INTENT TO COMMIT RAPE
Sec. 248

Whoever assaults a child under six-
teen with intent to commit a rape shall
be punished by imprisonment in the state
prison for life or for any term of years
and whoever over the age of eighteen com-
mits a second or subsequent such offence
shall be punished by imprisonment in the
state prison for life or for any term of
years but not less than five years.

These statutes concern the crime of rape. In 1974, the

legislature amended the rape statutes by redefining the elements

of rape so as to include homosexual rape and by changing the

CHAPTER 265 - CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON
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word "female" to "person",

now reads:

The basic rape statute (Section 22)

Whoever has sexual intercourse or un-
natural sexual intercourse with a person, and
compels such person to submit by force
and against his will, or compels such
person to submit by threat of bodily
injury, shall be punished...

There may arguably still be a sex discrimination problem

with Section 24, assault with intent to commit rape, and Section

248, assault on a child under 16 with intent to commit rape.

When the other rape sections were amended. Sections 24 and 248

were also changed so as to no longer refer to a "female". How-

ever, these sections continue to refer to "rape". There would

be an issue only if "rape" could still be defined according to

its common law elements as opposed to the newly created offense.

(But see General Laws C. 277, Sec. 39 for definition.)

Recommendation

The words "as defined in Section 39 of Chapter 277" should

be inserted after the word "rape" in both Section 24 and Section

248.

Ch. 269 USE OF TELEPHONE TO MAKE ANNOYING CALLS
Sec. 14A

Whoever telephones another person, or
causes any person to be telephoned to,
repeatedly, for the sole purpose of har-
assing, annoying or molesting such person
or his family, whether or not conversa-
tion ensues, or whoever telephones a
person of the female sex, or repeatedly

CHAPTER 269 - CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC PEACE
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telephones a person of the male sex, and
uses indecent or obscene language to such
person, shall be punished by a fine or not
more than five hundred dollars or by im-
prisonment .for not more than three months,
or both.

This statute punishes the maker of annoying telephone calls.

It is a violation of this statute if a person telephones a female

or "repeatedly" telephones a male and uses indecent or obscene

language

The statute discriminates on the basis of sex in that less

is required to violate the statute when a female is involved

than when a male is receiving the calls

Recommendation

Amend the statute as follows (1) "...whoever telephones a

person repeatedly, and uses indecent or obscene language..." or

(2) "...whoever telephones a person and uses indecent or obscene
language.

Ch. 272 ABDUCTION OF AN UNMARRIED PERSON UNDER SIXTEEN
Sec. 1

Whoever fraudulently and deceitfully
entices or takes away an unmarried fe-
male under sixteen from her father's
house or elsewhere, without the con-
sent of the parent or guardian, if any,
under whose care and custody she is living,
for the purpose of effecting a clan-
destine marriage of such female with-
out such consent, shall be punished
by imprisonment for not more than
one year or by a fine of not more
than one thousand dollars, or both.

CHAPTER 272 - CRIMES AGAINST CHASTITY, MORALITY,
DECENCY AND GOOD ORDER
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This statute punishes a person who "fraudulently...entices

away an unmarried female under sixteen..." for the purpose of

effecting a secret marriage.

Whether examined under an absolute prohibition or a strict

scrutiny standard, this provision would not survive the mandate

of the equal rights amendment. The statute makes it a crime to

secure the secret marriage of a girl under the statutory age of

consent but not of a boy under the same statutory disability to

wed. Whatever paternalistic motives the legislature may have

had in protecting young girls from improvident marriages apply

equally to young boys, who would be just as susceptible to

pressures from older women to marry as would girls to the in-

fluence of older men.

A second flaw in the statute arises from the fact that while

it punishes "whoever" procures the marriage of a girl under six-

teen sex neutral on its face the practical effect would be

to punish men who secure immature marriages, but not women who

engage in the same conduct. It appears that the statute is aimed

not at aiders and abettors to youthful marriages but at the adult

marriage partner. Since only enticement to marriage of young

girls is prohibited, the effect of the statute would most likely

be to punish only adult males. No unique characteristics of

boys or girls, on one hand, or adult males or females, on the

other, justifies this distinction.

Recommendation:
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The statute should be amended to read "unmarried person

under sixteen."

Ch. 272 ABDUCTION OF A PERSON FROM THE HOUSE
Sec. 2 OF A PARENT OR GUARDIANOF A PARENT OR GUARDIAN

Whoever fraudulently and deceit-
fully entices or takes away a woman
or girl from her father's house or
elsewhere, for the purpose of pros-
titution or for the purpose of un-
lawful sexual intercourse, and who-
ever aids and assists in such ab-
duction for such purpose, shall be
punished by imprisonment in the state
prison for not more than three years
or in jail for not more than one year
or by a fine of not more than one
thousand dollars, or by both such
fine and imprisonment in jail.

This statute punishes a person who "fraudulently...takes

away a woman or girl from her father's house...for the purpose

of prostitution" and aiders and abettors to that act.

The provision of this statute would survive neither the

absolute prohibition nor the strict scrutiny standard of review.

If the companion prostitution statutes are amended to make sex-

ual intercourse for money a crime for males as well as females.

as they must be to be sex-neutral, every rationale for wishing

to protect women and girls from abduction for that purpose would

apply equally to men and boys

additional problem concerns the fact that the statute

CHAPTER 272

ts enticing a female from her father's house, rather than
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the house of her parent or guardian, implying that the male

parent exercises greater authority over a child than the female

parent. Such assumptions, which have no basis in fact, are

sexually discriminatory.

Also implicit in that wording is a provision that even if

a woman is over the age of consent, enticement from her father's

house for prostitution or sexual intercourse is punishable. That

aspect of the statute may have been designed to protect adult

spinsters living in the homes of their fathers from pre-marital

sexual intercourse. If such protection is warranted at all, it

should be extended to males over the age of consent, living under

the control of their guardians as well.

Recommendation

(1) The statute should be amended to read "whoever

entices...a person" shall be punished

(2) The words "from her father's house" should be deleted

and the words "from the house of a parent or guardian

of a minor" be substituted.

Ch. 272 ADMINISTERING DRUG
Sec. 3

Whoever applies, administers to or
causes to be taken by a woman or girl
any drug, matter or thing with intent
to stupefy or overpower her so as
thereby to enable any person to have
unlawful sexual intercourse with her
shall by punished by imprisonment in

CHAPTER 272
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the state prison for not more than three
years or in jail or the house of cor-
rection for not more than two and one
half years or by a fine of not more
than one thousand dollars, or by both
such fine and imprisonment in jail or
the house of correction.

This statute makes it a crime to drug a female for the

purpose of having unlawful sexual intercourse with her. This

statute is discriminatory on its face as it only protects females

and should be extended to protect males.

The origins of this statute may be found in the common law

definition of rape: unconsented penetration of a female. This

separate provision attempts to protect against improvident con-

sent to sexual intercourse by making it an additional offense to

procure the alleged consent by drugging the female. With the

amendment of the rape statutes to include unconsented sexual

intercourse with an individual of either sex, however, males as

well as females should receive the added legislative protection

of this section, for drug-induced consent to a sexual activity

may be as problematic for males as for females.

Recommendation:

The statute should be amended to read "whoever...causes to

be taken by a person any drug...with intent to stupefy or overpower

him or her...shall be punished..."
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Ch. 272
Sec. 5

PENALTY FOR CARNAL KNOWLEDGE OF IDIOT

Whoever has unlawful sexual inter-
course with a female who is feeble
minded, an idiot or imbecile, under
circumstances which do not constitute
rape, shall, if he had reasonable
cause to believe that she was feeble
minded, an idiot or imbecile or in-
sane, be punished as provided in

Under the statute, any person who has "unlawful" sexual

intercourse with a female who is "feeble-minded" or suffers from

other mental defect, under circumstances which do not amount to

rape of that female, shall be punished, if the person knows or

has reason to know that the female suffers from the described

mental disabilities.

Like Section 3, this statute was clearly designed to prevent

sexual intercourse with women who have no capacity to consent to

or resist sexual advances. It extends an absolute prohibition

against sexual intercourse with mentally ill women, for it pro-

vides that even if the intercourse does not amount to rape, the

man shall be punished. The additional liability for sexual inter

course with mentally ill females should apply equally to males

suffering from mental disabilities who are induced to sexual

activity. That the statute prohibits intercourse with mentally

defective women but not men forms the first aspect of its unjus-

tifiable discrimination on the basis of sex.

Secondly, because the statute protects only females, it

implicitly punishes only males who engage in sexual activity with

mentally deficient women, and not females who engage in the same

section three.
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conduct. Whether it is to be judged under the absolute pro-

hibition test or the strict scrutiny standard, the statute should

be amended.

Recommendation:

The statute should be re-written to read "whoever has unlaw-

ful sexual intercourse with a person who is feeble-minded...shall,

if he or she had reasonable cause to believe that the person was

feeble-minded...be punished."

Ch. 272 PENALTY ON OWNER OF PREMISES
Sec. 6

Whoever, being the owner of a place
or having or assisting in the management
or control thereof Induces or knowingly
suffers a female to resort to or be in
or upon such place, for the purpose of
unlawfully having sexual intercourse.
shall be punished as provided in

This statute punishes the owner or manager of a place where

females resort for the purposes of having unlawful sexual inter-

course .

As one of the statutes designed to prevent prostitution, this

provision shares a common flaw with sections 7 through 13. Be-

cause the individual it punishes may be either male or female,

no sex discrimination exists in the class who will suffer its

sanctions. However, the aim of the provision is protecting only

females from sexual abuse, and not males. Under either standard

CHAPTER 272
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of analysis, the statute presents an indefensible discrimination

on the basis of sex. Men may be sexually abused and are in need

of statutory protection.

Recommendation:

The statute should be amended to read "...or knowingly suffers

a person.

Ch. 272 PENALTY FOR DERIVING SUPPORT FROM AN
Sec. 7 INMATE OF A HOUSE OF ILL FAME, ETC.INMATE OF A HOUSE OF ILL FAME, ETC.

Whoever, knowing a female to be a
prostitute, shall live or derive sup-
port or maintenance, in whole or in
part, from the earnings or proceeds
of her prostitution, from moneys loaned,
advanced to or charged against her by
any keeper or manager or inmate of a
house or other place where prostitu-
tion is practiced or allowed, or shall
share in such earnings, proceeds or
moneys, shall be punished by imprison-
ment in the state prison for not more
than three years or in the house of
correction for not more than one
year or by a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars, or both.

Any person who shares in or derives support from the earnings

of a female prostitute may be punished for violation of this sec-

tion.

This section is aimed at "whoever" derives support from the

earnings of a prostitute, and is to that extent sex-neutral. How-

ever, in that it implies that a prostitute must be female, it

suffers from an indefensible sex-based discrimination. Males as

CHAPTER 272
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well as females can and do make a living by sexual activity for

hire. As long as prostitution remains a crime and those who

made a living from it are punished, the definition of the crime
must be expanded to include both sexes.

Recommendation:

An amendment is required to make the statute read, "whoever,

knowing a person to be a prostitute, shall, derive support...from

the earnings or proceeds of his or her prostitution...shall be

punished..."

Ch. 272 PENALTY FOR SOLICITING, ETC.
Sec. 8

Whoever shall solicit or receive com-
pensation for soliciting for a prosti-
tute shall be punished by imprisonment
in the house of correction for not more
than one year or by a fine of not more
than five hundred dollars, or both.

Whoever solicits, or is the agent for one soliciting, the

services of a prostitute is punished under this statute by one

year in prison or a fine of five hundred dollars.

Since Section 7 implies that a prostitute is female, the

practical effect of Section 8 may be to punish males only.

Recommendation:

No change is necessary in this section if the legislature

adopts the recommendation in Section 7.

CHAPTER 272
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Ch. 272 COURT MAY AUTHORIZE ENTRY OF HOUSE, ETC.
Sec. 9

If a person makes oath before a dis-
trict court that he has probable cause
to suspect that a house, building, room
or place is kept or resorted to for pros-
titution and that a certain person owning
or having or assisting in the management
or control of such house, building, room
or place knowingly suffers a certain
female to be in or upon such place for
the purpose of unlawfully having sexual
intercourse, said court shall, if sat-
isfied that there is probable cause
therefor, issue a warrant commanding
the sheriff or his deputy, or any con-
stable or police officer, to enter such
house, building, room or place and
search for such person, and take into
custody such person and such female.
Said person shall be detained for not
more than twenty-four hours until com-
plaint may be made against him, and
said female for a reasonable time until
she may be brought before said court to
be recognized with or without sureties
at the discretion of said court to
appear as witnesses before the next or
any succeeding sitting of said court.
This section shall be in addition to
and not in derogation of the common law.

Under this statute, if a district court finds probable cause

to believe that females are being employed as prostitutes in an

establishment and take custody of both the females serving as

prostitutes and the person in control of the premises. The

female prostitute may be detained until she is brought before

a court and bail is set; the person in control of the establish-

ment may be held only until a complaint is sworn against him,

but in no event longer than twenty-four hours.

CHAPTER 272
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This statute discriminates on the basis of sex in that,

its companion provisions, it defines a prostitute as female

Recommendation:

This statute should define prostitutes to include males as

well as females.

Whoever knowingly procures, entices,
sends, or aids or abets in procuring, en-
ticing or sending, a woman or girl to
practice prostitution, or to enter as an
inmate or a servant a house of ill fame
or other place resorted to for prostitu-
tion, whether within or without the
commonwealth, shall be punished by a
fine of not less than one hundred nor
more that five hundred dollars or by
imprisonment for not less than three
months nor more than two years. Who-
ever as proprietor or keeper of an
employment agency, either personally or
through an agent or employee, procures or
sends a woman or girl to enter as afore-
said a house of ill fame or other place
resorted to for prostitution, the char-
acter of which on reasonable inquiry
could have been ascertained by him,
shall be punished by a fine of not less
than fifty nor more than two hundred
dollars.

Whoever entices a "woman or girl to practice prostitution

or aids or abets in that act is punished under this provision.

Separate punishment is imposed on members of employment agencies

who send a "woman or girl" to a place used for prostitution.

CHAPTER 272
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Suffering as it does from the same discriminatory defin-

ition of prostitute as female only, this provision requires the

same remedial amendment as the preceding prostitution statutes.

Men and boys require the same protection from fraudulent employ-

ment practices or other enticement to prostitution as do females

Recommendation:

Where the statute now reads "woman or girl", the word "per-

son" should be substituted.

Ch. 272 DETAINING A FEMALE IN HOUSE OF ILL FAME
Sec. 13

Whoever, for any length of time, un
lawfully detains or attempts to detain
or aids or abets in unlawfully detaining
or attempting to detain, or provides or
administers or aids or abets in provid-
ing or administering any drug or liquor
for the purpose of detaining, a woman
or girl in a house of ill fame or other
place where prostitution is practiced or
allowed, shall be punished by imprison-
ment in the state prison for not more
than five years or in the house of
correction for not less than one nor
more than two and one half years or by
a fine of not less than one hundred
nor more than five hundred dollars.

The last of the prostitution statutes, this act makes it

a crime to drug or detain a woman or girl for the purpose of

prostitution or to aid or abet a principal in doing so.

Protecting as it does only females from drugging or other

fraudulently induced participation in prostitution, this statute

fails under either standard of review. Males must be included

CHAPTER 272
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Recommendation:
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The statute should be amended to read "whoever...detains...

a person... where prostitution is practiced...shall be punished..

Ch. 272 ADULTERY
Sec. 14

A married man who has sexual inter-
course with a woman not his wife, an
unmarried man who has sexual inter-
course with a married woman or a mar-
ried woman who has sexual intercourse
with a man not her husband shall be
guilty of adultery and shall be pun-
ished by imprisonment in the state
prison for not more than three years
or in jail for not more than two
years, or by a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars.

The following individuals may be punished under this statute

:or the crime of adultery: (1) a married man who has sexual inter

;ourse with a woman not his wife; (2) an unmarried man who has

sexual intercourse with a married woman; and (3) a married woman

who has sexual intercourse with a man not her husband.

By contrast, an unmarried woman who has sexual intercourse

with a married man is not subject to the fine or term of imprison'

ment imposed by the statute.

By failing to punish unmarried women who engage in sexual

activity with married men, the statute affords them a privilege

not extended to their unmarried male counterparts who engage in

CHAPTER 272
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the same conduct with married women. Under neither standard of

review can this loophole survive, for males and females must be

held to the same culpability for the same acts.

Recommendation

To remedy this defect, the statute should define as adult-

erous the conduct of a married person who has sexual intercourse

with a person not his spouse or an unmarried person who has

sexual intercourse with a married person.

A woman who conceals the death of
issue of her body, which if born alive
would be illegitimate, so that it can-
not be ascertained whether it was born
alive or, if born alive, whether it
was murdered, shall be punished by a
fine of not more than one hundred
dollars or by imprisonment for not
more than one year.

Ch. 272 JOINDER OF MURDER AND CONCEALMENT
Sec. 23

A woman indicted for the murder of her
infant illegitimate child may also be
charged in the same indictment with the
crime described in the preceding section;
and if she is acquitted of murder, she
may be convicted of the concealment.

Section 22 apparently criminalizes both concealment by a

woman of the death of her illegitimate child, and concealment by

a woman of the birth of a still-born child. Section 23 allows

the concealment crime defined by Section 22 to be charged along

CHAPTER 272

Ch. 272 CONCEALMENT BY MOTHER OF DEATH OF
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with murder of the illegitimate child, and further allows con-

viction of the concealment despite an acquittal of murder.

Under either the strict scrutiny or absolute prohibition test.
these sections appear to discriminate unconstitutionally since

they apply only to the female parent.

Recommendation

This section should be amended to apply to both parents.

Ch. 273 OFFENCES AND PUNISHMENT
Sec. 1

Any husband or father who without
just cause deserts his wife or minor
child, whether by going into another
town in the commonwealth or into
another state, and leaves them or any
or either of them without making rea-
sonable provision for their support,
and any husband or father who unrea-
sonably neglects or refuses to pro-
vide for the support and maintenance
of his wife, whether living with him
or living apart from him for justi-
fiable cause, or of his minor child
in danger of becoming a burden upon
the public, and any mother who de-
serts or wilfully neglects or refuses
to provide for the support and main-
tenance of her child under the age
of sixteen, and any parent of a
minor child, or any guardian with
care and custody of a minor child, or
any custodian of a minor child, who
wilfully fails to provide necessary
and proper physical, educational or
moral care and guidance, or who per-
mits said child to grow up under con-
ditions or circumstances damaging to
the child's sound character develop-
ment, or who fails to provide proper
attention for said child, shall be

CHAPTER 273 - DESERTION, NON-SUPPORT AND ILLEGITIMACY
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punished by a fine of not more than five
hundred dollars or by imprisonment for
not more than two years, or both.

It is clear that the statutes in this area discriminate on

the basis of sex, imposing criminal liability on members of each

sex for actions or omissions which may not be criminal if done

or not done by members of the opposite sex. It is not clear

whether and to what extent the criminal law in this regard creates

new obligations rather than merely enforcing obligations created

by other statutes and the common law.-*- To the extent that the

criminal law merely enforces preexisting obligations, the dis-

crimination should be resolved at the operative level of those

obligations and this statute merely requires redrafting to

reflect the necessary changes. To the extent that the criminal

-'-"The rights and obligations of members of families in relation
to each other have been regulated by law for centuries." Common-
wealth v. Brasher, 359 Mass. 550, 556 (1971), citing 1 Blackstone
Commentaries (9th ed.) 446-454. Many of these rights and obli-
gations are creatures of the common law and have been recognized
independent of statute. For example, "[a]t common law a father
is entitled to the custody of his minor children and, if of suf-
ficient ability, is bound to support them." Broman v. Byrne,
322 Mass 578, 580 (1948), quoting from Creeley v. Creeley, 258
Mass. 460, 463 (1927). See Treasurer and Receiver General v.
Sermini, 229 Masa 248, 251 (1918). A mother has no duty to sup-
port her children unless her husband is dead and she has custody
of the children. Gleason v. Boston, 144 Masa 24 (1887). But
cf. Tornroos v. R.H. White Co., 220 Masa 336 (1915). Additionally,
various statutes create or implicitly recognize familial obliga-
tions. See, e.g., Ch. 209, Sec. 32.
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statute creates as well as enforces new obligations, it is

necessary to remove the discriminatory operation of that statute

at the level of the criminal law itself.

Recommendation

Assuming that the criminal law is an appropriate mechaniam

for dealing with the problems of desertion and non-support, the

criminal statutes which impose liability for actions or omissions

relating to such desertion or non-support must be rewritten so

as to remove the obvious discrimination.

1. Desertion and Support of Spouses

The existing statutes make it criminal for a husband to

desert, abandon, or refuse to support his wife under certain

circumstances. There is no corresponding liability for a wife

who deserts, abandons, or refuses to support her husband. This

part of the statute must be rewritten to provide the same crim-

inal liability for either spouse acting in the same manner.

Where the obligations in this regard arise outside the criminal

law, modifications of the law in those areas is also required.

2. Non-Support and Neglect of Children

While obligations are imposed on either or both parents re-

lating to the support of minor children, the extent and scope

of these obligations vary. Again, this unequal treatment must

be corrected so that each parent's obligations, and corresponding

liability is the same. The Commission recommends that this be

accomplished, first, by deciding which needs of minor children

can be assured of fulfillment only by operation of criminal
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second, by enacting a criminal statute whichsanctior and

makes failure to fulfill these needs criminal for either parent

Such a statute should take into account, to the extent possible

the relative ability of the parents to provide support and guid
2ance for the chxld.

Ch. 273 GETTING WOMAN WITH CHILD
Sec. 11

Whoever, not being the husband
of a woman, gets her with child
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor

Ch. 273 NON-SUPPORT OF CHILD
Sec. 15

Any father of an illegitimate
child, whether begotten within or
without the commonwealth, who
neglects or refuses to contrib-
ute reasonably to its support and
maintenance, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. If there has been any
final adjudication of the paternity
of the child, such adjudication shall
be conclusive on all persons in pro-
ceedings under this section; other-
wise, the question of paternity shall
be determined in proceedings here-
under. The duty to contribute reasonably
to the support of such child shall

2 Ch. 273, secs. 1-10 inclusive and secs. 22 and 23 deal with pro-
cedures relative to non-support and desertion. If the substan-
tive sections are changed, the procedural sections (e.g. Sec. 3
[allowing payments to probation officers) and Sec. 7 [standards
of proof]) must also by rewritten.

CHAPTER 273
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continue during its minority.

These statutes discriminate on the basis of sex in that

they impose criminal penalties for the conception and non-

support of an illegitimate child on the father but not on the

mother.

The constitutionality of these statutes was challenged in

Commonwealth v. on equal protection grounds. In

discussing the purpose of the sections, the court in that case

stated that the criminal law was being used to determine pater-

nity, impose an obligation of support, and enforce that obliga-

tion of support. The court agreed with a statement in an earlier

case that "[t]he crime charged...is closely allied with the duty
2of the putative father to aid in the support of the child."

Using a standard of review midway between the traditional "min-

imum rationality" test and "strict scrutiny", the court concluded

that the distinction drawn (between criminal penalties for men

and none for women) had a fair and substantial relation to the

object of the legislation but that no permissible legislative

purpose was served by holding only the father criminally respon-

3-Mass. Adv. Sh. (1975) 2827 , 344 N.E. 2d. 613 (1975).

v. Baxter, 267 Mass 591, 595 (1929). The court in
Baxter also stated that one of the purposes of the act is "to
adjudge a person to be the putative father of the child so that
he may be compelled or aid the mother in its support."
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sible.

MacKenzie thus recognized that the criminal law, as written,

was an inappropriate means to enforce the father's obligation of

support. As a solution, the court removed the criminal sanction,

but allowed adjudicatory proceedings to be conducted for men only,

reasoning that there were sufficient cricumstantial differences

between men and women to justify such a distinction.-^
The court provided no data to support its conclusion that

there is more of a problem with adjudicating parenthood of

fathers and enforcing their support obligations than exists with

mothers. Absent such data, statutes which provide for adjudication

of parenthood and enforcement of support only as to the putative

father would violate the equal rights amendment. Even if sup-

porting data is available, it is far from clear that this situ-

ation involves the type of "unique physical characteristics" which

would be required to uphold the distinction under an absolute

prohibition test. If a strict scrutiny test were applied, the

state's need to know the parentage of a child in order to make

provision for its support might reach the level of compelling

The court noted that, because the mother has obvious physical
ties with the child, there are few if any problems relating to
adjudication of maternity. The court suggested that non-support
is less a problem with mothers of illegitimate children, and
in any case, that mothers have always been held to have an ob-
ligation of support for their illegitimate children.
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interest, but a sex-based classification could not pass muster

as the least restrictive means for meeting that objective.
Recommendation:

Despite the language in MacKenzie to the contrary, the

Commission believes that any provision relating to the adjudi-

cation of parenthood and the enforcement of support of illegit-

imate children must be written to apply equally to men and

women. MacKenzie left open the question whether it is more

appropriate to enforce the obligation of support, if done on

a sex-neutral basis, by means of the criminal or the civil law.

This must be a legislative choice. The Commission recommends,

however, that this area be decriminalized, and that sanctions

for non-support be made part of a civil procedure for adjudi-
-4cation of parenthood and support obligations. Once parenthood

has been established, criminal sanctions for non-support, if they

are retained, could be enforced against parents of legitimate and

illegitimate children.'’

4
Consideration should be given, if this offence is decriminalized,

to what should be the proper burden of proof in actions for adju-
dication of parenthood. Additionally, provision should be made for
initiation by the Commonwealth of any civil action which replaces
these criminal offenses if the known parent does not initiate
such an action on his or her own initiative.

sChapter5 Chapter 273, Sections 11-19 inclusive deal with the problems of
adjudication of parenthood and enforcement of support for illegit-
imate children. If the substantive sections are changed, the
procedural sections (e.g., section 12 [time and procedure for
adjudication and appeal] and section 17 [dismissal of case]) must
also be rewritten.
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Sections one to eight, inclusive, shall
be so interpreted and construed as to
effectuate their general purpose to make
uniform the law of those states enacting
their provisions.

This chapter may be cited as the Uni-
form Reciprocal Enforcement of Suppo
Act, and shall be so contrued and in
terpreted as to accomplish its general
purpose to make substantially uniform
the laws of states enacting like law.

Chapter 273, which provides criminal penalties for desertion

derived largely from the Uniform Desertnon-suppor

and Non-Support Act, which has been adopted by at least twenty-

our other states. Chapter 273, Sectic ides that the

sections of the statute "shall be so interpreted and construed as

to effectuate their general purpose to make uniform the laws of

those states enacting their orovisions

Chapter 273 A is the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support

Act (U.R.E.S.A.), which has been adopted by all fifty states

Chapter 273A, Section 17, provide he statute "be so con-

strued and interpreted as to accomplish its general purpose to

nake substantially uniform the 1 s of states enacting like law

The problem is that the U.R.E.S.A. may require Massachusetts

ourts to enforce support judgments created in other states, which

Duld violate the e> .ere'

Ch. 273 UNIFORMITY OF CONSTRUCTION
Sec. 10

Ch. 273 A CHAPTER, HOW CITED; CONSTRUCTION
Sec. 17

CHAPTERS 273 AND 273 A - UNIFORM SUPPORT ACTS
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Recommendation:

re
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Whether or not the enforcement, pursuant to the U.R.E.S.A.

of orders which would violate the equal rights amendment if

rendered in Massachusetts is unconstitutional is a difficult

question. The Commission believes that such enforcement would

not violate the equal rights amendment. However, it should be

noted that the entire conflict-of-laws area may raise similar

problems, final resolution of which is beyond the scope of this

report.

Ch. 276 APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF PROBATION
Sec. 83A OFFICERS; JUVENILE CASES
Para. 4

Ths district courts so designated or
redesignated in accordance with the pro-
visions of this section, shall appoint
not less than one male and one female
probation officer to act as aforesaid.
The judges of the courts so designated
may require such female probation officer
so appointed to perform such other duties
in connection with adult female proba-
tion as are not inconsistent with her
primary duties as probation officer

This statute, which provides for the appointment of pro-

bation officers in juvenile courts, facially discriminates by

requiring appointment by sex and imposing greater duties on

female officers. Its underlying assumption is that the generally

smaller caseload of female than male juvenile offenders will leav

female probation officers with fewer duties than male officers.

in juvenile cases.

CHAPTER 276 - ...PROBATION OFFICERS
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In such cases, the court may assign additional duties to the

female officers.

Because the state's interest in having its employees, both

male and female, fully occupied does not vary, this statute

could not survive review under either the strict scrutiny or

absolute prohibition test.

Recommendation

Eliminate the sex distinction in appointments and provide

that probation officers without sufficient juvenile duties to

occupy their time may be reassigned to adult cases.

Ch. 277 MEANING OF CERTAIN WORDS AND PHRASES
Sec. 39
Para. 2 The following words, when used in an

indictment, shall be sufficient to con-
vey the meaning herein attached to them:

Adultery Sexual intercourse by
a married man with a woman not his
wife, by an unmarried man with a
married woman, by a married woman
with a man not her husband.

Para. 6 Fornication Sexual intercourse
between a man and an unmarried woman.

Like Chapter 272, Section 14, Paragraph 2 of this section
defines "adultery" to exclude an unmarried woman having sexual

intercourse with a married man. "Fornication" is the crime of

sexual relations between an unmarried woman and a married or

single man. Thus, where two unmarried persons have sexual rela-

tions, each is guilty of fornication. Where the male partner is

CHAPTER 277 - INDICTMENTS AND PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TRIAL
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married, and the female is single, he is guilty of both forni-

cation and adultery but his female partner is guilty of forni-

cation only. These statutes, read together, facially discriminate

by making the criminality of an act depend on the sex of the

actor.

Recommendation

Paragraph 2 should be revised to accord with the recommended

change in Chapter 272, Section 14, defining "adultery" as sexual

intercourse between a married person and a person not his spouse

or an unmarried person who has sexual intercourse with a married

person. "Fornication" should be defined as sexual intercourse

between an unmarried male and an unmarried female.

Ch. 277 EFFECT OF ANNEXED FORMS
Sec. 79

(summarized) This section sets out the form of
indictment for various crimes, including
abduction, adultery, fornication, ille-
gitimacy (begetting), neglect of wife
or minor child, and prostitution. Where
the underlying definition of the crime
specifies the sex of the actor or victim
the form of indictment does also.

These sections discriminate in the same fashion as the

definitions of the underlying offenses.

Recommendation

Each of the forms of indictment for the crimes referred to

in the summarized statute should be amended to accord with the

CHAPTER 277
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recommended change in the definition of the underlying offense.

Ch. 278 APPELLATE DIVISION OF SUPERIOR COURT
Sec. 28A FOR REVIEW OF CERTAIN SENTENCES
Para. 1

There shall be an appellate division
of the superior court for the review of
sentences to the state prison imposed
by final judgments in criminal cases,
except in any case in which a different
sentence could not have been imposed,
and for the review of sentences to the
reformatory for women for terms of more
than five years imposed by final judg
ments in such criminal cases...

This statute discriminates since there may be sentences imposed

on men of less than five years to state prison that are reviewable.

Such different treatment would fail to pass muster under either

the strict scrutiny or the absolute prohibition standard of review.

Women in certain cases are denied a form of due process available

to men similarly situated.

Recommendation:

Change "for terms of more than five years" to read "for

terms of more than two and one-half years" (i.e., the minimum

sentence to a state prison.")

CHAPTER 278 - TRIAL AND PROCEEDINGS BEFORE JUDGMENT
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TO: Task Force and Commission
FROM: Commission Staff

Members

RE: Gender-based words
DATE: September 15, 1976

Task forces should not confuse themselves with trying to
change all gender-based words to neutral words, especially if
that is the only change in the statute. Drafters of Massachusetts
statutes follow both common law interpretation of masculine

pronouns and specific statutory rules for construing statutes:
words of masculine gender include the feminine and the neuter.
Silver v. Ladd. 7 Wall. (74 U.S.) 219 (1869); M.G.L. Ch. 4 sec. 6,
cl. 4; Browne's Case. 322 Mass. 429, 77 N.E. 2d 649 (1948) j
3 Op.Atty.Gen. 93 (Apr. 26, 1907). This general rule is followed

except in those very few cases in which construction would be

"repugnant to the context of the same statute," e.g,, "sperm
d0n0r...hi5...” could not import the feminine. Robinson 1 s
Case. 131 Mass. 376 (1883).

Nouns which mean the masculine or feminine specifically,
such as "husband" or "widow" may be changed, according to the

meaning of the statute. Furthermore, if the construction of the

statute is questionable, particularly in the case of criminal

statutes subject to strict construction, a masculine reference

should be examined closely by task force members.

Words which are masculine but refer to both sexes should

be changed only if the task force feels the application of the

statute would work unfairly upon one sex as a result (e.g., foreman;
serviceman).

111. APPENDIX

MEMORANDUM
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